




"You still seem a little ... unstable!"

ickingofFhis reign at the end ofa season, the Sixth Doctor heralded a

breal< with tradition from the outset. Promising to bring to the series

the unexpected, the unpredictable and, at times, the unstable, the

overwhelming characteristic promised - and delivered - by this incarnation

was change ... whether we liked it or not!

From cancelled seasons and controversial companions to that costume,

Colin Baker's time on Doctor Who saw the series veer from one violent change

to another. Even now, enjoying success with Big Finish, the chameleon-like

Sixth Doctor continues to wrongfoot fans and defy expectation.

This special issue contains addenda and errata for all ofDWM's Sixth

Doctor Archii/es, painstakingly researched and compiled by Andrew Pixley as

a companion to the original articles. We also present fascinating features

from the finest Doctor Who writers, painting a picture ofthe Sixth Doctor's

turbulent era from some extraordinary new perspectives.

Welcome to the world ofthe Sixth Doctor - comedian, clown, scapegoat

and poll-winner. "You were expecting someone else?"
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Never judge a book by its cover,

quoth Philip MacDonald. And that

goes for the Sixth Doctor, tool 7mm
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Change, my dears! The making of
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IM The Story

In which Peri is pusillanimous,

the new Doctor faces a dilemma,

and there's an extraterrestrial

kidnap - what I've always feared!
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Bigger isn't always better.

The making of Season 22
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In which the Rani enters, Lytton

exits, the Doctor sees double, the
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well, Peri just sulks a lot
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"The Autumn Season on BBCi!

Doctor Who returns, only to find

he's been put on trial ..." The

making of Season 23
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In which Earth is fried. Peri dies,

the Matrix lies, and Mel arrives
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various audio exploits
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Six's novel escapades
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It's
rare to find anyone willing to defend, let

alone champion, the Colin Baker era -

perhaps the most unloved and certainly the

most troubled period in Doctor Who's long

history. A garish, clashing hotchpotch of

multicoloured visuals, fatally stymied by the sheer

inappropriateness of the ideas that lie behind it. And

that's just his coat. Ask die average fan what he thinks

of the Colin Baker era, and the chances are you'll be

treated to a selection of unenthusiastic mutterings

about tacky sets, squeaky Daleks, six-foot Sontarans,

ghasdy music and overblown continuity-fests.

In short, we do the Colin Baker era a gross

injustice. Of course it has its failings, and of course

some ofthem are considerable, but that much is true

of any period of Doctor Who. It would be wrong to

suggest that there's nothing original or enterprising

about this briefcouple ofseasons which, for all their

well-catalogued misfortunes, are rich in detail and

positively dripping with implication.

Like any era of Doctor Who, this one has its own

trademarks and its own storytelling spirit. Whatever

else exists in the Sixth Doctor's colourful new

universe of gumblejacks, speelsnapes and weed

plants, ±ere's littie room for the mundane. In fact,

the present-day Eartii ofi:en visited by his predecessor

is almost entirely ignored. The Six± Doctor makes

only one trip to the twentieth century (even then it's

only to London's back-streets and sewers, and for

less tiian half a story), preferring instead to enjoy

encounters with George Stephenson and H G Wells

-

remarkably, the first genuine historical figures to be

encountered by the Doctor since the TAR0IS left

Tombstone at the end ofThe Gutijiahtcrs. And, consid-

ering ±at in real terms it lasts only two episodes

longer than William Harmell's first season, tiie Colin

Baker era scores an impressive strike-rate of memo-

rable new foes. To introduce Sil, die Rani, Glitz and

the Valeyard in the space of two seasons is no mean

achievement.

In terms ofthe Doctor's personal mythology, other

changes are afoot. His official age has been hiked up

to goo and there are new approaches to continuity.

Gone are die Davison era's increasingly obligatory

flashback sequences, replaced instead by a more

random, haphazard series of insights into the

Doctor's past. His lapel-clutching, lip-tightening

hostility in the early stages of The Twin Dilemma

instandy recalls William Harmell without ever being

an outright impersonation, and in the same story we

learn that the Doctor's drinking parties with Azmael

took place in his fourth incarnation ("I've regener-

ated twice since then!"). The Third Doctor turns up

on, of all places, a Karfelon mural, and we even hear

his voice for the briefest ofmoments as his confused

successor recovers consciousness on Ravalox. If

Slipback manages to suggest that tills new Doctor is a

trifle more bibulous tiian the earlier Baker, whose on-

screen drinking habits seldom strayed beyond an

appetite for ginger pop, then his fondness for

quoting Shakespeare and the poets comes straight

fVom his namesake's early seasons. And most obvi-

ously of all amid this ongoing lucky dip of past lives

revisited, (he Second Doctor shows up in person.

Amid all tills self-reflexive mythologising, there's

a redoubled effort to foster a kind of personality cult

around the latest incarnation. Pip and lane Baker, in

many ways the quintessential Sixth Doctor



WITH THE HHUEHT OP COLIH BHHEH
THE DOCTOR DECOOIES THE

SHOHI'S FETISHISTIC RHISOO D'ETHE

gallows humour are often very successfiil, far

surpassing the previous year's Dalek story which had,

like Attack of the Ci/bErmcn, contented itself with recy-

cling the warmed-up leftovers of earlier encounters.

The enormous difference between the two stories,

which both hail from ±e pen of script editor Eric

Saward and are separated by litde more than a year, is

revealing. What had happened to influence Saward's

approach in the intervening months can be summed

up in four words: The Caves o/Androzani.

The critical success of Peter Davison's final four-

parter casts a long shadow over the Colin Baker years,

scriptwriters, have more than once remarked that

because the show is called Doctor Who, the most

important character is obviously the Doctor himself,

and it's towards him that events must always

gravitate. This is in fact a rather controversial notion

in terms ofestablished Doctor Who mythology, and it's

certainly one that flies in the face of the character as

originally conceived back in 1963. Since the arrival of

Ion Pertwee every Doctor had taken centre-stage to a

greater or lesser degree, but it's only with the advent

of Colin Baker ±at the Doctor becomes not only the

show's hero but also its fetishisdc raison d'etre: he

smiles at us in the opening credits and, in a concerted

attempt to foreground his dramatic involvement,

almost every episode ending is structured to give him

the last line and a big facial close-up. It's a deliberate

device, but its effect is unfortunately rather limidng.

Most of Doctor Who's classic cliffliangers involve the

emergence of a gruesome monster or a physical

threat, images which are inevitably more effective

than a zoom onto the Doctor shouting "No!" It

comes as litde surprise that the era's most successful

cliffhangers are of the traditional variety: the germi-

nation of the Vervoids, the Doctor convulsing in

agony as Crozier switches on his infernal machinery,

or die clawing hands dragging him beneath die

shingle of a nightmare beach. Otherwise, the

cliffhangers seem routine and unexciting, and with

good reason: like much about this era, the insistence

on ending each episode with a close-up ofthe Doctor

smacks ofthe show surfeiting on its own identity.

And this is a crucial point. It would be unrealistic

to overlook the ineluctable air ofexcess that seems to

permeate the Colin Baker stories, because for better

or worse, it's one of their defining characteristics.

Firsdy, and most obviously. Season Twenty-Two

marks both the apogee and the burn-out of the

ongoing preoccupation with returning foes that had

increasingly dominated the Davison era in the wake

of die phenomenally popular Earthshock. Ten years

earlier, the debut season ofanother Baker had glutted

itself on successive encounters with Sontarans,

Daleks and Cybermen, but diat was in an earlier,

simpler age, when the Sontarans were a fresh addi-

tion to the gallery of famous monsters and Davros

was a new character rather than a flagging continuity

requirement. Season Twenty-Two falls into a trap that

Season Twelve had concertedly avoided: it uses its

returning foes in a retrospective, even retrogressive,

way Attack of the Cijbermen revives convoluted plot

details from the early Cybermen stories, and even

resuscitates the Cyber Controller last seen in The Tomb

of the Cybermen two decades earher. From the fans'

point ofview, the casting ofthe same (very fine) actor

is evidence of an attentiveness to the programme's

history, but on a practical level it makes an unfortu-

nate laughing-stock of one of the Doctor's most

formidable foes because, unlike actors, Cybermen

shouldn't be susceptible to middle-age spread.

This tendency to put fan-pleasing stunts before

common sense is an unfortunate trademark of the

season. And inevitably, very few fans were pleased

anyway. Seldom has a returning monster been quite

so superfluously grafl:ed onto an existing script as are

the Sontarans in The Two Doctors. In the hands oftheir

creator they are at least well-handled, although

Robert Holmes prefers to lampoon their militaristic

bombast than to present them as a genuine threat -

understandably, because he's doubtiess more inter-

ested in Dastari and the Androgums, the villains of

his real story. The same goes for The Mark ofthe Rani:

having created a fine new adversary for the Doctor,

the writers are instructed to team her up with the

Master. Quite righdy they invest more enthusiasm in

An ersatz Doctor in ersatz agony: The Two Doctors

their new creation, and the result, as with the

Sontarans in The Tuio Doctors, is the comic debunking

of an established enemy Whether this is an icono-

clastic triumph or a betrayal of past glories is open to

debate, but time and again in this season it's notice-

able ±at the most rewarding elements are the fresh

ingredients that shy away from the high-profile

rematches.

In Revelation ofthe Doleks, Eric Saward does at least

find a new direction of sorts for the Doctor's oldest

enemies, but he does so only by marginalising them

(and, it might be added, the Doctor and Peri) almost

entirely and making the story about sometiiing else

instead: Reinuention of the Dauros might be a more

apposite epithet But the story's grim stylishness and

and over Season Twenty-Two in particular. Eric

Saward's appreciation of Robert Holmes's work, and

of his stams as a veteran Doctor Who scriptwriter and

editor, appears to have bordered on hero-worship.

It's been well documented, not least by Saward

himself that a close bond had sprung up between the

two during the production ofAndrozani, a bond which

remained strong for the remainder of Holmes' life

and which, doubtiess without Holmes' knowledge

and certainly without his connivance, became instru-

mental in Saward's growing sense of estrangement

from his producer. With die benefit of hindsight it's

abundandy clear that Eric Saward was litde less than

intoxicated by the success of Androzani, and much of

his remaining time on Doctor Who was spent

attempting, through various different approaches

and with varying degrees of success, to emulate its

style and subject matter.

But even the most cursory glance at Season

Twenty-Two will attest to the fact tiiat die

magic Androzani formula was not something

to be refined, mass-produced and bottied like so

much rejuvenating spectrox. Saward tries to replicate

Androzani's much-lauded "grittiness" ±roughout the

season. There are shotguns, machine guns and hard-

bitten mercenaries in Attack of the Cybermen and

Reuclation ojthe Dalelcs. There are masked or disfigured

characters like Quillam, the Borad and the Mutant,

whose villainy is mitigated by various sub-Sharaz Jek

attempts at pathos. There's a new and ruthless taste,

previously glimpsed in Saward's Resurrection of the

Daleks, for condemning whole story-loads of charac-

ters to a cold, dispassionate deadi (the despatch of

Griffiths and his escape party towards the end of

Attack is surely an attempt to emulate the callously

effective death of Salateen in Androzani, while the

killing of a helpless blind lady in The Two Doctors

breaks several new taboos for the show). Famously,

there's also Season Twenty-Two's appetite for gross-

out gore: if crushed hands, chewed rats and acid

baths were supposed to make Doctor Who look hard

and serious, they didn't always achieve the desired

effect. And when the Doctor himself starts getting

caught up in the cycle of violence (infamously when

he poisons Shockeye before adding insult to injury

with a James Bond-style quip about "just desserts",

noticeably absent from Robert Holmes' subsequent

novelisation), there's no doubt that things have got a

litde out ofhand.

But Saward finally gets the balance more or less

right in Revelation of the Dalelcs, die last and best story

in this most problematic of seasons. Beautifully cast

and played with all the verve of a Jacobean revenge

tragedy, Reuelotion has a meaty enough set of charac-

ters to allow the final blood-bath to count for some-

thing. The tone still isn't perfect, and Saward hasn't

learned how to break the storytelling rules with quite

the same panache as his mentor (Revelation epito-

mises the Season Twenty-Two syndrome of failing to

involve the Doctor and his companion in the main

the Alien
The Sixth Doctor? The Sixth Doctor?? THE SIXTH DOCTOR??!

Philip MacDonald looks behin(J the violence, the verbosity and

the i;ile coat to ^et to the true heart(s) of the 'difficult' Doctor ...
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plot until the story is all but over - but compare this

with Holmes scripts like The Ribos Operation or indeed

TheCaues o/Androzani, and you'll see that it can be done

rewardingly and almost undetectably). In some

instances the script is rescued from bathos by the

direction and performances (William Gaunt plays

against his lines, finding in Orcini a redemptive

streak of tattered nobility which simply isn't there in

Saward's dialogue), but it's nevertheless instructive

to regard Reueiation of the Dalcio as the successfiil

culmination of a process which had prompted

Saward to Androzani-fy a whole clutch ofstories which

might have succeeded far better if allowed simply to

be themselves.

Outside the increasingly ponderous weight of

Doctor Who history, other forces conspired to shape

the character and nature of this short but colourfiil

era: crucially, the sense ofbloated. Rabelaisian excess

Below: A reluctant Peri follows the Doctor into

Space Station Camera's infrastructure in The Two

Doctors. Right: The Doctor faces Davros - and

about time too! - in Revelation ofthe Daleks. ® bbc

which seems to haunt so many of the Colin Baker

stories is very much of its time. The Sixth Doctor's

brief tenure coincided with the zenith of the bleakly

materialistic 1980s of Ronald Reagan and Margaret

Thatcher. The Tuiin Dilemma began airing during the

first week of the epochal 1984-1985 miners' strike,

and The Trial OfA Time Lord drew to a close against a

backdrop of political and financial scandals

(Irangate, Guinness shares, and even one ofthe peri-

odic Jeffrey Archer resignations which have enlivened

British politics over the last four decades) which

spelled the beginning of the end for the Thatcherite

dream of captalism without moral accountability. In

between times, both the space shuttle and the AIDS

virus had exploded, and there had been global

calamities in Bhopal, Chernobyl and Ethiopia. 1987

would see Thatcher re-elected, but it was also to be

the year of Black Monday and of tragedies at King's

Cross, Zeebrugge and Hungerford, all of which, in

one way or another, seemed to warn of the danger

inherent in putting profits ahead of social welfare.

The Sixth Doctor lived his short life during this

brutal, hard-edged and often unpleasant time, and it

is to the credit of die people who made these thirty-

one television programmes that now, after the best

part oftwo decades, they often come across as a blis-

tering critique of their age. Big business is portrayed

as the villain in plenty ofearlier Doctor Who stories, but

seldom so satirically and systematically as in die

Colin Baker seasons. The era's most memorable new

villain, Sil, is a comic totem of 1980s capitalism, a

greedy, seedy little money-man with an eye on the

main chance and a vain ego demanding constant

gratification in the form of mirrors, moisturisers and

marsh-minnows. That memorable lament of his

superior, Kiv - "Then where will we be, eh? Dead! No!

Worse than that, poor!" - offers a biting gloss on the

get-rich, live-fast, retire-young ethic of the time.

There are times when the Sixtii Doctor seems

trapped in a cynical new universe in which market

forces reign supreme and the only winners are the

fast dealers and the asset-strippers. It's a universe in

which economics dictate diat the wealthy dead of

Tranquil Repose will never remrn to life because "the

idea ofthis place just doesn't work", and in which the

awfiil truth about Davros's famine reliefprogramme

pastiche ofMargaret Thatcher in The Happiness Patrol,

the Rani is only one of several power-hungry, husky-

voiced iron ladies who populate the Sixth Doctor's

era. Like Chessene she has a pathological disregard

for those she considers inferior, and like Kara she is

prepared to exploit and ruin the workforce in the

cause ofher own betterment.

And, in a final coup de ^race which allows the Sixth

Doctor's abruptiy curtailed incumbency to go out on

something of a thematic peak, the slimiest and most

manipulative operators of all in this cruel new

universe of back-stabbers and double-dealers turn

out to be his own people. The Time Lords have devas-

tated the Doctor's favourite planet and ordered the

deatii ofhis companion; and, paradoxically, it's left to

his evil alter ego to offer a challenge to their infa-

mously spurious morality.

The Valeyard offers a final, bewildering twist to

THE 5IHTH DDCTDR'S BRIEF TEEURE
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is suppressed to avoid the risk of "consumer resist-

ance". It's a universe in which professional skills,

whether diey be the life-saving surgery of Crozier or

the hired guns ofLytton and Glitz, are tendered out to

the highest bidder. It's a universe in which a state-run

penal establishment sells video recordings of tormre

and execution as a profitable sideline. It's a universe

in which the up-and-coming Androgum species,

"augmented" by the geneticist Dastari to take over

the baton ofprogress from our own "tired and effete"

life-form, embraces as its motto the chillingly 1980s

nostrum "the gratification of pleasure is the sole

motive ofaction".

ppropriately enough for a story made

during the throes of the most turbulent

period of industrial unrest in recent British

history, the Doctor even gets to teach ±e blinkered

government of Varos the true value of its mining

industry, and thus to help its oppressed mineworkers

to throw off'their chains. So it's perhaps unfortunate

that his very next voyage, to nineteenth-century

England, offers a rather reactionary vision ofloutishly

militant miners inhibiting progress by breaking

machines, and it hardly helps when we discover that

they're doing this not for sound ideological reasons

but because an alien chemist is mucking about with

their brain fluids - widiout which interference, by

implication, they'd be a bunch ofwell-behaved, fore-

lock-tugging littie proletarians. But we can't ignore

the fact that, long before Sheila Hancock's celebrated

another of the Colin Baker era's recurrent themes:

that nothing is what it seems, and that everything and

everyone exists in a nightmarish, never-ending state

offlux and mutability. In story after story, die villains

ofthe Colin Baker era are geneticists, chemists, zool-

ogists and agronomists, bent for whatever reason on

perverting the course ofnature and modifying reality.

Like a latter-day Dr Moreau, Crozier has littered the

shores ofThoros Beta witii genetic mutations, while

the disfigured Quillam has experimented on his own

body and Magellan has warped himself into the

monstrous Borad. Mestor plans to blast his modified

eggs across the galaxy, while he himself invades the

bodies of Drak and Azmael. The intervention of

warped and irresponsible scientists condemns both

Luke Ward and Ruth Baxter to sprout twigs and

leaves. Dastari augments die primitive Chessene to

new levels of super-intellect, but cannot militate

against ±e reassertion of her baser instincts. Davros

is genetically transforming the inhabitants of

Tranquil Repose into Daleks (and his mutated fail-

ures, as on Skaro many millennia before, are cast out

into the wastelands of Necros). Lytton becomes a

Cyberman. Even the Doctor himself assumes

Androgum form, while poor Peri narrowly escapes

mutation into a bird on Varos, a Morlox on Karfel and

a Mentor on Thoros Beta!

In the mid-ig8os the generic label for this kind of

thing was "body horror", a fashionable ingredient of

much of the fantasy cinema of the time. Its roots,

however, lie long before the films ofJohn Carpenter

CTDH UJHD mRGRSinE
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and David Cronenberg. Like Mary Shelley and

(appropriately) H G Wells, the Colin Baker era

exploits physical mutation as an index of the uncer-

tainty created by its characters' habit of breaking

moral and ontological boundaries. Who exactly is the

Valeyard - the Doctor? Mr Popplewick? The Keeper of

the Matrix? Yes, all three, it would appear. But on

another level altogether, characters in these stories

are often not what diey seem. The shallowness of

televisual illusion preoccupies the Sixth Doctor's

seasons: everywhere you look there are vicarious

viewers and commentators whose interpolations

build up extra layers of fictionality and artifice. The

Sontarans leave a fake snuff-movie of the Second

Doctor's demise to throw his future selfoffthe scent,

while the Doctor undermines his enemies' alliance in

The Mark ofthe Rani by convincing the Master that the

Rani's televised destruction of the TARDIS is an

"optical illusion created on the screen". The Borad

and the DJ use false screen personae which belie their

real characters. The corridors of Karfel and the cata-

combs of Tranquil Repose are beadily viewed by the

spy-cameras of the Borad, Davros, Kara and the D),

while the Doctor's adventures in the Punishment

Dome are televised not only on BBCi but also on

Varos, where Arak and Etta punch in their audience

appreciation figures and provide us with a running

commentary. In the same story the Governor ofVaros

usurps the role of director, instructing his videotape

editor to "Cut it - now!" at the end of the first

episode, while the Doctor pulls the rug from under

the ostentadous melodrama ofthe execution scene by

enquiring of one of the characters: "Do you always

get the priest parts?"

Most blatantiy, the whole of Season Twenty-Three

is mediated for the viewer via the device of the

Doctor's trial: each adventure is introduced, watched,

commented upon and ultimately manipulated by the

characters in the courtroom. The Valeyard falsifies

his on-screen evidence to ±e extent that we are

shown entire scenes which are "untrue". What really

happened in the communications room of the

Hyperion HI? Did the Doctor really torture Peri beneath

die cliffs of Thoros Beta? Are we to assume that

Yrcanos forced Crozier to reverse Peri's final opera-

tion, or was the whole brain-swap scene faked up in

die first place? In which case, at what stage do the

events we see unfolding on Thoros Beta become

"untrue"? By the time an ostensibly real courtroom

scene pulls out to reveal the same courtroom

watching it on their viewing screen, we can't be sure

ofanything any more.

Detractors of the Colin Baker era are wrong, then,

to suggest that there's nothing going on in these two-

and-a-bit seasons: on the contrary, there's a great

deal going on, and it's absolutely fascinating. The

Colin Baker era offers a dramatic demonstration of

the self-scrutiny that was preoccupying British televi-

sion in the mid-1980s. As budgets were slashed, as

breakfast TV consolidated itself and spawned its

inevitable progeny - daytime TV - and as the rise of

satellite and cable loomed large on the horizon. Doctor

Who once again became a barometer of the age. The

Colin Baker era is television about television; it's

Doctor Who devouring its own young. The fact that the

spectre of cancellation hovered over the Sixth

Doctor's tenure, and that his two complete seasons

were separated by a pregnant i8-mon± pause, now

looks like the crowning piece oftexmal irony: this is

an era in which, on planet after planet, die medium

is the message, and the need to get something -

values and customs." It's an honest if strained

attempt to find a new angle on the character, but it's

telling that this and the story's unnecessarily abrasive

closing line ("I am die Doctor - whether you like it or

not!") sound more Uke a mission statement from the

production office than anything the character might

genuinely say. In the months between the announce-

ment of Colin Baker's casting and the screening of

his first episode there had been a fair (or, more to the

point, an utterly unfair) degree of criticism from a

minority of fans, who took it upon themselves to

declare that the actor was unsuitable for the role long

before they'd seen him in action. This coincided with

a time when producer ]ohn Nathan-Turner was

particulariy sensitive to fan criticism, and there can be

litde doubt that certain lines in that final scene in The

Twin Dilemma are not so much the Doctor talking to

Peri, as the producer addressing his detractors. "I

would suggest. Peri, that you wait a Utde before criti-

cising my new persona" must surely go down as one

ofthe most loaded lines in Doctor Who history.

There is much that's wonderful about the Sixth

Doctor, and much of it fijlfils die "quirky,

witty and unexpected" portrayal antici-

pated by Colin Baker. At times he syndie-

sises the endearing pomposity ofthe Third

Doctor with the schoolboy recklessness of

^ the Second: this is the lovable Doctor who
|f fishes for gumblejacks, accidentally burns

Peri's dinner and enthuses about the aroma

of "a freshly laundered forest". This most

appealing and least contrived side of the

The many faces ofthe Sixth Doctor.

Far left: Hapless hero (The Trial ofa Time

Lord). Opposite: Fearless fighter

{Vengeance on Varos). Below: Sweet-

natured softie (TJie Two Doctors), all t> bbc

anything - on screen is more important than what

that something actually is. It's entirely fitting, then,

that the era's most celebrated moment of philo-

sophical impact is the diswrbing and fiindamentally

anxious image of a blank television screen that

concludes Vengeance on Varos.

estriding the era is the most colourful and

contradictory feature of all, the Sixth

Doctor himself in an early interview,

before he had shot so much as a line of dialogue,

Colin Baker declared that he wanted to make his

Doctor "quirky, witty and unexpected", and much

was made of his having viewed hours of old

episodes, the better to absorb what he called "the

essential Doctorness" of the role. It appears,

however, that the central character soon became the

subject of a creative struggle between the actor's

instincts, the production team's impositions, and the

show's natural requirements. Colin Baker has made

no secret of die fact that he was less than entirely

happy with his costume, a garish creation which,

despite conforming broadly to the pseudo-

Edwardian frock-coat-and-flannels image of his

immediate predecessor, represented an alarming and

dislocating lurch away from the traditionally thrown-

together wardrobes of the earlier Doctors.

The process of tidying up the Doctor and repack-

aging him had begun as early as Tom Baker's final

season, and Peter Davison's outfit certainly had a far

more obviously "designed" feel than any that had

gone before. But Colin Baker's costume was another

thing altogether: nobody in the world, or indeed the

universe, would dress like that, and this, we were

told, was emblematic of the new Doctor's creed,

chiming in with his newfound propensity for riding

roughshod over the conventional notions of gende-

manliness hitherto associated with the character. "I

am, in your terms, an alien", he tells Peri in The Twin

Dilemma. "I am therefore bound to have different

Sixth Doctor is one with which listeners of the Big

Finish audio plays have now become better

acquainted, and it demonstrates beyond any doubt

why Colin Baker was cast in the role.

What is more of a mystery is why, having found

their new Doctor, the production team appeared to

fight shy of the warm, clever, cuddly-if-acerbic char-

acter so naturally available to them, and instead asked

Colin Baker to play a character so diameQ-ically at

odds with it. The pre-packaged, much-publicised

character-notes of the Sixth Doctor - alien, unpre-

dictable, abrasive, impatient, moody - are all to be

found in the early years ofTom Baker's portrayal, but

there they are the subtiest of grace-notes against the

abiding heroism of the main melody. Played as the

Sixth Doctor's defining characteristics they sit

uncomfortably in the show's format, putting a barrier

between the character and his audience. The lack of

compassion exhibited by the Doctor in The Twin

Dilemma, which leaves Peri gasping like a fish out of

water and repeatedly rebounds on the fortunes ofthe

hapless Hugo Lang, is presumably an attempt to

recapmre the thrilling alienness ofdiat famous scene

in Pyramids of Mars in which the Doctor silences
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and the show is suddenly more watchable.

It's perhaps no surprise that these scenes hail from

the writer who gives Colin Baker's Doctor most ofhis

finest moments on screen. As the only scriptwriter

other than Saward to have written for earlier Doctors

as well as the Sixth, Robert Holmes has a firmer grasp

than many on the concept of "essential Doctorness".

It's a quality which blossoms forth not only in Colin

Baker's notable diatribe against the corruption of his

own people, but in other, more finely measured

Left: The Doctor tortures Peri (or does he? Etc.) in

The Trial ofa Time Lord Parts Five to Eight. Below:

the Doctor aboard the Hyperion III. Below right:

Mel and the Doctor mugging in the Matrix! s bbc

Sarah's condemnation of his callous reaction to the

death of Laurence Scarman. What The Tiuin Dilemma

fails to recognise is the deep universal compassion

that underpins that scene, and is indeed the very

point of it. As a result The Tuiin Dilemma's best

moments are to be found in ±e few essentially

Doctorish attributes which Colin Baker manages to

smuggle past the superimposed character-brief: his

sudden moment ofconcern for Peri ('"Pon my word,

you really are fi-ightened, aren't you?"), his lament for

a lost paradise in the Jacondan wasteland, and his

TDD DFTEn THE 5IHTH
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dignified gravity at Azmael's deathbed. Elsewhere,

ThcTiuin Dilemmo provides ample demonstration that,

despite its legendarily flexible format, Doctor Who

simply isn't robust enough to maintain the manic

anti-hero Doctor originally conceived by Nathan-

Turner and Saward.

Perhaps as a result of this, in Season Twenty-Two

the character becomes a mass of contradictions. The

new Doctor's tendency to descend into a Slough of

Despond at the slightest mishap, and sit sighing

operadcally until his companion's entreaties rouse

him into action, seems misguided in its essential un-

Doctorness; more fiindamentally, it also makes for

boring television. Matters aren't helped by the flawed

attempt to make sparks fly in his relationship with

Peri - again, perhaps, an attempt to recreate the

unforced cut-and-thrust egalitarianism of the Fourth

Doctor's friendship with Sarah Jane. But this doesn't

sound like a friendship at all: it's more like a disinte-

grating marriage. In the endless bickering that marks

time in the overlong TARDIS scenes of the season,

the Doctor comes across not as a charismatic alien

with his own mysterious value-system, but as a

dislikeable, argumentative poltroon. And rather than

seeming feisty and giving as good as she gets, which

is presumably the idea. Peri often seems merely

childish, petulant and stupid. One ofthe most worth-

while changes ushered in after the i8-month suspen-

sion is the relaxation of this forced, overwrought and

unpleasant-to-watch relationship; from the first

woodland scene in The Trial ofa Time Lord, affectionate

banter has replaced henpecked bickering. The char-

acters have become Doctor and companion, and -

surprise, surprise - they are suddenly more likeable

moments which reveal in this brashest

and loudest of Doctors an unexpected

gendeness. In bo± The Tujo Doctors and

The Trial ofa Time Lord, Holmes gives the

Doctor a contemplative moment in

which his concern for the effects of

cosmic events on the minutiae of the

universe offers a profoundly touching

insight into the roofless life ofthe time-

traveller. Far more than any portentous

bla±er about the web of time, Colin

Baker's quiet and beautifully judged

musings on galaxies and butterflies

take us straight to the philosophical

heart of the Doctor, and of Doctor Who.

Similarly, his Shakespearean valedic-

tion to Oscar Botcherby in The Tiuo

Doctors offer a moment of unexpected

subtlety and grace. How like Robert

Holmes to name a ham actor after the

fabled Academy Award, and how like

Holmes to subvert an ostensibly comic

scene by twisting it into tragedy

Initially Oscar's death seems absurd -

the tone of the scene is so odd that

we're halfexpecting him to get up and crack a joke -

but when the Doctor takes Oscar's quotation from

Hamlet a step fiirther by evoking Horatio's famous

farewell to the Prince, bathos transmutes seamlessly

into a moment of understated pathos. It's one of the

strangest and most unsetfling moments in the whole

era - and, in its own wrong-footing way, it's more

shocking than any amount ofdemonstrative gore.

What's even more interesting about Oscar is that,

with his theatrical, quote-laden, larger-than-life

manner, he's an obvious reflection of the Sixth

Doctor himself. Robert Holmes often includes in his

scripts a serio-comic counterpoint to the Doctor and

his companion (most blatandy in Carniual ofMonsters,

in which Vorg and Shirna offer a distorting reflection

of the Doctor and lo: a flamboyant travelling

showman with a magical box of tricks, accompanied

by a sceptical, leggy blonde in stack-heeled boots and

glam-rock get-up). In The Tuio Doctors, Oscar and

Anita mirror the Doctor and Peri from the outset.

Compare their respective opening scenes: Peri looks

on askance as the Doctor rhapsodises about the joys

of anghng, while a bemused Anita is subjected to

Oscar's peroration on moth-collecting. Both

scenarios feed the story's core themes, counter-

pointing the sensual villainy of Shockeye who, like

Oscar and the Doctor, is indulging in a pastime which

involves the pursuit of pleasure through cruelty to

lesser species. The Doctor's rhapsodic description of

pan-fried gumblejack as "ambrosia steeped in

nectar", just like Oscar's evocation of the moths he

kills as "painted beauties, sleeping all day and rising

with the sunset to whisper on gossamer wings of

damask and silk", is in keeping with Shockeye's

enthusiasm for the culinary potential ofhumans.

This sense of a philosophical challenge to

conventional notions of morally acceptable

behaviour runs like a seam throughout the

Colin Baker era, and is one of its strongest suits.

When the Doctor first plays his "different values and

customs" card at the end of The Twin Dilemma, he's

setting the template for an era which systematically

questions the dramatic preconceptions of Doctor Who

and, on a wider scale, the validity of our established

moral sensibilities. At the end ofThe Two Doctors our

hero vows to become a vegetarian (and, if later refer-

ences to nut roast rolls and carrot juice are anything

to go by, he remains true to his word).

By doing so is he able to face down the

Rani's entirely rational justification for

her treatment ofhumans in the previous

story: "Do they worry about the lesser

species when they sink their teeth into a

lamb chop?" But, in a universe in which

the Doctor can commit an unwilling act

of genocide against a race of sentient

plants, is even vegetarianism enough?

Like the Rani, Davros excuses his atroc-

ities with incontrovertible logic: his

argument that there is a humanitarian

benefit in the recycling of corpses into

food is impossible to deny

In no other era is the Doctor's treat-

ment of other people and other races

subjected to such unflinching scrutiny.

We are invited to ponder difficult and

ultimately unanswerable questions

about the Doctor's betrayal of Lytton;

about the dubious wisdom of his inter-

ference in the affairs ofVaros; about the

ethical validity of his mission to halt the

Kartz-Reimer experiments and his

dispassionate despatching of Shockeye;

about his imperilling of Peri's life on

Thoros Beta; and about his destruction

of the Vervoids, who are, after all, only

behaving as nature intended. After such

a catalogue of fallibility, fumbled

heroism and downright failure, it seems more than

appropriate that the era should reach its climax with

an epic battie between the Doctor and his darker side.

Sadly, circumstances would dictate that Season

Twenty-Three's bewildering cliffhanger was to be the

last hurrah of a kaleidoscopic, clashing, contradic-

tory era which, it now seems, was just on the point of

recovering from its debilitating birth-pangs and was,

at last, in the process of struggling to its feet ... O
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Doctor! Doctor!
A well-known TV villain in the role? A desire to emphasise the character's alienness? An outfit in parish

bad taste? Andreu; Pixley discoi^ers that the status quo of the Peter Dauison era was being well and

truly upset as the Doctor Who team be^an to plan the de'but of the Time Lord's sixth incarnation ...

n Wednesday 2 June 1982, Colin Baker completed his

recording for a guest star slot in Studio i at BBC Television

Centre. He thanked the crew for the enjoyment the role had

given him and - always keen for more work - quipped to the

production team "Remember - the name's Baker!" The part

which Baker had just played was Commander Maxil - for the Doctor Who

story Arc qflnjinitij.

During the 1970s, Colin Baker had established himselfas tough busi-

nessman Paul Merrony in the BBCi drama series The Brothers, as well as

appearing in BBC2's adaptadon ofWar and Peace and the ATV soap opera

for Maddie With Loue. As well as a lot ofstage plays, he was also regularly in

demand as a guest artist on numerous television series, and a Doctor Who

serial starring Peter Davison was just one such appearance in many.

Because he had got on well widi the team, however, Baker found himselfat

the wedding reception ofLynn Richards, the production assistant on Arc of

Itijinitij, some time later. The series' producer, John Nathan-Turner, was

also present and noted how Baker kept the guests entertained with his

warmth and quick wit. lUchards subsequendy

suggested Baker to the producer as a potential new

Doctor should Davison not be persuaded to stay with

the show; this notion also came from director Ron

lones, and was cemented when Nathan-Turner again

encountered the actor at a party given by Doctor Who

co-star Sarah Sutton.

In early Aummn 1982, Nathan-Turner renewed

acquaintances with Baker; the actor was touring in

Rflatiuely Speakin.g with Gerald Flood, who himself

was being approached regarding a role in Doctor Who.

The two men got on well together and Nathan-Turner

felt that Baker would give a very different portrayal of

the Doctor to that of Davison. While Baker was in

Richmond with a tour of Suddenli) at Home, Nathan-

Turner contacted him and invited him to come and

see him for a chat. Visiting the BBC on Friday 10 June

1983, Baker was amazed to find that - rather than

being asked to open a fete as he expected - the

producer was offering him the opportunity to

become the sixth television incarnation of the Doctor.

The role appealed immensely; Baker had watched the

programme regularly since the first episode, and had

previously applied for the part when Tom Baker left

in 1980. Armed with tapes of his predecessors, Baker

was sent away for a week to consider the offer.

Both Baker and Nathan-Turner were keen to

emphasise the Doctor's alien qualities, despite his

human appearance. They also wanted to make him

slighdy unapproachable because ofhis unexpected

behaviour. The notion ofthe Doctor's passion for literamre soon arose,

along with the new incarnation's love ofpuns and bad jokes. There were a

series ofdiscussions in London between Baker and Nathan-Turner about

the new Doctor's persona; after one ofthese the pair went to the Bush

Hotel in Shepherd's Green for a drink and bumped into Davison and his

wife, Sandra Dickinson. The next morning at rehearsals for Warriors ofthe

Deep, Davison told Nathan-Turner that he had guessed Baker would be his

replacement; this deduction came about because he knew the producer

hated going to the Bush Hotel and because he remembered Baker's

comments the previous year. Davison agreed to keep the news a secret.

Baker's approval by David Reid, the Head ofDrama, was almost a

formality, with much of their meeting taken up discussing cricket. The BBC

seemed keen for Baker to do at least four years, and the actor was eager to

beat Tom Baker's seven-year stint. However, even at this point, script editor

Eric Saward was having misgivings about Baker's casting. Saward's

working relationship with Nathan-Turner was now becoming slighdy

strained after two years. Despite this, Saward worked with Nathan-Turner

and Baker on crafting a new persona which would seem slighdy more

unpleasant than his predecessors. To contrast with the quieter Incarnation

ofDavison, the team wanted to make Baker's interpretation bigger and

louder from the outset.

Davison's departure was hinted at on BBCi's Take Tuio programme on

Tuesday 21 June, but the announcement was not made for some time.

Saward started to assess which serials would be suitable for the new

Doctor's first season. A number ofstories were not taken forward; these

included The Darkness by Eric Pringle (submitted in August 1981), Nightinare

Country by Steve Gallagher (a storyline submitted in late 1982 about the

Doctor becoming trapped in a Reality Simulator which Saward ruled out on

cost grounds), three story ideas from Barbara Clegg submitted in late 1982

(The Elite about a race of intelligent youths directed by a lone Dalek, The

Underworld where the Doctor travels down the River Styx in Ancient Greece,

and The Roflue TARDIS where die Doctor goes in search of a missing Time

Lord who has regenerated to merge with his ship), die two-part Circus of

BHHER nno amn nnrHnn-TURnER

THE ODBTOR'S RLIER QURLITIES
Destiny storyline from Ben Steed delivered in January

1983, two four-part oudines from William Emms
{Doctor Who and the Zeldan and Doctor Who and the SCI -

die latter about a mental control of the population of

the planet Alden) and Warmongers by Marc Piatt and

'Charles M Stevens' (a pen-name for Doctor Who histo-

rian Jeremy Bentham) which was submitted on spec

in 1983 and concerned the Sontarans and Rutans

landing in England during the 1940s Blitz. Other

more recent storylines were still emerging. Robin

Squire had been commissioned for Ghost Planet on

Friday 20 May, and Glen McCoy was commissioned

for the first episode ofa fumristic four-part story

featuring H G Wells called Timelash in late June; also

still in development were Planet oJFear, a much

reworked idea about video nasties and penal colonies

fi-om Philip Martin, Space Whale by Patrick Mills

(about a colony living within a vast animal) which

was still undergoing alterations after being dropped

from production late on in 1982, and an oudine from

Peter Grimwade entided Leaijue ofthe Tandreds.

It was in June 1983 that a major format change was

decided upon for Doctor Who; the series would

abandon the 25 minute format it had used for two

decades and instead air in 45 minute double-length episodes. By this time,

there were few BBC drama series sdll made in a half-hour format, and the

new shows could be re-edited for overseas sales in the traditional length.

One of the first new storylines to be commissioned was Hex from veteran

writers Hazel Adair and Peter Ling, a story inspired by bee-hives kept by

Adair; in this, the Doctor and his companion Peri would come up against

the insectoid Queen Zafia ofHexagora. The commission came about largely

because ofNathan-Turner's work with Adair and Ling in trying to relaunch

their 1960s soap opera Compact for the 1980s under the tide Impact; having

handled the show's twentiedi anniversary and become the first producer to

cast two Doctors, Nathan-Turner was now keen to move on from Doctor

Who, but in order to do so had to create a new project within the BBC.

Nathan-Turner liked Hex, but Saward was less keen. Another commission in

die new format was Children's Seth from Christopher Bailey, widi a target

delivery ofMonday 26 September.

By the time Davison's departure from Doctor Who was announced to the

From villain to hero: actor Colin Baker

becomes the sixth face of Doctor Who.
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Above: Colin Baker brings a spla

Doctor is unveiled, tciark Right:

an old acquaintance of the Time

world on Thursday 28 July, a potential idea for the new Doctor's debut story

had been submitted in the form ofA Stitch in Time by Anthony Steven - a

colleague ofNathan-Turner's from All Creatures Great and Small. Around the

same time, lohnny Byrne submitted an outline for The Guardians qfPropheci)

(aka The Place qfSerenitij); this was a sequel to his 1981 serial The Keeper of

Traken and concerned a tomb robber called Malador who plans to steal a

sophisticated computer to animate the Melkurs.

A test episode of Steven's idea - now entitled A Switch in Time - was

commissioned at the start ofAugust, and the tide of Bailey's serial was

corrected to The Children qfScth concurrent with his deadline being extended

to Monday 17 October. Nicola Bryant, who would be Baker's co-star as the

new American companion Peri Brown, was contracted on Tuesday g August

for an initial 12 episodes, with a BBC option on a minimum of 20 shows a

year for the next two years; Bryant was due to start work on her stories in

October. The following week, a reformatted Planet ofFear was delivered by

Martin, while Brian Finch - another All Creatures writer - was commissioned

for the two-part Liuanthian [sic] for Monday 7 November.

Unaware that a new Doctor had been selected for some weeks, the

popular press continued their speculation of the new Doctor into mid-

August, with Brian Blessed reportedly winning the part according to various

publications. Possibles included Bernard Hill, Matthew Kelly, Patrick

Moore, and a long line of actresses suggested were suggested by the Daili|

Star and Daily Express on Wednesday 17 August. Two days later, Colin Baker

was announced as the new Doctor with a photocall and interview on Radio

4's PM programme. BBC News covered the story widi clips of Baker

shooting Davison from Arc ojinfinitij and most papers carried the news on

Saturday 20. Baker appeared on BrealcfastTimc on Monday 22 and was inter-

viewed in Derby on local radio on Sunday 28. In the meantime, the scripts

for his debut serial, now entided The Tiuin Dilemma, were commissioned;

Nathan-Turner had decided to break with convention and introduce the

new Doctor in the final serial of the season, allowing viewers a chance to

fiirdier when his wife, Marion, gave birth to a son, Jack, shortly before

Baker departed for another Swedish tour in The Mousetrap in mid-October.

Back in England, work continued on Steven's scripts for The Twin

Dilemma while the Bakers were commissioned to develop the two-part Enter

the Rani scripts; Finch also delivered his scripts - correcdy entided Lcuiathan

- to deadline. Then tragedy struck. In early November, Colin Baker was

appearing in Malmo when he heard that Jack had died at die age of only

seven weeks. The actor and his wife were badly shaken at the loss of their

son to "Cot Death Syndrome" and, as a result, Baker became a fervent

campaigner for the Foundation for the Study of Infant Deaths.

aker attended his first costume fitting as the Doctor on Wednesday

30 November. The new Doctor's outfit was one element which the

actor was somewhat dubious about; it was - as anticipated - as

loud as his new portrayal was expected to be, but had been garishly crafted

in accordance with Nathan-Turner's description of "totally tasteless". Baker

himselfwould have preferred something more sombre and dark, such as

black velvet. By now, industrial action had forced a delay on Davison's

swansong. The Caucs ofAndrozani, meaning that Baker's debut serial would

not start production until the New Year; this allowed Saward extra time to

conduct heavy rewrites to Steven's scripts.

With Planet oJFear delivered, Martin submitted three more ideas to

DHE ELEmEirr UIHICH BHHEH lUHS SDmEIUHHT OUBIDUS
HBOUT UIHS HIS OUTFIT. IT UIHS EnRISHLE ERHFTED IE
nCBOREHnCE UIITH fln rS BRIEF OF ^'TBTRLLB TRSTELESS'
see Baker in action before the summer break.

As the Davison serials continued in production. Baker continued with

interviews about his new role; feamring on Tony Blackburn's Sunday Show

on Sunday 4 September, he discussed topics including the likelihood ofKg

returning. Another potential storyline. Too Cleuer By Far, about a renegade

Time Lady interfering with Earth's history, was commissioned from

husband-and-wife writers Pip and Jane Baker at the end of the month on

the strengtii of a script Natiian-Turner had found left in his office by his

predecessor, Graham Williams. On Friday 30 September, Colin Baker was

formally contracted for his first five episodes of Doctor Who which would be

made over December 1983 and January 1984. His second - and larger -

contract came on Tuesday 4 October; this covered 13 episodes of 50

minutes duration (or their equivalents) to be made from June 1984 to

February 1985, with options on three similar series through to ig88. In

addition to clinching die deal on tills major role, Baker's life was blessed

Saward on Wednesday 28 December; these were Doomwraiths (about an

alien race arriving on Earth to discover that their "humanity" experiment

had failed), Space Sargasso (where the TAiRDIS is pulled into a graveyard of

spaceships controlled by the Master) and Valley oJShadouJS (in which die

Doctor journeys into the Egyptian underworld to save "Petri"). Two more

stories were lined up as ig84 arrived. Andrew Smith was commissioned on

Tuesday 10 January to produce a breakdown entitied The First Sontarans for

Monday 13 February, and the first episode ofThe Cold War - a sequel to tiie

1967 serial The Tomb ofthe Cybermen - was given the go-ahead from TV

newcomer Paula Woolsey. Woolsey was in fact a former girlfriend of

Saward's, and the storyline had acwally been developed by Saward in

conjunction with DJ and record producer Ian Levine who had been acting as

consultant on the show's history to the production office since 1980.

Tuesday 10 January also saw Colin Baker being unveiled in costume as

the Doctor to the British press in a rain-drenched Hammersmith Park. At
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:ii subsequent press conference, Nathan-Turner started a rumour that he-

was thinking ofchanging the shape of the TARDIS from the familiar police

box. This was a deliberate publicity gimmick and, indeed, most newspapers

covered the story the next day. On Thursday 12 January, Baker recorded his

first scene as the Doctor for the end ofThe Caves ofAndrozani in Studio 6 at

Television Centre. Flushed widi delight at starting the role of a lifetime.

Baker returned home and proclaimed "I am the Doctor!" to his wife ... who
prompdy told him to take the rubbish out!

The first episode ofanother two-part story, The Macro Men, was commis-

sioned from Tony Rudlin and actress Ingrid Pitt on Thursday 19 January; set

in 1983, this drew upon the World War II experiments by the Americans to

render the USS Eldridfle invisible to radar, only to unleash microscopic crea-

mres native to Earth. At the end ofJanuary, recording finally started on The

Tujin Dilemma and Nathan-Turner set about arranging for the third new

serial to have location filming in America. Since 1980, Doctor Who had been

taking off in America in quite a big way, and the twentieth anniversary

events of 1983 had seen unprecedented interest in the British series. During

production ofThe Tiuin Dilemma, Nathan-Turner arranged for Baker and

Bryant to accompany him on one of his increasingly frequent visits to an

American convention.

While production on The Tmin Dilemma continued into February, Ian

Matter - who had played Harry Sullivan in the series from 1974 to 1975 -

was commissioned on Thursday 2 February for a story breakdown entitled

Sttarifie Encounter; a first episode for this was later commissioned as Voluok

and apparendy concerned hospital overcrowding. Chris Boucher was

commissioned for an untitied storyline on Tuesday 7 February with a dead-

line ofMonday 5 Februaiy, but after delivery heard nothing from Saward

and was soon busy on a half-hour drama pilot witii a working title of Star

Cops. The First Sontarans storyline was delivered on Monday 13, but by this

time it was known that it would not be developed since the cloned warmon-

gers would be returning in a stoty by their creator, former script editor

Robert Holmes. Holmes was commissioned for a three-part serial called

The Kraalon Inheritance to feature the Sontarans as well as the Second Doctor

and his companion Jamie - played by Patrick Troughton and Frazer Hines -

and making use of the proposed filming in New Orleans. Holmes attended

the recording for The Tujin Dilemma and was disappointed with Baker's first

story; Saward too felt the new Doctor was ill-served by his debut and Levine

was similarly unimpressed when shown a copy by a delighted Nathan-

Turner before broadcast.

M of Colin Baker and Nicola Bryant make
I Above: The Doctor and Peri go to work on Mestor's

as they explore the hatchery in The Twin Dilemma. - eec

In the meantime, one of the missing episodes ofDoctor Who was returned

to the BBC from Australia; this was The Final Test, the concluding part of the

1966 serial The Celestial Toymaker, one of several episodes recovered since the

BBC Archives put out an appeal in 1982. Levine discussed the recovery of

the missing shows with The Sunday Times on Sunday 19 February. There was

also a lot ofdiscussion provoked by Nathan-Turner's TARDIS gimmick,

with letters demanding the protection of the police box appearing in the

Radio Times on Thursday g February. Nathan-Turner spoke to Simon Bates

on Radio 4's Feedback on Friday 17 on the matter, and also talked to

concerned young viewers on Saturday Superstore on Saturday 25. Attending

the Interface III convention in London, Nathan-Turner assured the atten-

dees that the TARDIS would not really be changing.

Baker had finished recording The Tu;in Dilemma on Thursday 16 February,

and poised himself for the lead up to his debut on BBCi. As March arrived,

Saward suggested to writer and former script editor Christopher H
Bidmead that he might like to develop a story with the Master and the

Tractators. The remaining episodes ofThe Kraalon Inheritance were commis-

sioned, with Nathan-Turner requesting extra funding from BBC Enterprises

for the ten day New Orleans shoot planned for early August. Saward also

wanted to proceed with the Rani serial, but declined Martin's other three

story ideas. On Friday 9 March, Feedback confirmed that the police box

TARDIS had been "saved" and, two days later, the Sunday Times Magazine

ran a piece emphasising the proUferation ofUS-based conventions for

the show.

Thursday 15 March saw Baker and Bryant attending a photocall,

while Baker was both the subject ofan article in the Radio Times

and made a costumed appearance on Blue Peter (the programme

also ran a competition to win an autographed Gastropod egg the following

week). The pair then attended Stijdio TC7 on Saturday 17 to chat to both

Mike Reid and the Master (Anthony Ainley phoning in from home) on

Saturday Superstore; they were also guests on Thursday 22 (the day The Tiuin

Dilemma debuted) on Breakfast Time and Baker had joined his predecessor,

Peter Davison, to appear on Harty on Tuesday 20 March. Even K9 came out

of retirement on Saturday 24 March to appear at the Science Museum with

Mat Irvine on Saturday Superstore, and the following week's edition had more

Who content as Mike Reid chatted to Doctor Who historian David J Howe over

a question about the series. In the midst of the media circus for the new

Doctor, Saward was also able to get himselfcommissioned for a new story-

line under the title The End ofthe Road which was planned to conclude

Baker's first full season. Having seen the new Doctor, press coverage was

variable; the Daily Star was impressed and the Sunday Express felt his

dialogue would bring success, while Judith Simmons of the Daily Express

described the incarnation as "a nasty fellow, manic and violent".

At the end ofMarch 1984, Doctor Who had completed its twenty-first

season and truly come ofage. The ratings for the new season were around

seven million, which was only slightiy down on previous years. However,

the show's popularity in America was greater than ever - evidenced by John

Ostrander getting the rights to stage The Inheritors o/Time, a play based on

the series, in Chicago later that Spring. In England, the series retained a

very high profile, fuelled by the new Doctor. The more adult approach to

stories seemed set to continue, and if die viewing figures for the double-

length episodes of Resurrection ofthe Daleks were a pointer, the change of

format would be a significant ratings success ...
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The Twin Dilemma

DUim RRGHIUE
DWM270

cnmmissiDmnB
Tue 2 Aug 83 A Switch in Time

(W/T) Part One script commis-

sioned for Wed 17 Aug 83; deliv-

ered Mon 15 Aug 83

Wed 24 Aug 83 The Tiuin Dilemma

Parts Two to Four scripts

commissioned for Fri 26 Aug 83;

delivered Fri 26 Aug 83 (Parts

Two and Three)

PHDDUCTIOn
Tue 24 Jan 84 Television Centre

Studio 8: TARDIS Console Room/

Corridor/Wardrobe; Edgeworth

Spacecraft Bridge/Bunker; Safe

House Titan Three

Wed 25 Jan 84 Television Centre

Studio 8: Safe House Titan Three;

TARDIS Console Room; Ducting;

Safe House: Main Area/Rest

Area/Self Destrufl Chamber

Thu 26 Jan 84 Television Centre

Studio 8: Twin's Playroom;

Ops Room; Edgeworth

Spacecraft Bridge

Tue 7 Feb 84 Springwell Quarry,

Rickmansworth, Herts

(Titan Three)

Wed 8 Feb 84 Gerrards Cross

Gravel Pits, Wapseys Wood,

Bucks (Jaconda)

Tue 14 Feb 84 Television Centre

Studio 3: Mestor's Throne Room;

Passageway; Edgeworth's Lab

and incubator

Wed 15 Feb 84 Television Centre

Studio 3: Edgeworth's Lab and

incubator; Corridor; Mestor's

Throne Room; Passage; Passage

near TARDIS

Thu 16 Feb 84 Television Centre

Studio 3: Mestor's Throne Room;

Passage near TARDIS; Corridor;

Corridor near Throne Room;

TARDIS Console Room

February 1984: It's cold

outside but Edwin Richfield

swelters in his bulky

Mestor costume, e bbc

V^V^V ethod:

I I I I
We took a video of the 1984 Doctor Who story

I I I I
^''^ Dilemma and watched it. Before that,

J I I I we attempted to reconstruct from memory
Hij^HHH exact feehngs and impressions of first

viewing. Aware that Colin Balcer debut has fearsomely rotten

reputation. Have not seen it for years and years. Determined to

keep an open mind. Here goes ...

12.22pm. The potion has taken effect. Memories blur and flash

in a state ofqueer flux. Gastropods. Silver foil. Woman in a

wooden room. Worst child acdng until the Weasley twins in

Harry Potter. Strangulation. "You don't even know what a

peereee is!" No! Noooooo!

14.30pm. Calmer now. Patterns become clearer. Remember

coming to story still warm with joy following The Caves of

Androzani. This the last story to be watched as a genuine family

unit. All, even by-now cynical bro±er, hushed and moved by

story's excellence. I move on. Excited by new Doctor. Like the

idea ofa more abrasive, Hartnell-esque figure. Slighdy worried

that the Doctor appears to be wearing more make-up than

companion. Lips pink as salmon. Regeneration is unstable.

Seen that before. Think that there's nothing wrong with a nice,

simple story to introduce new Doctor. Think that this is not a

nice, simple story but a silly, simplistic one. Looks very cheap.

Oh dear, what's this! Doctor tries to kill companion! Audience

surely alienated. Seems that new Doctor's personality has been

arrived at by drawing crude lines from Peter Davison's

portrayal. Nice to Nasty. Quiet to Loud. Pleasant to Brash.

Celery to Cat Badge. Understated to...ohmi)aodthatcostume!

Try to sleep now. Embolism in bloodstream.

Double trouble: terrible twins Romulus and Remus in a break

between playing equations or combing their hair or something. ^bbA

23.15pm. Mind clearer. Remember sticking with story and

trying to convince self that it's fine. It will never win any polls

but it's fine. Evidence to the contrary mounts. Maurice

Denham wasted. Kevin McNally embarrassed. Please let this

end. A new season will put things to rights. Dash the potion

against the wall. I must face this thing in the cold light of the
^

early twenty-first century. I must be firm!

Result:

Have watched story from beginning to end. A curious thing

has happened. Story is simultaneously as bad as remembered I

and yet not bad at all. Will try to explain. Writing is stilted and
J

faux eccentric, just like the new Doctor himself Full of clever-

1

clever quoting and verbosity which will become hallmark of

this era. A condition known as 'Pipnjane'. Thinking behind thJ

Doctor's instability is confused and off-putting. No Doctor has'

ever been this wilfully unpleasant nor so crudely drawn. We are

expected to fear him one minute then like him again immedi-

ately afi:er. Peri could give Gareth Gates a r-r-r-run for his

money and her 'interplay' with the Doctor is shallow and tire-

some. Twins even worse than remembered - "Our awrms are

pwactically dwopping off!" - and it occurs to me, not for the

first time, that these are the same four sets of25 minutes once

occupied by Pyramids ofMars. How could they get it so wrong?

Cotidusion:

And yet, and yet ... Modelwork is excellent and Jocondan bird

men are rather fetching. The final scene with the dying Azmael
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is genuinely moving and the story, silly and simplistic as it

undoubtedly is, does make a kind ofstraightforward sense.

Far preferable to those later stories which just seemed to be a

series ofrandom incidents strung together. With the benefit of

hindsight it seems unfair to attack this story as symptomatic of

all that went wrong with Doctor Who. If this Doctor had been

given five or six seasons this story would be shrugged ofFas

lliMlllllJ^i^TiTTi

easily as The Undcru^ater Menace or Warriors ofthe Deep or The Time

Monster. Difference is that the era of the Sixth Doctor was the

one where doubt crept in. Remember letters in Radio Times

praising new Doctor and Season Twenty-Two. Think that if

writing had improved and abrasiveness of character had been

toned down, this Doctor could have been fine and well-liked.

Am penitent. Must go to Titan 3 to atone ...

9 Tuesday 19 July 1983: Anthony Steven

submitted a storyline entitled A Stitch in Time

to Eric Saward, asking if he could let him

know if it was usable or not

9 Thursday 13 October 1983: Saward wrote

to Steven asking for rewrites on the first two

episodes, with the new Part One to be deliv-

ered within six days. A revised Part One was

delivered on time, and Saward asked for a

new Part Two by Friday 28 October, proposing

that he and Steven meet on Tuesday 1

November to discuss the final two episodes

which would have to be completed, without

fail, by Monday 14 November. A rough draft

ofThe Tuiin Dilemma was available to be sent to

Peter Moffatt on Wednesday 9 November. On

Wednesday 23 November 1983, Saward sent

his revised scripts for the first two episodes to

Steven, indicating that there had been

numerous changes in Part One

9 In Saward's revised rehearsal scripts,

Romulus and Remus played a game at

screens below which were "what would

appear to be organ manuals" in Part One.

After Sylvest departs, the scene continued.

The twins suddenly seem excited, with

Romulus flipping a coin (referred to as a

janus) and asking Remus to call "Gates or

beginning?" Remus accuses his brother of

cheating and they fight for the coin. Remus

flips this time and wins, declaring "You're

counterpoint. I'll be theme." The boys seat

themselves at the manuals, flex their fingers

like pianists and lean forward, "the tips of

their fingers pressed lightly to their fore-

heads. We sense their perfect empathy ... an

almost perfect telepathic communication

between them. They are no longer concert

pianists, but composers ... Romulus strikes

keyboard ... He proceeds some way without

hesitation. Then he leans back. Remus moves

at once into counterpoint." The boys are

exhausted at the end of game, and as Remus

strikes the final notes, "the letters QED come

up on his screen." When Edgeworth used his

revitalizing modulator ("a tall translucent

cylinder") in Part Two, "the figure of

Edgeworth dissolves into a mass of spinning

molecules". In Part Three, "Edgeworth's

manner changes. He becomes brisk, like an

old fashioned school teacher". His ship, the

XV 773, was described as "A shabby space

freighter" but "its appearance is deceptive"

^ The film recce for the serial took place on

Saturday 5 November, and Wednesday 7 and

Monday 12 December 1983. It was planned

that rehearsals would start on Wednesday 28

December 1983. The production schedule was

revised again on Tuesday 3 January, with a

note that Colin Baker and Nicola Bryant

would not be available on certain dates

9 Peter Clay was originally to play Sylvest

and stuntman Gareth Milne was to have been

ajocondan Guard. The Conrad Twins were the

sons of Les Conrad, an extra on the series

since 1964. When Edwin Richfield was

approached on Thursday 17 November, the

role he was offered was called "Asian". A

character list dated 10 November also

referred to Asian, as well as a character

called Zell

Tuesday 7 February 1 984: The cover of the

film schedule had a regal crest topped by a

Daiek, and the ersatz Latin motto "Col \nba

Kcrist Hen Euidoc Tor"

In 1 984 publicity postcards of Colin Baker

and Nicola Bryant in their costumes from The

Tujin Dilemma were soon made available. In

1985, Suzie Trevor marketed the cat badge

worn by Baker in the serial quite prominently

at the London Jewellery Store and via the

DWAS. Harlequin Miniatures issued figures of

the Doctor and Peri from the serial in 1997,

followed by Romulus, Noma and Mestor in

1998 and Remus in 1999

^ The serial aired in Germany on VOX in

1995 as Zuieimol Einstein (Tu/icc Einstein). Mute

16mm film trims exist for the serial in a

private collection

In the Credits section, the dual credit for

Assistont Floor Manager is because Beth

Mliiward supervised both blocks and was

joined by Stephen Jcffrey-Poulter on the

second block

Edgeworth, alias Azmael, alias

Maurice Denham. Poor man,

probably didn't know his alias

from his elbow ... < bbc

;f RRDio Times
Thu 22 Mar 84 Part One:

no synopsis

Fri 23 Mar 84 Part Two:

no si/nopsis

Thu 29 Mar 84 Part Three:

no synopsis

Fri 30 Mar84 Part Four:

no synopsis

Le FT: Edgeworth (or Azmael

or whoever), brings the

Sylvest twins to the safe

house on Titan 3. bbc

Below: Twojocondans

keeping a hawklike eye on

the situation, t bbc
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Must Change
Though the public and the fans seen]ed a little perturbed by the new Doctor, things iwere mouin^ ahead

at full steam in preparation for Colin Baker's first season. Andreu^ Pixley looks back at a year which saw

Doctor Who returning in triumph to its Saturday teatime slot - but in a someo'hat different form ...

s April 1984 arrived, worlc began in earnest on Colin Baker's

first fiill season as tlie Doctor in the new format of 50-minute

stories. John Natiian-Turner had by now worked out the cost

implications for the reformatting, and established that the

duration of the 13 new shows should be set at 45 minutes

rather than 50 minutes; there had not been a budgetary increase for Doctor

Who (indeed, most drama series were then suffering budget cuts of5%) and

50-minute shows meant diat they would be squeezing an extra 50 minutes

out across the whole season in real terms. With die bulk of the production

schedule in place, Nathan-Turner departed from England in late March on

his first real holiday in years, taking in San Francisco, Hawaii, Sydney and

Hong Kong. The producer was also attempting to have a

second Doctor Who serial soundtrack released on LP and

cassette by the BBC akin to the 1979 release ofGenesis of

tlif Dolelcs; this would be the missing serial The Tomb ojthe

Cybermen, with narration by Patrick Troughton and taken

from clear soundtracks provided by James Russell.

The plan was that this could be available prior to the

screening of the story's sequel which would open the

new season in January 1985.

Meanwhile, Eric Saward continued to line up the

six new stories for the season; these were planned to

ran in the order Attack ofthe Cybermen (the new tide for

The Cold War which Saward had effectively written

himself), The Space Whale by Patrick Mills, The Kraalon

Inheritance by Robert Holmes, Enter the Rani by Pip and

lane Baker (which would also become the annual

vehicle for the Master as played by Anthony Ainley),

Planet of Fear by Philip Martin and then concluding

widi his own The End ofthe Road in which he hoped to

feature the Daleks and Davros again. Several ofthese

writers were new to Doctor Who and this was some-

thing which Nathan-Turner wanted to encourage.

Saward however wanted to stick with experienced

writers as their material required less editing; by

now, Saward was also giving Ian Levine scripts to

read in advance to minimise on rewrites at an early

~mge. When director Matthew Robinson joined the

jortor Who team for Attack 0/the Cybermen in April, he

felt that the uneasy relationship he had sensed

between Saward and Nathan-Turner when working

on Resurrection ofthe Dalelcs the previous Autumn had deteriorated fiirther.

While Nathan-Turner was away, a proposal for a Doctor Who cinema

:Ljture was submitted to the BBC by Milton Subotsky who had produced

both Dr Who and the Daleics and Dalclcs - Invasion Earth 2150AD in the ig6os.

The suggestion for a third film, entided Doctor Who's Greatest Aducntnre, was

received by the production team's new boss Jonathan Powell - the Head of

Drama Series and Serials - during April 1984. Meanwhile, WH Allen's

novelisation programme was catching up with all the serials featuring

recent Doctors that were available, and the appearance of Doctor Who - The

Dominators by Ian Marter heralded a new era for the range as previously

unadapted scripts featuring the first three Doctors were now turned into

books. Around this time, Richard Hurndall, who had portrayed the first

Doctor the previous year in The Fiuc Doctors, died on Friday 13 April, aged 73.

On Monday 16 April, Ronnie Marsh - acting as a special assistant to

Powell - informed the production team diat diere would be no extra

funding available firom the BBC to allow The Kraalon Inheritance to have

location filming in New Orleans. This came as a major blow to the team

and other ideas for an overseas venue were discussed prior to Nathan-

Turner's return to the office on Tuesday 8 May. Colin Baker was now also

back in the country, having concluded his Swedish tour ofThe Mousetrap in

the first week ofMay.

Friday 11 May saw Nicola Bryant contracted for a minimum of ten of the

13 new shows, with an option for the subsequent season on the BBC's side.

By now, continuing problems with The Space Whale had forced its abandon-

ment from the schedules, and Serial 6V now became Vengeance on Varos, a

slightly amended version of Planet ofFear. Noting that the character of Sil,

an unscrupulous alien businessman, had proved popular with Nathan-

THE BBE'S HEUI HERD OF ORHmH,
oonnTHnn pouiell, pessed the
SCRIPTS UIITH miRIRIRL CRRimERT

Turner and Saward, Martin submitted an idea for a

new serial featuring him at the end ofMay. The venue

for Holmes' story, retitied first The Androfjum

Inheritance and then TheTuJO Doctors, was now Spain

which would allow the crew to stay within budget

and mean as littie rewriting as possible for Holmes.

The first viewer feedback on the new Doctor and

Peri appeared on BBCi's Take Tu;o on Wednesday 23

May when a variety ofyounger viewers gave some

generally unfavourable comments to Nathan-Turner

alongside clips from The Tuiin Dilemma. The following

Monday, Baker and Bryant reconvened for rehearsals,

with location shooting on Attack ofthe Cybermen

starting the next day. In the meantime, the new

Doctor made his comic strip debut in the pages of

Marvel's The Official Doctor Who Magazine where

he was soon accompanied by a popular shape-

changing Whifferdill called Frobisher who was

normally seen in the form of a penguin.

Also during May, Richard Franklin, who had

played UNIT'S Captain Yates in the 1970s, announced

his Doctor Who play Recall UNIT would be appearing at

the Edinburgh Festival that Summer. In June,

Bradford Film Theatre scheduled a season of Doctor

Who episodes taken from the selection presented at the NFT in The

Deuelopin^ Art the previous October. Nathan-Turner continued with his

policy ofcontracting big name guest stars for the series, often from the

world oflight entertainment. Faith Brown and Koo Stark were the latest

examples for Attack ofthe Cybermen. and Stark's subsequent departure from

the show prior to rehearsal generated more press coverage from papers like

The Sun on Monday ig June. Although the serial continued the violent and

more adult trend begun by the early evening Davison serials - notably

Resurrection 0/the Daleks - die scripts were all passed by Powell who gave only

minimal and usually positive comment back to Nathan-Turner prior to

production; this was a far cry from the detailed notes often passed back to

the team by Powell's predecessor, David Reid.

In the midst ofrecording Attack ofthe Cybermen, Baker and Nathan-Turner

jetted out to Ohio for Panopticon West in Columbus from Friday 15 June;

shordy afterwards, Nathan-Turner also attended an event in Rochester, New
York. Back in London, the producer commissioned Christopher H Bidmead

The Doctor surveys the Punishment

Dome in Vengeance on Varos^ bbc
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^
ove: Queue of the Cybermen as the silver giants are readied for the season

opener t bbc Right: Baker and Bryant promote Cinderella on the set of Timelash.

Below: Pearce, Mines and Baker take a break in Spain during The Two Doctors.

for an untitled scene breakdown on Tuesday 19 with a target delivery of

Monday 9 July. At the same time, the missing Episode 3 ofThe Wheel in Space

was returned by a film collector, and publishers Severn House were

informed that they could produce 'Choose Your Own Adventure' Doctor Who

books. There was a steady stream ofmerchandise at this time, particularly

exploiting the lucrative American market. The 1976 record adventure Doctor

Who and the Pcscatons was reissued for a Stateside market hungry for more

Tom Baker product, and Marvel US started to reprint comic strips from

editions of Doctor Who Weekly in a new comic devoted to the series. Such was

the demand for the show in America, that when the TARDIS 21 convention

run by the commercial Spirit ofLight organisation was shifted back to

November's thanksgiving weekend, the Panopticon convention in England

being planned by the Doctor Who Appreciation Society had to be cancelled

since most ofthe guests would be in Chicago.

To keep the ball rolling until the new season, publicity shots of

Baker and guest star Faith Brown appeared in the Doily Express on

Tuesday 3 luly, explaining that "Faith puts on a new face for Dr

Who". Nathan-Turner arranged two batches ofsummer repeats; first came

The King's Demons on Friday evenings, and then a compilation ofThe

Au;akcnin3 (originally scheduled for broadcast on Wednesday 18 July). In the

meantime, production began on the studio-bound Vengeance on Varos and the

scripts for The End ofthe Road were commissioned; this new Dalek story

would be written by Saward on a fi-eelance basis as he took a six week

holiday between contracts from Friday 27 July. By Thursday 19 July, a deal

for the cast and crew to film in Spain on a reduced allowance was struck.

The second BBC home video - an edited version ofThe Brain o/Morbius -

was released on Monday 23 July, and fans could soon assemble their own

Daleks from a detailed kit manufactured by Sevans and play with it on a

nHTHHII-TURnER HERDED FDR SPDID DIHILE SDDIRRD
LEFT FDR EDEECE TD DIRITE HIS DDLEH

THERE DIRS RR DDUIDDS TERSIDD

playmat from SP Sport . British conventions also continued to proliferate

with AggieCon 2 in Ealing in July and Leisure Hive in Swindon in August

In the second week ofAugust, the team making The Tujo Doctors headed

for Spain under the auspices ofNathan-Turner and director Peter MofFatt

while Saward went to Greece to develop his Dalek story which was set at a

luxury memorial plot in homage to Evelyn Waugh's novel The Loued One;

Moffatt now sensed there was a feeling oftension between die producer

and his script editor. While the film crew laboured in the heat of Spain,

BBCi viewers enjoyed the four-part version ofThe Fiue Doctors broadcast daily

from Tuesday 14. Monday 13 saw Peter Grimwade being commissioned for

a scene breakdown on Leacjue ofthe Tandrcds, and Saturday 18 was the

preview day for Franklin's Recall UNIT or The Great Tea Bag Mystery; the play

ran from Monday 20 to Saturday 25 at the Moray Hose Theatre in

Edinburgh. This satire on the Falklands War of 1982 and the current

government ofMargaret Thatcher had been written by Frankhn widi

George A Cairns; Nicholas Courmey had been forced to drop out (although

he still provided a voice-over) and the Brigadier was replaced by Major

Molesworth MC (Richard Ketties) while Franklin and John Levene reprised

the roles of Yates and Sergeant Benton alongside a cast of helpfiil

Edinburgh DWAS members and John Scott Martin as a bizarre Dalek

Supreme. A suggestion to issue novelisations both of this play and The

RS RRDI
THE TIED

Inheritors ofTime were rejected by the BBC.

Back from Spain, Baker and Nathan-Turner Q-avelled to Blackpool to

open die new Space Invader ride at tiie resort's Pleasure Beach on Tuesday

21 August, an event covered the next day by the West Lancashire Evening

Gazette and which planted a new story idea in the producer's mind. Before

studio work on The Two Doctors began. Baker joined former companion

Elisabetii Sladen at the Kenilworth Town and Country Festival on Saturday

24 August, with Jon Pertwee, his Whomobile and Janet Fielding attending

die next day. Back at the BBC, Martin's script for Vengeance on Varos - and die

character of Sil in particular - was felt to have worked well by Nathan-

Turner's team. As such, a sequel entided Mission on Magnus was commis-

sioned on Wednesday 29 August; tfiis was a staffconU-ibution rather tiian

fi-eelance work since Martin had now joined BBC Pebble Mill as a radio

drama producer. Meanwhile, fans could buy World International's Doctor

Who Annual 1985 with some new adventures of die new Doctor and Peri

which included an encounter with die Master.

As September arrived, an article about Baker appeared in Woman's Realm,

Peter Haining's chronicle of the series entided The Key to Time was

I
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, jDiislicd by Wl 1 Allen, a stash of tllm cans in Nigeria included missing

episodes ofboth ig65's The Time Meddler and 1966'sTKe War Machines ... and

a chap called Michael Grade took over as Controller ofBBCi. Recording

continued on The Two Doctors, with the studio being visited on Friday 14

September by DJ Andy Peebles to

record a half-hour edition of the

radio show Waueletigth for broadcast

±e following Thursday. The idea ofa

story set at Blackpool Pleasure Beach

was developed, with Graham
Williams being commissioned for a

two-part story breakdown, Arcade, on

Tuesday 25 September; Saward trav-

elled to Blackpool with Williams to

find locations that could feature in

the narrative, and the script editor

suggested that a supervillain could

be making use ofa local mob in his

evil plans. As the villain of the piece,

Saward asked Williams to incorpo-

rate the Celestial Toymaker from the

1966 serial of the same name,

loaning the former producer the scripts ofBrian Hayles' earlier story.

After The Tujo Doctors was completed, the regulars took the chance ofa

holiday at the start ofOctober with Baker travelling to Majorca and Bryant

flying to America. In the meantime, Paul Vanezis obtained proof that three

missing installments of ig64's The Reign oJTerror were held at the Cyprus

Broadcasting Corporation, and Nathan-Turner suggested that the footage

for the incomplete 1979 serial Shada could be issued on home video with

suitable linking material. Back from the sun. Baker made his British

convention debut at WhoCon 21 held at London's Bloomsbury Crest Hotel

on Saturday 13 October. Nathan-Turner was also present, and screenings

included a message from Bryant and Hines on the set ofThe Two Doctors, the

recovered The Final Test and BBC footage of1983's Longleat Celebrations.

On Monday 15, Edward Joffe ofMultivision Communications had

submitted a new film proposal to the BBC; the Corporation agreed to this,

providing that a television Doctor was the star and that Nathan-Turner

supervised production. Davison was sounded out as the star, and Bidmead

was considered to write the screenplay.

The following Friday, Nathan-Turner and production manager Gary

Downie set offon another location recce for the next season's overseas

serial. The venue selected was Singapore, which the BBC had already used

relatively cheaply on the wartime drama series Tenko with the help ofMr Tan

ofthe Singapore Tourist Board. On Saturday 20, Nathan-Turner and

Downie they took in die Instant Asia Show and a city tour, while the rest of

the itinerary included the Botanical Gardens on Sunday 21, the Chinese

Gardens and junks on Monday 22 and the zoo and opera on Wednesday 24

before returning to London on Thursday 25. After their return, Saward and

Above: Carmen Gomez gets the point as James Saxon looks on, during

recording for The Two Doctors > obc Below: Colin Baker, Patrick Trought

and Frazer Hines rehearse the Second Doctor's Androgum augmentation

Holmes watched 40 minutes oftheir

location footage, and on Friday 26

Holmes was commissioned for the

first episode ofa three-part serial

with the working tide Yellow Fever

And How To Cure It.

In the meantime, Baker and

Bryant had joined Mark Scrickson,

Patrick Troughton and others to take

part in a 15 mile sponsored walk for

Barnardo's on Sunday 21 October,

the day before travelling up to a rain-

lashed Shropshire for the problem-

atic but extensive location shoot on

The Mark ojthe Rani (the new tide of

Enter the Rani). Nathan-Turner was

very impressed with Kate O'Mara's

performance as the Rani and soon decided that he would like to use this

new Time Lady villain in another serial.

The flood ofmerchandise continued as Fine Art Castings embarked

upon an extensive range ofminiature figures from the series, WH Allen

issued The Doctor Who Pattern Book so that devotees could craft their favourite

characters in wool, and more prints by Andrew Skilleter were waiting in the

wings from Who Dares. As November arrived, Nathan-Turner found that

another year had passed without him being able to find a new series to

move on to; the producer decided to stay for Season Twenty-Three.

I

clip of the first TARDIS take-offfeatured on Saturday Superstore on

Saturday 3 November, and three days later both Baker and Bryant

I were booked for the next 13-episode run ofDoctor Who to be made

from April 1985 to February 1986. On Thursday 8, Nathan-Turner decided

not to use Peter Grimwade's League ofthe Tandreds for the next season; this

ended Grimwade's five year association as a writer/director on the show,

his relationship with Nathan-Turner having soured after a misunder-

standing two years earlier. Forging ahead with the next overseas story,

Nathan-Turner set about clearing the use of the Rani for Holmes' Singapore

serial on Monday 12. However, Holmes was reluctant to go through the

rewrites ofThe Tu;o Doctors again if the location should change, and asked to

have work on Ycllouj Feuer delayed until the venue was confirmed. A basic

oudine for the story was to see the Master and Rani operating under the

guise of a travelling street theatre, and involved in a plot with the Autons; as

the serial opened. Peri would see the Statue of Liberty on the TARDIS

scanner and think she was back in America, only to find that this was one

si
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ofmany miniature landmarlcs in a massive cultural garden in Singapore.

Martin was getting on well with Mission on Magnus, and Saward asked him

to deliver this on Thursday 20 December; this story, set on the female-

dominated planet ofMagnus Epsilon, would see Sil working alongside die

Doctor's former school bully Anzor and feature tlie return of the Ice

Warriors under Commander Vedikael. Williams was also commissioned for

The Niglitmare Fair (formerly Arcade) on Saturday 17 November; the CelesUal

Toymaker, to be played again by Michael Gough, would trick the Doctor

into helping to open a gateway for a powerful destructive force. Wally K

Daly, a radio writer who had written the sitcom There Comes a Time, had

devised a two-part story called The Ultimate Euil

which was a possibility for Serial 7B. In this story, die Doctor and Peri

would come up against an unscrupulous arms supplier called the Dwarf

Mordant who is fuelling a war between the alien races of the Tranquelans

and the Amelierons.

Nathan-Turner also set about lining up directors; he hoped that Matthew

Robinson would direct The Nightmare Fair, followed by The Ultimate Euil

exquisite Eleanor Bron (Madame Kara) gets to meet the

w Doctor, Colin Baker - offscreen, at least! bbc Above: Director

Graeme Harper talks Colin through a scene in the Garden of Fond

in reality IBM's Portsmouth headquarters, i rbioneli

now was another Target quiz book from WH Allen in the form of Doctor

Who: Brain Teasers and Mind Benders by teenager Adrian Heath.

Nathan-Turner managed another trip to an American convention during

December while Timelash was being recorded. He was also heavily involved

with a Doctor Who-orientated pantomime, another production ofCinderella at

the Gauniont Theatre in Southampton; the cast included Baker, Bryant,

former companion Mary Tamm and Jacqueline Peace (a guest star from Thi

Tiuo Doctors) while Fiona Gumming directed. Soon after Timelash concluded

its studio sessions, the cast started to promote their Christmas show with

material in the Daily Express on Saturday 22 December. The panto opened

on Boxing Day, and over the Christmas period television viewers were

treated to a repeat ofBaker's appearance on Blue Peter in the series' "high-

lights of die year" on New Year's Eve, while the actor paid tribute to

Bernard Miles on Miles' This Is Your Life the day after.

nticipation of the new season was high amongst fans - not least

because Doctor Who was now confirmed as returning to Saturday

readme after almost four years. That said, the show had not been

allocated the early evening 6.05pm slot which Nathan-Turner and Saward

had hoped for; widi the popular Jim'll Fix It occupying the desired position.

Attack ofthe Cybermen was due to begin Season Twenty-Two at the earlier time

of 5.2opni on Saturday 5 January 1985. BBCi's Brealcfast Time screened the

clifflianger to the first ofthe new episodes on Friday 4, and the next

morning saw Baker, Bryant, Tamm and Pearce talking to presenter Mike

Reid and Attack ofthe Cybermen guest star Sarah Greene on Saturdac) Superstore

in Smdio TC7 - promoting the new season and the final week of Cinderello.

For the first couple ofweeks. Doctor Who was running against TV movies

like Escape to Terror on ITV and the opening night figure ofalmost nine

million was a healthy start - die largest audience in almost diree years.

During their final week in panto. Baker and Bryant began filming on

Revelation ofthe Daleks (die final tide ofThe End ofthe Road) on die Soutii

Coast. Promotion of the show continued to be good with the Radio Times

running a feature on how Sarah Greene could be seen as a Cryon that

Saturday on Thursday 10 January, and Faidi Brown guesting on All Star

nnTiciPHTiDn dp the heui sensnn uins high due
TD THE SHOUl'S RETURH TD SHTUROnSi

BUT HOT in THE SLOT nHTHnn-TURHER UIHIITEO.

handled by Fiona Gumming, Ron Jones on Mission on Magnus and then

Graeme Harper on Yellou) Fever. Bob Gabriel was also approached for die

final serial of the next season. Wednesday 21 saw Bidmead's storyline, now

with the working tide In the Holloms ofTime, progressing to script stage with

a target date ofFriday 15 March 1986. This serial was inspired by die String

Theory of physics that Bidmead was intrigued by which investigated the

nature of universal dimensions.

Widi The Mark ofthe Rani completed. The Sun claiming to have "saved"

the TARDIS police box on Saturday 17 November, and die much re-written

Timelash into its rehearsal period, Baker, Bryant and Nadian-Turner joined

many others from the show's history - such as Troughton, Davison and

Terrance Dicks - to appear before 3500 fans at TARDIS 21 in Chicago over

die anniversary weekend of Friday 23 to Sunday 25 November. In England,

Radio West Midlands broadcast a modest tribute programme as Doctor Who

came ofage with an interview fi-om Nathan-Turner. Released into the shops

Secrets the same day as she too made her Doctor Who appearance. The

character ofdie Rani was cleared for use in Yellou) Fever on Friday 25, and

everything seemed to be shaping up well for Season Twenty-Three.

Vengeance on Varos attracted press attention with items such as "Naughty

Nicola!" from tiie Daily Star on Saturday 26 which suggested tiiat viewers

wanted Bryant to wear less revealing cosmmes as Peri. By now, the tide of

Doctor Who product meant that a whole shop devoted to die show could be

opened in Wapping by Colin Baker, shordy before the star recorded tiie

final studio session on Revelation ofthe Daleks, completing work on Friday

I February, the day after the Radio Times had allocated a lavish colour

promotion to The Mark ofthe Rani.

The ratings seemed to be improving, the new serials were lined up, and

die new Doctor seemed to be off to a flying start on his first complete

season. Doctor Who retained a massive fan following on both sides of the

Adantic, and - in January 1985 - everything looked good for die fijture ...
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Attack of the Cybermen
DUim HHCHIUE
DWM 207

CDmmissinninE
Tue 1 0 Jan 84 The Cold War Part

One commissioned from Paula

Woolsey for Mon 13 Feb 84;

accepted Tue 21 Feb 84

Tue 21 Feb 84 The Cold War Part

Two commissioned from Paula

Woolsey for Wed 1 4 Mar 84

PHDDUETIDn
Tue 29 May 84 Glenthorne Road,

Hammersmith, London [Bank;

Side Street); London Scrapyard,

161 Becklow Road,

Hammersmith [Junkyard]; Davis

Road, Ealing, London [Alley]

Wedjo-Thu 31 May 84

Gerrards Cross Gravel Pits,

WapseysWood, Bucks [Teles]

Fri 1 Jun 84 Cameron Scrap

Merchant, 36 Birkbeck Road,

London [Garage]

Thu 7 -Fri 8 Jun 84 Model

Stage, Western Avenue, L

ondon: Model Filming

Thu 21 Jun 84 Television Centre

Studio 6:TARDI5Small

Room/Corridor/Console Room;

Earth Cyber Base

Fri 22 Jun 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Earth Cyber Base;

Sewers

Fri 6 Jul 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Refrigeration Unit;

Corridor outside Refrigeration

Unit

Sat 7 Jul 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Long Gallery; Cell

Sun 8 Jul 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Cyber Control Ducting;

Cyber Laboratory; Cryon Base;

Cryon Tunnel ^

^^H e realise tliis must be confusing for you."^ I
I I Remember Saturday afternoons?

III butter sandwiches and Trios ...

^^L*^*! no, I'm not going to be nostalgic. I

^^^H^HI^^B didn't watch Attack on its original broad-

cast, I was out and videod it, and even then my copy began

with 'Unstable? Unstable? Unstable?'. No. I've just watched my

BBC video - in specially-cropped 'widescreen' thanks to my

new TV - and I loved it. Just as much as I did 13 years ago.

Okay, so in retrospect diere are some problems. It's too

violent, yes, which gave Michael Grade the excuse he was

looking for. Possibly there is too much leather-jacket

machismo; too many grim-jawed gangsters and not enough

joy. And all right, yes, so the Doctor's costume is distracting

(though not quite as distracting as Peri's).

I'll readily admit the Cyber Controller is tubby and the

Chameleon circuit gag isn't fiinny and 45 minutes of Doctor

Who is too much in one go. And if you point out that the

climax is poorly staged, I'd agree, but that applies to virtually

every Doctor Who story - endings don't need to be good, there's

a new story next week! And, okay, so the incidental music is

not very incidental.

B9 annnTHnn mnHRis

"And ifyou hold your head at an angle and squint,

it looks exactli) like Tomb of the Cijbcrmen ..." 1 bbc

But aside from all that, it's thrilling. It's fast-paced, action-

packed and looks terrrftc. As gritty and filmic as a propfr

teleuision proaramme. The opening bank raid - 'Lose the

motor', 'Seven pounds of plastic' - it's like Minder! The

wonderfully grey surface of Telos - those shots through the

mist of the alien moon! And darkness and shadows - how

often do you get to see proper quality glootti in an igSos Doctor

Who? And the Cybermen's entrance in the sewers - just houi

cool is that?

Then there's the superb and committed cast - Brian Glover

and Maurice Colbourne, for goodness' sake! One day I will

even work out which one of the Cryons is Sarah Greene (I've

already worked out which one was Faith Browne, that wasn't

very difficult).

But the best thing about Attack is the story. It's ingenious. It

brings together all sorts of baggage and turns in an exciting,

dynamic plot. The way it combines the destruction of

Mondas, with the tombs on Telos, and the invasion fleet,

together with Halley's comet - it's an extraordinarily dextrous

piece of work. The inclusion of the Cryons is inspired and

fascinating. Plus tfiere's a great twist regarding Lytton's

motivation, which in turn gives the Doctor a proper slice of

character development.

Some people claim there's too much 'continuity'. But it's

all explained - quite cleverly - within the story, and it's used

as a source of inspiration rather than derivation. Okay, so the

Totter's Lane business and Chameleon Circuit uncomedy and

all the references to Time Lords are somewhat over-egging

the souffle - largely because they never turn out to be relevant.

And in retrospect the Doctor's lines about believing the Cyber

Controller to be destroyed, and not knowing why Mondas was

being piloted through space, do seem a bit erroneous. And,

yes, it's a bit of Cyberman Greatest Hits compilation -but

what's wrong with that? Every bands' best album is its

Greatest Hits.

At its heart, Attack is about making the Cybermen scary. It's

about the horror of Cyber-conversion, in the same way that

Revelation is about ... er, Dalekisation. We see the rejects of

aborted conversions, we see the results of failed revivifica-

tions, we see Lytton and other characters undergoing

transformation ... tiiis is a story that really knows what it's

doing. The Cybermen are portrayed as a desperate, dying race

- how often does that happen?

And, apparendy, it was co-written by tiie guy who gave

Robbie Williams his first break into showbusiness. Wow!

So I can forgive it having the Doctor say "I am known as the

Doctor" before giving his home address. I don't mind the

Cyber Lieutenant sounding like Fozzy Bear. And I'll turn a

blind eye to the Doctor shooting the baddies. Because ...

Attack is fab. Fab. Fab!

Life in the freezer: the

Doctor finds himself

put on ice by the Cyber

Controller. « sec

() It is possible that the Cyberman storyline

submitted by Gerry Davis around 1982/3 was

Genesis of the Cybermen, an idea prompted by

the original notes which Davis had made

about the Cybermen with their creator Kit

Pedler in 1966. The story concerned the Doctor

and his assistant, "Felicity", visiting Mondas

in the days before the Cybermen, and then

accidentally travelling 50 years forward in time

with Prince Sylvan, the son of King Paulus.

Here, they find that Mondas has become a

purely scientific state under Sylvan's brother.

Prince Dega, who is now King. Also, due to the

Doctor's earlier intervention, Dega now has

the technology to replace parts of his body

with mechanics - creating the first Cybermen.

As Felicity and Sylvan meet up with the anti-

science rebels called Sylvans, the Doctor finds

himself battling to prevent Dega processing

all his followers to create the Cyber-race ...

^ Eric Saward was keen to write two

stories for the new season because the delay

of The Return/Resurrection of the Doleks from

Season Twenty into Season Twenty-One

meant that he had been unable to write a

story the previous year. He also wanted

to give the new Doctor a better start than

with TheTujin Dilemma, but John Nathan-

Turner would not let him write the debut

script of the season himself
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9 Ian Levine, who developed the storyline

with Saward, had submitted several previous

ideas to the produrtion office. The first, given

to then-script editor Christopher Bidmead in

1980, had concerned an alien big game hunt.

Levine had then outlined two ideas for Saward

from 1981 onwards - one about worlds within

worlds, and another concerning the Master's

fate on Tersurus linking in with the Black

Guardian and Trafalgar Square. These were

rejected by Nathan-Turner. As the origins of

tliis new serial, Levine assembled a two-page

outline called Return to Telos; this two-part

notion specifically structured the first episode

as a series of traps being set for the Doctor,

with a showdown on Telos in the second

episode. The outline included a second

malfunctioning time machine, and also the

emphasis on the Cyber-conversion process. As

reference to the 1 967 serial The Tomb of the

Cybermen - which was not then known to exist

- James Russell made two clear copies of the

soundtrack from his collection; one ofthese

was given to Mario Moscardini at BBC

Enterprises as a suggestion for a soundtrack

release akin to 1979's Genesis of the Doleks LP

9 Wednesday 26 October 1983: Nathan-

Turner attempted to book Pennant Roberts as

the director of Serial 6T, but he was unavail-

able. Matthew Robinson was subsequently

booked on Monday 12 December 1983

9 Tuesday 1 0 January 1 984: Saward wrote to

Paula Woolsey to say that he would be

commissioning the first episode of The Cold

War and would contact her to discuss the new

Doctor, as played by Colin Baker, shortly. On

Tuesday 21 February 1 984, Saward accepted

the script with the provision that rewrites

would need to be undertaken. The use ofthe

Cybermen was negotiated with the estate of

Kit Pedler in mid-February

9 There were various differences between

the rehearsal scripts and the broadcast

version. At the end of the scene in the TARDIS

corridor where the Doctor promises that he

will not harm Peri again, his companion

originally replies "Maybe this is the new you

... Whether I can learn to live with it remains

to be seen." In the opening film sequence

with Lytton's gang, the script described their

target as "Masters & Johnson - Merchant

Bankers"; Masters and Johnson had been a

successful sex therapy clinic since the 1950s.

When Lytton is introduced, the script notes

"We last met LYTTON in the story

'Resurrection of the Daleks'. A one-time

mercenary soldier for the Daleks, he is now

trapped on Earth making a living the best he

can - he is a gangster." Griffiths and Payne

are "a couple of rough, tough heavies in their

early thirties" whereas "JOHN RUSSELL" is

"about forty, and although fit and muscular

like the others, is far from being a villain".

When Lytton's team arrive at the garage,

there was originally some dialogue about

Payne being delayed by traffic and Griffiths

"parking the wheels". At the start of the next

scene, as Peri looks at Halley's Comet on the

scanner, she asks if there could be any life

inside it, adding that some scientists believe

that life was brought to Earth by a comet or

an asteroid; "Some of your scientists used to

believe the Earth was flat," retorts the Doctor.

In the scrapyard, the TARDIS changes into

"an Egyptian Pillar - the sort used in The

Cleopatras." - referring to the 1 983 BBC2

drama series. When Lytton's two policemen

appear for the first time, the script notes

"These are the accomplices of Lytton who

escaped at the end of 'The Resurrection of the

Daleks'." The TARDIS' arrival by the garage

saw it appear "as a large wardrobe"; the

majority of the scenes set just inside the

garage were written for recording in studio.

When the Doctor and Peri faced the two

policemen. Peri comments that the handguns

they were carrying are illegal in the States

and is amazed that Britain has such liberated

gun laws. "This country can always be relied

upon to lead the way. It's a pity that some-

times it's in the wrong direction," replies the

Doctor. At the end of the scene, Peri takes the

gun with her saying that she may not be able

to use the weapon, but she is still taking it

into the sewers. The Cybermen patrolling the

sewers were specified as being black in the

scripts, whereas the Cyber Leader was silver;

when the Cyber Controller was introduced,

the script noted "The controller differs from a

regular Cyberman in as much as that his head

is large and domed shaped. The controller is

also taller and lacks much of the pipework

that adorns the average Cyberman." The

Cybermen on the surface ofTelos "are

dressed in blue overalls with clear plastic

helmets covering their heads. The WORK
PARTV are dressed the same, only without the

helmets. Apart from their heads and necks,

no other part of their body is visible,

including their hands." When the Doctor, Peri

and Russell originally emerged from the

sewers back into the garage, there was

dialogue from Peri about the policeman

having gone and a discussion about how the

Cybermen may be inside the TARDIS (which is

now "shaped as an organ!"). The Doctor also

used the Cybergun to destroy Lytton's trans-

mitter. Some of the garage scenes were short-

ened in a rewrite on Monday 14 May 1984

In Part Two of the rehearsal scripts, an

early scene in the TARDIS Console Room has

the Cyber Leader "examining some of the wall

mounted components"; when the TARDIS

materialises on Telos it does so as "a large

gateway". When the Doctor encountered Flast

in the Refrigeration Unit, she was described

as "a grotesquely disfigured Cryon". In the

scripts, the Cryons were described as "tall

and lean. Although their features are

humanoid, their faces have a thin, white

membrane covering them which gives the

appearance of a face seen through a mist.

They are not at all unattractive to the human

eye. All the Cryons are dressed in insulated

suits ofa very simple design. Rost is female,

Varne is male." The scenes between Peri and

the Cryons were more extensive; Varne

explains to Peri that when the peaceful

Cryons left Telos to escape the Cybermen,

they inhabited comets and large asteroids

which were cold enough for them. Rost

explains that they plan to lure the Controller

into Halley's Comet as a trap, using Mondas

as the bait. The Cybermen need to use the

comet to destroy life on Earth but preserve its

minerals, and to do so will fill the comet with

vastial. Another scene had the Cryons

observing that the Cybermen were in the

lower levels of the tomb, meaning they could

only be looking for the TARDIS; Peri will have

to help them move it. In a subsequent scene

where Peri said she could not do this, Varne

explained that the Cryons will destroy both

her and the ship to prevent the Cybermen

gaining control ofthe TARDIS. There was

more dialogue between Flast and the Doctor

in the Refrigeration Unit, and Lytton reveals

the Cryon plan to the Controller after being

tortured. There was then different dialogue as

the Doctor and Peri returned to the TARDIS,

with the latter explaining how Lytton was not

working for the Cybermen and Rost saying

that she will take her people into the depths

so that Telos can be theirs again. The script

concluded with the Doctor considering his

misjudgement of Lytton and adding "Perhaps

you're right. Perhaps I haven't fully recovered

from regeneration ... I think it's time I sorted

things out."

A number of continuity references

appeared in the script. In Part One, the

Doctor referred to recent events on jaconda,

indicating that the story was set more or less

directly after The Tuiin Dilemma. In his erratic

state, the Doctor had also been addressing

Peri by different names: Tegan, Zoe, Susan,

and even Jamie and the Terrible Zodin (who

was referred to in a throwaway line in The

f'we Doctors)

0 When Matthew Robinson joined the

production, only the first ofthe two scripts

was ready because alterations were still being

made to the second. Nathan-Turner and

Saward were both aware that there were

problems with it, and all messages regarding

changes were being sent back to Woolsey via

Saward. Robinson and Saward then simplified

elements of the second episode together, after

Robinson had indicated that both episodes of

Attock of the Cybermen were too short on

Tuesday 17 April 1984. Commenting to

Nathan-Turner about the scripts on Tuesday

24 April, Jonathan Powell indicated that it

was "a well told story with some decent

characterisation"

Make-up was handled by Linda Mclnnes,

a newcomer to the show as was the original

costume designer Fran Holman; Holman was

An armed and dangerous

Cryon. It might be Sarah

Greene or it might not. How

are we supposed to tell? s bbc

^ RHDID TimES
Sat 5 Jan 8; Part One: The Doctor

meets up with an old adversary -

Commander Lytton. But what

should an old foe be doing in the

London sewers?

Sat 12 Jan 85 Part Two: With the

Doctor a prisoner of the

Cybermen, he is finding it

difficult to solve the riddle of

Halley's Comet.

The Cyber Controller: ooh,

that must have been a nasty

knock he took ... < bbc
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Living with the enemy:

the Sixth Doctor isn't best

pleased when the Cybermen

hijack hisTARDIS ... . bbc

The very moment that Sevans

realised they'd made a

mistake in the scaling of their

Time Rotor model kit ... < bbc

replaced by Anushia Nieradzik who had

worked on frantios. Set designer Marjorie

Pratt had worked on Arc of Infiniti; two years

earlier, as had visual eflfects designer Chris

Lawson who had also handled Planet of Fire.

<^ Guest stars considered for the serial

included Brian Blessed, James Bolam, Michael

Elphick, Bernard Hill, Bob Hoskins, Anton

Rodgers, Jack Shepherd, Edward Woodward,

Dave Allen, Ralph Bates and Lance Percival.

The role of Rost was offered to Angela Down

on Wednesday 18 April and Jenny Hanley on

Thursday 31 May; Maureen Lipman was

offered the part of Flast on Monday 16 April;

Angela Plcasance and Georgina Hale were

possibles for Varne; Brian Glover, Bob Peck

and Francis Matthews were considered for

Russell; and Stephen Bill, Terry Molloy, David

Foxxe, Hilary Minster and Terry Mendlicott for

the parts of Payne and Griffiths (Mendlicott

was offered Griffiths on Thursday 19 Apri)l.

Esther Freud, playing Threst, was the

daughter of Liberal MP and broadcaster

Clement Freud and sister of Emma Freud

It was Levinc who suggested that Michael

Kilgarriff be hired to reprise his role as the

Cyber Controller from Thf Tomb of the

Cijbermen; Nathan-Turner knew the actor from

his work at the Player's Theatre in London

and asked him to join the serial. Killgarriff

was rather confused by the script and felt

that the scene in which Lytton's hands were

crushed was rather too violent

1^ Monday 30 April 1 984: The BBC design

team visited the sewers under Hyde Park with

permission ofThames Water

9 Monday 21 May 1984: A location recce

was held for the serials. During the following

week it was decided to use the London HQ of

United International Pictures on Glenthorne

Road as the diamond merchants. It was

Levine who suggested returning to the

Gerrards Cross Gravel Pits - seen as Telos in

The Tomb of the Cijbcrmcn. During the recce, the

pits looked suitably bleak - but by the time

the crew arrived to film a week or so later, the

slopes and dunes were now blossoming with

all manner of greenery which had to be pulled

up before shooting could begin.

^ Rehearsals started on the film sequences

at Acton on Monday 28 May; rehearsals for

the studio sessions began on Friday 8 June

and Monday 25 June. Around this time, David

Banks submitted two story ideas to the show.

The first of these was Dark Lobyrinth which

Saward liked but felt was too expensive. The

other one was set in the year 2006 on board a

liner, and eventually became the New

Adventure iceberg

^ Wednesday 30 May 1984: Filming went so

well on this day that Robinson's team were

able to shoot two scenes scheduled for the

next day as well

(j^ Friday 1 June 1984: Filming at Birkbeck

Road was covered by the Gazette ond Post on

Thursday 7 June under the title "Dr Who has

scrap with Cybermen"

^ Tuesday i2june 1984: A photocall for

Colin Baker, Faith Brown and Koo Stark was

conducted for the serial; Stark had been

contracted to play Varne on Thursday 7 June

after being offered the role of Rost on

Saturday 26 April, and her agent requested

special conditions to ensure that the actress

did not have to speak directly to the press

9 Thursday 14 June 1984: Nathan-Turner

informed Stark's agent that they would no

longer be using her in the serial. There had

been a disagreement over terms and condi-

tions and the actress also found the Cryon

outfit would be more uncomfortable than she

first thought. She was replaced by Sarah

Greene, an old friend of Robinson's, who was

contacted about playing Varne when she

returned from holiday in Barbados; she was

contracted on Monday 25 June after agreeing

to take the role on Monday 18

Studio recordings for Attack of the

Cybermen generally took place from 2.30pm to

6.00pm and 7.30pm to 10.00pm each day; the

exceptions were Thursday 21 June (which did

not have an afternoon session) and Friday 6

July (where afternoon recording ran from

3.30pm to 5.30pm). The second recording

session was originally to take place from

Thursday 5 but was dropped back a day.

Afternoon recording was grudgingly cleared

by Powell who felt it should only be allocated

to series which required such working hours

for child performers

Thursday 21 June 1984: For the scenes on

Telos in Part Two, Nicola Bryant was given a

hurriedly selected off-the-peg jump-suit

which was a couple of sizes too big; this was

to replace another outfit which had been

made by an external company but which was

now felt to be unsuitable. There were various

problems during studio recording with the

Cybermen voices where other character voices

would be picked up on the microphones inside

the helmets. A gag In Part One which Baker

and Robinson had worked out involving the

Doctor's apple was dropped from recording at

the behest of Nathan-Turner who felt it was

too "light entertainment"; in this, the apple

fell off the TARDIS console as the ship tilted,

the Doctor caught it, took a bite and tossed

it to Peri

Friday 22 June 1 984: Recording on the

sewer sets was attended by representatives of

Thames Water as thanks for their co-opera-

tion; Thames Water offered Baker and Bryant

an invitation to visit their sewers whenever

I

they liked ...

<^ Friday 6July 1984: During camera

rehearsals for her scenes, comic impressionist

Faith Brown kept the cast and crew amused

by delivering her lines in the manner of

others, such as Hilda Ogden from Coronation

Street; Brown had also worked with Robinson

in rehearsals to establish a body language of

hand movements for the Cryons. The Cryon

costumes were latex one-piece body suits

which the actresses had to be sewn into. For

the make-up, they wore bald caps and had

whitened faces beneath the semi-transparent

masks which had all been cast from the same

mould. When the join between the mask and

the actresses' mouths was clearly visible,

Nathan-Turner suggested the addition of

silver whiskers. A photocall had been held

earlier in the day with Brown in make-up, but

because the appearance of Flast was altered

so much prior to recording, Nathan-Turner

asked that the photographs should never

be issued

Saturday 7 July 1984: The Tomb sets were

different to those which had appeared in The

Tomb of the Cybermen and were an element of

disappointment for Levine, who had helped

with research into the originals; much of this

was due to budget restrictions which also

disappointed Robinson who had wanted the

cells built on tiered scaffolding. The argument

put forward by Nathan-Turner for the change

was that only the fans - a small proportion of

the audience - would realise the difference.

The new version was a single level set raised

from floor level; the cells which the Cybermen

inhabited now had doors rather than the

cellophane membrane of the 1 967 serial

Sunday 8 July 1984: The Cryons' set was

another multi-level set with stock computer

terminals dotted amongst the rocks; the

monitors used CSO to allow scenes from Cyber

Control to be placed into them. Sarah Berger,

an experienced Royal Shakespeare Company

actress, was amused when Nicola Bryant - a

relative television newcomer - gave her

suggestions on her performance. Berger and

Greene found themselves in hysterics over

some of their lines, and also choked on the

dry ice mist behind their masks

The gallery only day was Friday 13 July

1984 in TC2. Editing then took place between

Monday 1 6 and Thursday 26 July. Various cuts

were made to both episodes. In Part One,

after the Doctor and Peri headed back to the

TARDIS, there was a scene in the sewers with

Lytton's gang where Griffiths comments on

the stench and Lytton hears something;

Lytton reprimands his group for making a

noise ("Perhaps I should buy the pair of you a

megaphone. Then you could announce out

intentions to the whole world"). The group is

watched by a large black figure which emits

"the gentle, regular wheezing of a mechan-

ical respirator". A short scene of the Cyber

Leader's party making their way through the

sewer was cut towards the end of the episode.

Removed during editing from Part Two was a

short scene at the start of the episode where

the Controller was informed that both the

TARDIS and their own time vessel were

heading for Telos. There was then a sequence

where two Cybermen enter a cell in tombs to

revive one oftheir number; the creature

suddenly comes to life, forces its comrades

back and lurches off down the long gallery.

This was lost in a reordering of scenes

I

following both the TARDIS and Stratton/Bates
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narratives. After the escape by Peri, Lytton

and Griffiths, there were then two more

scenes after the encounter with Threst. In the

first, the Controller studies the captured

Doctor on a screen in the Cyber Lab and

comments on why a powerful mind should be

housed in such a fragile body; a Cyberman

suggests destroying the Doctor, but the

Leader says they need him: "You forget our

intention. What we have planned will anger

the Time Lords of Gallifrey. To have one of

their kind hostage may well serve our cause."

While Peri is deemed no threat, the Controller

says that the Doctor should be disciplined.

The next short scene was then of the Doctor

being dragged along the Long Gallery by the

Cybermen and commenting that he is only

made of flesh and blood; "Not for much

longer. Doctor," says the Cyber Leader. A

short film sequence of two Cybermen

discovering the damaged grating where

Lytton's party have entered Cyber Control

was dropped along with short scenes of the

Cybermen pursuing the group inside the

ducting and Lytton's group climbing

upwards; these scenes were resequenced,

leading up to Lytton's capture. This then

continued into a scene at the Cryon base

where Threst heard of these events. After

Flast's death, there was a scene in the Long

Gallery with the Doctor, Peri and the Cryons

taking refuge in the cell from the imminent

explosion

The episodes were dubbed on Monday 27

and Tuesday 28 August, and Wednesday 26

and Thursday 27 September! 984

9 The Drama Early Warning Synopsis was

issued on Tuesday 4 December 1984. The

closing credits had to be re-edited prior to

broadcast because designer Marjorie Pratt

had erroneously been credited Marj Pratt. The

opening credits also differed from the norm

as the story title and writer credit were

written entirely in capitals

The novelisation of the serial by Saward

added a great deal of background to the

events in London, particularly regarding

Charlie Griffiths, Joe Payne and Vincent

Russell. The story strand concerning Flight

Leader Lintus Stratton and Time Navigator

Eregous Bates of Hatrey Sedtry trying to reach

their time ship was also reworked slightly to

improve the pacing. Colin Baker recorded an

abridged version of this novelisation for BBC

Worldwide in Spring 1995; this was issued in

August 1995

Attock of the Cybermen was shown in

Australia in December 1985 and New Zealand

in August 1989. UK Gold screened the serial

in its four-part version in October 1994 and as

a compilation from December 1994; the serial

aired in Germany on VOX in 1995 as Anjriff der

Kijbcrmjnner. Harlequin Miniatures released a

Cryon figure in 1999, and the serial was

included as part of a limited edition video tin

in November 2000, along with part of the

Satmiaij Superstore promotion for its broadcast

on Saturday 5 January 1985

^ In the Credits section, it should be noted

that the script by Paula Woolscy and Eric

Saward under the pen-name Paula Moore

was derived from a story idea by Ian Levine.

The dual credit for Vision Mixer is because

Nigel Finnis supervised the first block and

Dinah Long supervised the second.

Bloody hell ... for Lytton

(Maurice Colborne) that Is,

when he annoys the

Cybermen. Ow ow owl s bbc

Vengeance on Varos
Welcome to the Pleasuredome BU PHUL CDRI1ELL

And for the benefit ofour younger readers, this is what people looked

like back in the burning radioactive wilderness ofthe igSos ... bbc

n the day that the first episode of Vengeance on

Varos was broadcast, Band Aid's Do They Knoiu

It's Christmas? ceased to be Number One in the

singles chart. That week is almost exactly in the

middle ofMargaret Thatcher's tenure as British

Prime Minister, and Ronald Reagan's as US President. The

Nobel Peace Prize that year was to be won by a coalition of

International Physicists for the Prevention of Nuclear War.

That coming attraction had been scheduled for the previous

year, the year when Frankie said 'when you hear the air attack

warning'. Living in Britain in 1985 felt like being a citizen of

Rome at its most decadent. In the worst possible way. People

have forgotten the dread of living as an adult then, the feeling

of moral pollution that caught in its slipstream works as

diverse as Edge 0/ Darkness, the Neu; Aducntures and the Vertigo

comics line. The state was so extreme back then that the art

produced in response to the state had to be equally extreme.

These days, it can look quaint - to people who've forgotten

the dread ...

Let's talk about a state that distracts its workers from the

economy with harsh penalties for lawbreakers, with a row

about 'video nasties', with bread and circuses. Let's talk about

a media where the lines between audience and entertainment,

between entertainment and news, have been horribly blurred.

Let's talk about a democracy of the people that's actually a

prison for psychotics.

But no, let's talk about Vengeance on Varos instead. It's both of

its time and ahead of its time. The villains are a bunch ofhard-

cases in Frankie uniforms with a priest and a noose straight

out of a pop video. You'd need Adam Ant to hang on those

DUim HRCHIUE
OWM 309

cDmmissionmB
Tue 13 Apr 82 Domain scene

breakdown commissioned;

delivered by Fri4jun 82

Thu 14 Oct 82 Domoin Part One

commissioned for Mon 15 Nov

82; delivered Mon 1 5 Nov 82

Thu 27 jan 85 Domain Parts Two

to Four commissioned for Mon 4

Apr 83; first version delivered

Thu 7 Apr 83, second version as

two-part Planet of Feor delivered

Thu 1 1 Aug 83, third version as

two-part Plonct of Fear delivered

Tue 1 3 Mar 84.

PRDDUCTinn
Wed iSJul 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Prison Cell; Corridors H

[Desert], M, N, E, Adjacent C;

Mortuary; Prison Dome; Planet

[model]

Thu ig Jul 84 Television Centre

Studio S: Prison Dome Corridors

A,B; Corridors Z, F [Purple Zone],

G, D, L; Corridor Junction

Fri 20 Jul 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Transmutation Cell;

Corridor K; Governor's Office

Tue 31 Jul 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Governor's Office

[remount]; Eerie Corridor; Prison

Corridor; Corridors W, L, M;

Corridor to Poison Vine;
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Sil (Nabil Shaban) lords it

over the Varosians. a bbc

^ Poison Vine; Shaft

Wed 1 Aug 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: PCC; Corridor; Corridor

J;
Changing Room

Thu 2 Aug 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Prison Cell; Gallows

Area; Cell; TARDIS Console

HHDiD Times
Sat 19 Jan 85 Part One: On Varos

the Doctor learns that video

games aren't always fun.

Sat 26 Jan 85 Part Two: Now that

the Doctor is a 'star' of a video

game, will he survive to show Sil

the error of his ways?

gallows. And out of video debauchery come the men in

nappies and the halfmask and Peri's plumage. Amongst this

gauchery, a horribly direct picture is painted of an absolute

democracy, where nothing matters but the brute will of the

brutish, disenfranchised, uninformed people. All they can do,

as the two viewing members ofthe public put it exacdy, is vote.

The only jarring thing in all this is the Doctor himself, an

achronal figure who, unlike if tliis had been a Pertwee story,

shares no design with the planet he lands on. He is not 1980s

groovy. If he was, he'd be Nick Rhodes with a sash over his

shoulder. Instead, he's the victim of 1980s grooviness. His

philosophy as explored in the early TARDIS scenes, may be

bleak and accepting of death, but is also honest and

unadorned by shallow comforts. Look at that coat, screaming

wrongness at you. Look at Peri's outfit, which is plain, and

doesn't say horror in a tasty shell. The Doctor is not a

hypocrite, and thus he's a magnificently wrong Doctor for the

time when he was the incumbent. This script says there is

such a thing as society, and so does he, by being absolutely

outside it. His cruel quips and word-plays are almost all a

compassionate being can do in the face of this cant. They

distance him, and us, from a dirty great rip in goodness,

that's got him caught in it as well. He's almost doing the job

of a Brechtian narrator, making us look at this as a metaphor,

not a story.

Beside him is the great Martin Jarvis; 'honey I'm home

from the blandest possible simation comedies of the period,

and now being tortured live on TV!' And the great Nabil

Shaban, who doesn't want us to forget that he has no legs,

playing an outsider, an alien, a monster.

And at the end, the regime is going to fall apart anyway,

but the proles will still be slaves. So what has the Doctor

done, exacdy?

Had an adventure in the 1980s, that's what.

^ The mashed peaches eaten by Nabil

Shaban as Sil gave the actor the runs ... which

was very uncomfortable in the costume.

^ During recording, Nicola Bryant's

dressing room was broken into and a tiny

accessory which she was wearing on Peri's

belt was amongst various items stolen; this

was replaced with a different item of a similar

colour. A new pair of shoes were also needed

(which had to be painted the same colour as

the original pair)

^ Friday 20 July 1984: Bryant experienced a

great deal of discomfort with her transmogri-

fication make-up because she was allergic to

feathers

Thursday 2 August 1984: With recording

running late, Shaban left the studio after his

scenes were completed without having had

chance to remove all his make-up. Dashing to

get home, he was pulled over by the police

who were met with his green fiice ...

^ Also included on the DVD of the serial

released in September 2001 were a collection

ofunused scenes, some studio footage and

outtakes, the two episode trailers and BBCi

continuity announcements

The Mark of the Rani
Life in a Northern Town BSI

DUim RHCHIUE
DWM217

cammissianinE
Fri JO Sep 83 Too Cleuer By For

(W/T) scene breakdown

commissioned for Sat 31 Oct 83;

delivered Sun 1 Nov 83

Men 7 Nov 83 Enter the Roni (W/T)

scripts commissioned for Mon 30

Jan 84

PRDDUCTinn
Mon 22 Oct 84 Granville Colliery

Spoil Heaps, Donnington Wood,

Salop [Slag Heap; Redfern Dell

Path/Stile; Lane outside

Village]

Tue 23 Oct 84 Blists Hill Open Air

Museum, Telford, Salop [Village

Tavern; Village Bath-house; Pit

Gate and Perimeter Fence]

Wed 24 Oct 84 Blists Hill Open

Air Museum [Pit Gate; Perimeter

Fence; Workshop; Derrick at

Quayside]

Thu 25 Oct 84 Blists Hill Open Air

Museum [Pit Shaft; Pit Gate;

Perimeter Fence]

Fri 26 Oct 84 Blists Hill Open Air

Museum [Village Bath-house;

Hill; Old Pit Shaft/Turntable;

Bank near Old Pit]

Sat 27 Oct 84 Blists Hill Open Air

Museum [Redfern Vale; Lane to

Old Pit; Pit Shaft; Old Pit Head]

Mon 29 Oct 84 Coalport China

Works, Coalport, Salop (Pit

The wretched Rani (Kate O'Mara) and the malevolent

Master (Anthony Ainley) make a pit stop! s bbc

T
he Mark o/thc Rani harks back to the past in more

ways than one. As well as its historical setting,

it's an old-fashioned slice of Doctor Who. Like

their later stories, Pip and Jane Baker are trying

to do Doctor Who by numbers - their first stab,

though, touches on a couple of interesting ideas that really

stand out. It's a story that's clearly trying to educate, one ±at

isn't afraid to use big words.

Season Twenty-Two either got more money than the

previous few seasons, or they'd learned how to spend it

better; plus, the story benefited from an accounting error ±at

granted some extra location filming. Coupled with some

clever design, costuming, music and direction, the story

looks positively lavish, as good as any Catherine Cookson

mini-series. It's the last time that Doctor Who looks like the

other television drama of its time, before switching to video.

The studio scenes aren't quite as impressive, but the Rani's

bathhouse and Stephenson's workshop are both lovely, and

the Rani's extremely 1980s TARDIS is very fitting.

The use of language is among the most ambitious the

TV series saw, with the writers going out of their way to

distinguish between the miners, their bosses. Peri and the

Time Lords. There's been much fan merriment about the

baroque dialogue, but it's only the Doctor, Master and Rani

who use the long Latinate words ('A sentiment he'd recipro-

cate!' 'Fortuitous would be a more apposite epithet!'). Pip and

Jane are suggesting that immortal academics would speak in

big words. Which is fair enough. The miners have their own

distinct way ofspeaking, a weird mix ofWhen the Boat Comes In

and die Monty Python trouble at t'mill sketch - this is a story

with the opening line "Why no, man. I don't think I've
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strength to lift a Toby," and has 'business' lines like "D'ost

thou think we should cancel t'meeting?" This emphasis on

language is deliberate - both the Doctor and Master come up

with Americanisms to mock Peri with - and it's a nice change

to have a regional accent. If anything, they could have gone

fiirther with it - have Peri struggling to understand Geordie

(or, indeed, have someone notice she's an American), or one

of the Rani's servants failing to obey an order because he

didn't understand a blithering word she was saying).

There are some strange decisions. Only Doctor Who would

bring an unconvincing rubber tree into a beautiful real forest

(why not just use a real tree, eh?), and doing Doctor Who by

numbers means that, as the girlie companion. Peri's never

more useless - throwing small bits of coal at an advancing

mob, or flapping her arms around instead ofdoing much that

might help.

The big void, though, is the story. As with a lot of this

season, they don't make the most of the 45-minute format.

The Mark of the Rani feels like a normal two-parter padded

out to double its natural length. The story is linear and

lightweight, fiill of repetition (the Master gets about ten

scenes where he reminds the Rani he has her bottle of

precious fluid, and twice sees the red marks on the rioters'

necks, both times breathing "The mark of the Rani!" in

exacdy the same way.

Perhaps the big theme of Doctor Who is science prevailing

over superstition, and what better place to depict that than by

showing Luddites opposing the industrial revolution? But the

whole point ofthe rioters here is that it's mindless violence -

it's not even part of the Rani's plan, just a side-effect. The

Master, in particular, just seems to be wandering around, like

a kid bunking offschool for the afternoon. His aims are nebu-

lous at best - he dreams of controlling the greatest minds of

the Industrial Revolution, but doesn't do anything about it.

For all the production's lovely period detail, the story could

happily take place anywhere, really. There's no deadline or

countdown to add tension to the last episode, and so there's

no big climax to the story - it ends when the Master and Rani

get around to going back to her TARDIS, which the Doctor

sabotaged ages ago. The Doctor doesn't seem unduly worried

to be leaving behind various bits of the Rani's equipment -

including a dell fijU of landmines. He was keen to meet all

the geniuses at the beginning, so why doesn't he stay for the

meeting?

It's a shame The Mark of the Rani came at a time in the

show's history where gimmicks and surface were being given

more priority than story and script. It suffers from a number

of faults that were common to Season Twenty-Two, but it's

beautifully made, and is far more ambitious than it's usually

given credit for.

liiiiHiiiii^^iTTTTTt
Pip and Jane Baker's introduction into the

Doctor Who world came about via their work

with Graham Williams, John Nathan-Turner's

predecessor as producer. The Bakers had

worked with Williams on series such as Z Curs

and The Double Dealers and had contributed a

script for The Zodiac Factor, a filmed thriller

anthology which Williams had been hoping to

made as a BBC/Fox co-production in 1976.

The series was never made, but Nathan-

Turner found their script for The Zodioc Factor,

Art Fraud, in the producers' office when he

took over on Doctor Who. Impressed by the

script, he contacted the Bakers. The couple

were not interested in writing for Doctor Who

at first and really wanted to discuss new

series formats with Nathan-Turner; Williams

had invited them to contribute to the series

several times between 1976 and 1979, but

they had declined. Their only knowledge of

Doctor Who had been seeing the first episode

in 1 963 and they were unaware of its cult

status. Nathan-Turner loaned them tapes of

the series to help fiimiliarise them

1) It was Eric Saward who suggested that

the story could feature the Master and be set

in a historical era on Earth; the Bakers

decided to introduce a heavy element of true

science and were briefed by Saward and

Nathan-Turner that the Doctor could not

interfere with established Earth history.

Nathan-Turner was considering the Rani as a

potential villain to replace the Master whom

he feared was becoming too cliched

9 The setting for the serial was derived

from the Baker's selection of the Luddite riots

as the backdrop. The Luddites, named after

Ned Ludd, were machine smashers active in

England from around 1812 to 1818. Although

no definite date was given on screen, the

Bakers set their serial at the time of Waterloo,

indicating a date of 181 5, but the production

team saw the setting as around 1830. In real

history, George Stephenson was born in 1781

and built his first steam engine, the Blucher,

in 1813, having worked at Killingworth since

t8i 2 as enginewright. I n 1 821 , he was

appointed engineer of the Stockton and

Darlington mineral railway which opened in

September 1825. Pip Baker found the research

into Stephenson and his early life of poverty

fescinating, but since the focus of the script

had to be the Doctor there was no room to

work this in; the script describes Stephenson

as being in "his early thirties" . Lord

Ravensworth did not receive his barony until

July 1821, before which he was Sir Thomas

Liddell; he was a partner in the Grand Allies

consortium with a number of colleagues and

had been supervisor of all machinery at

Killingworth West Moor since 1812, having

been there since 1807. In their script, the

Bakers described Lord Ravensworth as a

"portly, well-dressed" man.

^ Four other scientists of the day were

referred to in the script: Sir Humphry Davy,

Michael Faraday, Thomas Telford and James

Watt. Made a baronet in 1818, chemist

Humphry Davy was best known for his devel-

opment of the safety lamp in 1 81 5; this

rivalled Stephenson's own work and the rela-

tionship between the two men was not good.

Faraday, an English chemist and philosopher,

had been Davy's assistant since 1813 and was

only just starting to earn a reputation with

experiments in electromagnetism in 1821.

Scottish engineer Telford had a distinguished

career in transport engineering - notably the

Menai Suspension Bridge - and did not

apparently meet Stephenson until 1829. Watt,

another Scots inventor, had been instru-

mental in developing steam as a motive force

in the late eighteenth century, and retired in

1800, dying in 1819. The Doctor refers to

Stephenson's Rocket, which reached an

incredible speed of 30 mph in a competition in

October 1829. A deleted scene refers to the

Doctor and Peri visiting the official opening of

Kcw Gardens; the gardens were made a royal

gift to the nation in 1841

The element of the Baker's storyline

about drugs and sleep inducement was

inspired by an article which the couple had

read in Neu; Scientist; they had also written

about the side effects of drugs in their episode

of The Expert seven years earlier. The Rani was

inspired by a ncurochemist friend of the

Bakers' whom they observed in an argument

with another more sentimental friend of

theirs. The chemist had stated "All you are is

chemicals", to which the other friend replied

"But what about the soul?" This inspired the

Bakers to have the Rani view humanity as

nothing more than laboratory animals

9 In Part One when the Doctor and Peri

notice that the dog has stopped barking, the

Doctor quotes "There was silence deep as

death" from Scots poet Thomas Campbell's

1801 work The Battle of the Baltic. The script for

Part Two had the Doctor saying "Gather ye

rosebuds while ye may ..." from Robert

Hcrrick's 1648 poem To Virgins, To Make Much

ofTime, "Will you walk into my parlour said

the spider to the fly ..." from Mary Howitt's

1829 piece The Spider and the Fiij and quoting

"more things in heaven and Earth" from

William Shakespeare's Hamlet

"Come on in whilst t'water's

hot ..." Now there's an offer!

Office/Pit Workshop)

Tue 30 Oct 84 Blists Hill Open Air

Museum [Redfern Vale:

Woods/Field/Ridge; Redfern Dell]

Wed }t Oct 84 Blists Hill Open

Air Museum [Redfern Vale:

Beneath Oak/Copse;

Redfern Dell]

Thu 1 Nov 84 Blists Hill Open Air

Museum [Redfern Dell; Disused

Mine Working; Redfern Vale:

Lane]

Fri 2 Nov 84 Blists Hill Open Air

Museum [standby day]

Mon 12 Nov 84 Park Wood,

Ruislip, Middx [Redfern Vale;

Redfern Dell (remount)]

Sun 18 Nov 84 Television Centre

Studio 1: Bathhouse:

Chamber/Hall/Lab; Office;

TARDIS Console Room

Mon 19 Nov 84 Television Centre

Studio 1: Disused Mine Working

Entrance; Bathhouse:

Lab/Chamber/Hall; Rani's

TARDIS

The Doctor attempts to

explain how Peri's costume

has managed to be even more

hideous than his own. e see
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"Set course for the eighties!"

The Rani at the helm of her

lovely MFI TARDIS! , bbc

Tue 20 Nov 84 Television

Centre Studio 1: Brid Wall Flat;

Workshop; Office; Rani's TARDIS;

Workshop; Disused Mine

Entrance; CSO sequences

HnniD TimES
Sat 2 Feb 85 Part One: With the

Luddites rioting, the Doctor

arrives on Earth - but are they

responsible for the trouble at

Lord Ravensworth's coalmine?

Sat 9 Feb 85 Part Two: With the

Rani and the Master in uneasy

alliance, the Doctor and Peri

could be in for a 'sleepless' life.

Trolley good: the Doctor is

saved from being shafted

thanks to George Stephenson

(Gawn Grainger). , bbc

^ On Monday 5 March 1984, Saward wrote

to the Bakers indicating that he and Nathan-

Turner had now read the script and would like

to discuss it further. After some talks, the

Bakers submitted a revised version ofthe

script - with an increased film allocation -

around Monday 21 May. Saward contacted the

couple again on Wednesday 6 June to discuss

a few further changes; after this, Saward

made a series of cuts to the script and sent a

revised version back to the Bakers on Tuesday

17 July, hoping they'd be happy with the trims

^ Sarah Hellings was engaged as the

director on Friday 20 January 1 984 and

formally joined the production on Tuesday 28

August. On receiving the script, Hellings was

thrilled, but also amazed by the volume of

special effects required by it. She enjoyed the

Bakers' dialogue which dealt with issues of

good and evil

^ John Lewis, who originally scored the

serial, was engaged on the serial on Thursday

29 March 1984.

9 On Wednesday 6 June 1 984, Anthony

Ainley was engaged as the Master

Reading the script, Hellings wanted Kate

O'Mara as the Rani and asked Nathan-Turner

if he thought there would be sufficient budget

to attract an actress of O'Mara's calibre.

Nathan-Turner's first choice for the role was

Sarah Badel whom he had worked with on The

Pallisers in 1974, and he offered her the role on

Friday 13 July 1984. Badel replied on Thursday

26July, saying that while she could see that

the Rani "is going to turn into a whizz kid

and attract a cult following of her own", she

couldn't do justice to the part and suggested

Eleanor Bron instead

Q) O'Mara was Nathan-Turner's second

choice for the role, and was engaged on the

serial on Tuesday 4 September. However, the

producer was so impressed with her that he

sounded her out about a return appearance

towards the end ofthe location shoot at Blists

Hill after he had done location scouting in

Singapore for a new Rani serial

^ Although the Bakers suggested that the

location filming could be done at an open-air

mining museum they knew of in South Wales,

Hellings had previously done two filmed items

at Blists Hills for Blue Peter; the first being The

StorK of Ironbridgc broadcast Thursday 16

February 1978. A recce at Blists Hill was

conducted from Monday 1 5 to Wednesday

17 October

0 Rehearsals for filming began on Thursday

18 October with the Bakers in attendance for

a read-through at the Conference Room in

Threshold House; rehearsals for studio

recording then ran from Monday 5 November.

At the time, Gawn Grainger - who played

George Stephenson - was writing a biography

of Sir Laurence Olivier, and it was jokingly

suggested that the famous classical actor

might want to play a small cameo role in

Doctor Who which required only a day's

filming. The Shakespeare dialogue in the

bath-house between the Doctor and Peri was

a late addition to Part Two; the Doctor quotes

"Cowards die many times before their death"

from the 1599 play Julius Caesar while Peri's

"Discretion is the better part of valour"

derives from 1597's Heurij IV Part One

9 Tuesday 23 Octoberi984: O'Mara's old

woman disguise comprised foundation and

old-age stipple; the make-up was so effective

that nobody realised who she was during the

freezing morning shoot and none of the crew

offered to get her a chair or a cup of tea

^ Wednesday 24 October 1984: Because of

the phallic shape of the prop, Hellings and

her crew found the shot of the Master using

his Tissue Compression Eliminator hilarious

iQ^ Thursday 25 October 1984: Because of the

poor weather, the Bakers were asked to

rewrite approximately ten minutes of the

script to transfer some sequences back into

the studio

^ Friday 26 October 1984: There were two

identical trollies which the Doctor was

strapped to, both made by visual effects

assistant George Reed. One of these housed

visual effects assistant Tom Davis who would

steer the trolley on its perilous journey

^ Saturday 27 October 1 984: For the scene

where the Doctor had to make his face grimy

as an excuse to take a bath, Baker was given a

tray of Fuller's Earth to apply the dirt.

Unfortunately, a dog had already found the

tray and made good use of it ...

9 Tuesday 30 October! 984: The visual

effects tree which grabbed Peri was operated

from inside by Tom Davis

^ Wednesday 31 October 1984: After a

dismal day of shooting in an attempt to catch

up, the crew enjoyed a Hallowe'en Party

organised by the make-up team at their base

hotel in Shrewsbury

^ Monday 1 2 November! 984: For the

remounted scenes, the Bakers suggest

location of Park Wood which was just a few

minutes from their home in Ruislip. An elderly

couple walking their dog were most amused to

come across the lonely Baker, who had been

left suspended on a pole between two trees

^ Studio recordings ran from 2.30pm to

6.00pm and from 7.30pm to !0.oopm, apart

from Sunday ! 8 November where the

afternoon session ended at 5.! 5pm

^ Sunday ! 8 November 1984: The Rani's

maggots were actually made of rolled up

marzipan

9 Tuesday 20 November ! 984: There was

an over-run of 16 minutes required to

complete recording; this was as a result of

trying to tape the material deferred from the

location shoot

^ A gallery only session on the serial was

held on Wednesday 28 November, with

editing from Monday 3 to Thursday ! 3

December; the episodes were then dubbed on

Thursday 10 and Friday !! January ! 985, and

Monday 1 ! and Tuesday 12 February 1985

^ The Mark of the Rani was shown in

Australia in December !985 and New Zealand

in Ottober !989. UK Gold screened the serial

in its four-part version in October !994 and as

a compilation from January ! 995; it aired in

Germany on VOX in !995 as Die Roche des

IMeistcrs (The Reuen^e of the Master). The serial

was issued on videotape by BBC Worldwide in

July 1995; Colin Howard's artwork for the

cover later appeared on a postcard from

Slowdazzle in !999. Timecoded U-matic

copies ofthe first edits exist for both episodes

in a private collection

4^ In the Extras section, further identification

ofsome artistes is now possible. Zophanie

Vasquez Howard was Woman Customer; John

Poyner, Neville Clark, Ian McFarlane, Terry

Pearson, Barry Jones and Dave Lee-Jay were

Aggressors; Terence Coton and Clive

Cartwright were Guards; Dave Mitty was

Peddler; Tony Dell was Boij; Gordon Young was

Guard (Harri/) ; Gordon Coulson was Posserbu
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The Two Doctors

an
1984 Mike Hudson, BBC production assistant,

suffered a strained back in Shropshire. He went to

see an osteopath - and, as he was soothed by her no

doubt tender hands, told her what his job was.

Shortly afterwards I had a phone call from Owen

Bj-water, my best friend: his aunt had just been treating a man

working on the new series ofDoctor Who, and he had promised

that we two fans could visit the recording!

As it turned out, on 27 September, Mike Hudson assisted on

the scene where Oscar Botcherby is stabbed to death by

Shockeye 0' the Qwancing Grig in a restaurant. As controver-

sial moments go, this one takes the biscuit - reviled by many as

the point at which you can see Doctor Who crash offthe rails into

indefensible tastelessness. 1 adore it. Robert Holmes had been

writing larger than life characters like Oscar for years, and

tliey'd all been untouchable, their deaths as inconceivable as

the Doctor's would be. But Oscar does die - and he dies making

jokes about dissatisfied customers usually not leaving tips, and

worrying over the safety of his moth collection. In its subde

The Heat is On

"I'll get you, Noel Edmonds ..." . bbc

way, his death is as shocking as Adric's - it savagely breaks the

programme's safe conventions, but this time by inviting us to

laugh at what should seem tragic. It is the purest example of

black comedy in a series which usually dares only to flirt with

it. And just as Varos made us question our fascination with

violence, so Holmes performs the same trick more cleverly:

Troughton does a little childish dance when a lorry driver is

clubbed down, and we laugh - only later do we realise that the

blow killed him. The comedy in The Tuio Doctors hurts.

Robert Holmes' popularity amongst Doctor Who fans had

never been greater than when this story was broadcast - his

return to the programme to script Davison's devastating

finale quite rightly feted as a highlight of the entire series. We
felt baffled by The Tioo Doctors in all its gaudy naughtiness -

Androzani it ain't. And on the face of it, it isn't much like

anything else Holmes had ever written either; not as hired

hand nor as script editor when he honed and refined what a

Doctor Who story should be. There is little that is honed or

refined here, but I think it's the definitive Holmes adventure;

the one time we see the greatest writer of tlie series let offthe

leash and writing for the sheer pleasure of it. lust compare

this to his time-serving duties on Trial, when his wings had

been clipped again. Holmes takes the heavy commission

requirements of Spain, Sontarans and Troughton, and

instead writes a comedy about a race obsessed with eating. It

gives a fair idea ofhow Holmes would have written his twen-

tieth anniversary special, finding a way around the concept and

presenting something entirely different.

It is self-indulgent, yes. It may be Holmes' finest hour - but

the whole story lasts two and a half The pacing is slack, lots

of the plotting is irrelevant, it does seem at times to have

abandoned all structure. But it's giddily brilliant - the one

Doctor Who story brave enough to be a celebration of dialogue

over everything else. The darkness of Holmes' great comic

folly is offset by the sheer exuberance of a writer just having

freewheeling fiin. It's not Holmes' best script, but I do think

it's his truest, his most personal. And the only one, in its

perverse and frustrating way, that ever sees a self-confessed

jobbing BBC scriptwriter push towards sequences of pure

genius. The death ofOscar is the most inspired example of it

- hilarious, shocking, and thoroughly macabre.

I didn't attend the recording. My parents said I couldn't

take the day off school - certainly not for a children's TV

programme I was bound to grow out of soon. Owen had a

great time.

9 The original notion of an overseas story

set in America was developed by Lesley

Elizabeth Thomas, a writer from Los

Angeles who was working in London as an

adviser on soap-opera formats. John

Nathan-Turner made his first visit to New

Orleans during Mardi Gras at the start of

March 1981 and had a breakdown

commissioned from Thomas on Thursday 23

April 1981 . The producer was aware that the

show was becoming more popular in America

at the time, and felt that such a serial would

be attractive to the North American distrib-

utor, Lionheart. Thomas' story. Way Doiun

fonder, was still under consideration in

November 1981 , but did not have the true

anQnn
Doctor Who quality that Nathan-Turner and

Eric Saward wanted

Peter Moffatt was engaged to direct Serial

6W on Tuesday 1 November 1983, with

Patrick Troughton booked for the story three

days later. Frazer Hineswas booked on

Tuesday 24 January 1984

Thursday 26 January 1984: A four-page

document outlining the cost of shooting for

ten days in New Orleans on Serial GW was

compiled for consideration

In developing the serial, Robert Holmes

drew upon a notion from his abandoned

storyline. The Six Doctors, which he had

developed in 1982 for the twentieth

anniversary senal. In this, the Cybermen had

captured the Doctors and decided to operate

on the second Doctor ("Dottor Pat"). This

was in order to isolate the genetic make-up

which separates the Time Lords from other

species, allowing them to time-travel and

become Cyberlords

Wednesday 15 February 1984: Nathan-

Turner requested additional funding from

BBC Enterprises to shoot The Two Doctors in

America; BBC Enterprises had expressed

interest in this and already contributed

partially to the budget of Doctor Who

DUim nncHiUE
DWM 195

CDmmissiDnmB
Men 15 Feb 84 Tlie Kraalon

Inheritance Part One commis-

sioned for Mon 5 Mar 84

Fri 9 Mar 84 The Kraalon

Inheritance Parts Two and Three

commissioned

PRDDUCTIDn
Thu 9 - Fri 1 0 Aug 84 Dehera

Boyar, nr Gerena, Spain [Olive

Grove/Hacienda]

Sat 11 Aug 84 Dehera Boyar

[Rough Roads/Hacienda]

Sun 12 Aug 84 Dehera Boyar

[Olive Grove/Hacienda]

Mon 13 -Tue 14 Aug 84 Plaza de

Dona Elvira/Vida/Calle

Pimienta/Justina de Neva/Plaza

De Los Venerabies/Piaza

Planzia/Hotal Monrual, Santa

Cruz, Seville, Spain [Main

Square/Seville Streets/Oscar's

Restaurant]

Thu 16 Aug 84 Rio Guadiamar, nr

Gerena [River]; Country Road,

[Road with Trees]; Dehera Boyar

[Olive Grove (remount)]

Thu 30 Aug 84 Television Centre

Studio 1 : Space Station Corridors

A-B,C-D; Baker TARDIS;

Dastari's Study

Fri 31 Aug 84 Television Centre

Studio 1 ; Troughton TARDIS;

Space Station: Kitchen

Area/Computer Room; Torture

Scene; Dastari's Study

Thu 1 3 Sep 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Cellars

Fri 14 Sep 84 Television Centre

Studio 6: Cellars; Out Building;

Passage

Thu 27 Sep 84 Television Centre

Studio S: Restaurant;

Infrastructure; High Level

Infrastructure 7f

Chessene (Jacqueline Pearce)

and Dastari (Laurence Payne)

discover the only way to travel

in Seville, darling! < bsc
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9 Wednesday 29 February 1 984: Troughton

and Hines were contracted. Reading the script

in late May, Trougliton requested a "running

double" for the location filming and put

forward a gag about his Doctor struggling

through market crowds and having a different

hat every time he appeared

9 Monday i& April 1984: With the scripts

having been delivered in late March, Ronnie

Marsh, the special assistant to the Head of

Drama indicated that no more money than

usual would be available for The Two Doctors.

Nathan-Turner urged Holmes to continue

working on his scripts a fortnight later, but

Holmes indicated that until he knew the new

location he could not judge the amount of

rewriting. The next venue that the team

considered was Venice, and then production

associate Sue Anstruther suggested Spain.

Holmes was rebriefed on the serial - now

known as The Androgum Inheritance - by

Thursday 3 May. The change of venue meant

that Holmes had to rework various elements

of dialogue which had made humorous plays

on the differences between American and

English speech. The serial was retitled The Two

Doctors by Tuesday 1 5 May; other suggested

titles which do not appear on BBC paperwork

include Parallox, The Seuenth Augmcntmcnt and

Creation. On Wednesday 20 June, Jonathan

Powell commented that the first script

seemed very enjoyable

9 Peter Moffatt joined the production two

weeks early on Monday 14 May. He was

concerned about the level of violence in the

script and felt it was unsuitable and would

therefore be cut , but found that Nathan-

Turner was quite happy with it

9 Jean Marsh was originally offered the role

of Chessene by Nathan-Turner but turned it

down because it was too similar to the part

she had just played in Return to Oz. Elizabeth

Spriggs, who was then cast as Chessene, was

dropped from production when she did not

agree to attend rehearsals at Acton for the

Spanish filming; these rehearsals began on

Saturday 4 August and Spriggs was dropped

around the start of July. Moffat recalled

j,uqueline Pearce from a play they had

worked on together for Yorkshire Television;

she agreed to replace Spriggs on Monday

16 July and was contracted two days later.

Laurence Payne had effectively retired from

acting by this time, but accepted the

invitation ofworking in Spain from Moffiitt

9 In early July with the budget worked out,

Nathan-Turner issued a memo to cast and

crew about the deal being offered for Spanish

filming. Without the extra funding, the

budget was still minimal and it was proposed

that corners were cut in terms of accommo-

dation and daily expenses; however, a number

of hotel facilities would still be available. It

was essential that anyone who was not

prepared to accept this offer informed him

as soon as possible

9 A read-through was held in the

Conference Room at Threshold House on

Tuesday 31 July, with location rehearsals on

Friday 3 and Saturday 4 August in Room 202

at Acton . The crew exploited Baker's fear of

spiders when Saward prepared a special joke

script for the actor in which the Doctor was to

be imprisoned in a cell full of the creatures.

This later led to make-up artist Cathy Davies

and the visual effects team rigging up spiders

all over Baker's dressing room. Hines was

delighted that he was able to put his own

jokes into the script such as Jamie referring to

an "Androgum" as a "Hungry Man"

9 Sunday 5 August 1984: A recce party

travelled to Spain to scout locations. The team

received a lot of help from the travel firm of

Mundi-Color. Downie had originally settled

on using the run-down Cortijos in El Garrabo

as the Hacienda, but on his way back to base

that day saw the Dehera Boyar near Gerena.

This was the venue which Moffatt preferred.

The building was in the process of being

purchased by Joanna Hearst, the aunt of

famed kidnap victim Pattie Hearst. The main

drawback to the location was that it was a

two-hour drive from the Seville hotel each

day. Shooting would generally have an early

start, and the cast and crew had to drink a

great deal to retain sufficient fluids in the

summer heat

0 Thursday 9 August 1984: Nathan-Turner

suggested shooting two studio scenes from

Part One on location when production was

ahead of schedule

^ Friday 1 0 August 1 984: The BBC visual

effects team were not allowed to bring

pyrotechnics into Spain for the explosion of

the Sontaran ship, and had to arrange to buy

these from Madrid - 250 miles away - at the

start of the shoot. When it became clear that

the suppliers could not fulfil the order on time

- and with the Spanish fire brigade booked to

be in attendance - the team improvised by

buying raw gunpowder from a firearms shop

and making their own explosives

0 Monday 13/Tuesday 14 August 1984:

Shooting in Santa Cruz generally took place

around the Hospital Venerables, with Moffatt

and Mercedes Carniege doing their cameos at

the Bar Hosteria del Laurel

^ Thursday t6 August 1984: Scenes

originally shot on Thursday 9 August with

Oscar and Anita were remounted this day

after Nathan-Turner had been informed

from London that the film had been

scratched; the producer later discovered that

the scratch was barely visible and the

remount unnecessary. The cast and crew

returned to London on Friday 17 August.

Recording in the evenings ran from 7.30pm to

lo.oopm; most days also had an afternoon

recording from 2.30pm to 6.00pm, apart from

Thursday 30 August

<^ Friday 14 September 1984: Recording

was attended by the Radio 4 programme

Wouelcnjth, produced by Peter Brown.

Recording overran by 1 5 minutes to complete

scenes on the cellar and tunnel sets, with

delays caused by time consuming effects

and make-up changes. Payne and Troughton

suffered from a fit of the giggles during the

operating scenes

^ A gallery only session took place on

Thursday 4 and Friday 5 October, with editing

from Tuesday 1 6 October to Tuesday 1

3

November. Dubbing of the episodes was

performed on Sunday 9 and Monday 10

December, Monday 7 and Tuesday 8 January

1 985 and Monday 28 and Tuesday 29 January

l^ Wednesday 31 Octoben984: Nathan-

Turner offered The Late Late Breakfost Shou; an

The Doctor attempts to

deactivate the defence

systems of space station

Camera, s bbc

Fri 28 Sep 84 Television

Centre Studio 6: Chapel; Hallway;

Kitchen; Bedroom

RHDiD Times
Sat 16 Feb 85 Part One: Even

when aided by a former regener-

ation of himself, can the Doctor

prevent Dastari's illegal experi-

ments in time from reaching

fruition?

Sat 23 Feb 85 Part Two: With the

aid of the Sontarans, Dastari has

secured a base in Spain, but not,

alas, to bask in the sun.

Sat 2 Mar 85 Part Three: With

the two Doctors held by Dastari,

a question of food arises.

The Second Doctor (Patrick

Troughton) sleeps off his

failed augmentation - and

several bottles of red ... « bbc
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The Doctor and Jamie confront

Dastari about his illegal time

experiments. He doesn't look

happy about it, does he? Bsc

outtake from the serial when Hines' kilt

became caught in a door

<^ The role ofVarl was the first television

work for Tim Raynham. He later enthusiasti-

cally thanked Nathan-Turner for giving him

Timelash

the break and suggested that he could be

considered as replacement for Bryant as a

companion. To demonstrate this, he

submitted a BBC postcard of Peri with a shot

of his own face pasted over Bryant's!

^ In the incidental music, Peter Howell took

the chance to weave Ron Grainer's Doctor Wlio

theme into cues, such as the Doctor opening

the door of Dastari's office in Part One. The

score ran to about 40 minutes, including the

guitar music played by Les Thatcher which

was recorded at Maida Vale on Wednesday

28 November

9 Other cuts were made to Part One. A

short piece offilm of the Doctor and Peri

returning to the TARDIS was dropped, as was

a scene in the TARDIS of the Doctor and Peri

looking at the kitchen on the scanner. When

the Doctor says that the mess could be

because the Androgums are on strike, Peri

asks who he is referring to; "They were the

original inhabitants in this part of the

galaxy," explains the Doctor, "You might

compare them with the Australopithecus.

Third Zoners used them to do most of the

manual work". Peri says this sounds very

hard on the Androgums, but the Doctor says

they have had a million years to get used to

this. They both have a feeling that something

is wrong

The Tuio Doctors was shown in Australia in

December 1985 and New Zealand in

September 1989. The serial was released on

videotape by BBC Enterprises in November

1993; this was a single tape release although

it had originally been announced as a two-

tape set. The cover painting was by Colin

Howard. UK Gold screened the serial in its

six-part version in October 1994 and as a

compilation from January 1 995; the serial

aired on VOX in 1995 as Androidcn in Sei/illia

(Androids in Seuille). Harlequin Miniatures

issued figures of Stike and Shockeye in 1999.

The BBC hold a longer first edit of Part One

(duration 47*38")

In the Extras section, further identifica-

tion of some artistes is now possible. Nedjet

Salih and Michael Eriera were Waiters at Los

Codenas; Iris Everson, Maria Eldridge,

Patrick Edwards, John Holland, Tim

Milsom, Glynis Simmons and June Easther

were Potrons at Las Codenas

Money's Too Ti^ht To Mention BH PHILIP mnCDDIinLD
DUim HRCHIUE
DWM231

GDmmissiDmnB
Wed 11 May 83 Timelash scene

breakdown commissioned for

Tue3i May 83

Fri24jun83Timelasli (W/T) Part

One commissioned for Mon 25 Jul

83; delivered Jul 83

Wed 23 Nov 83 Timelash (W/T)

Part Two commissioned

PRDDUCTIDII
Tue 4 Dec 84 Television Centre

Studio 4: TARDIS Console Room;

Reception Chamber

Wed 5 Dec 84 Television Centre

Studio 4; Inner Sanctum; Citadel

Corridor; Corridor outside

Inner Sanctum

Thu 6 Dec 84 Television Centre

Studio 4: Corridor outside Inner

Sanctum; Citadel Corridor; Inner

Sanctum; Detention Room

Wed 1 9 Dec 84 Television Centre

Studio 8: Detention Room;

Country Cabin; Tunnel; Rebel

Camp; Power Vault/Corridor

Outside

Tue 20 Dec 84 Television Centre

Studio 8: Borad's Vault; Passage

above Vault; Corridor Outside

Fri 21 Dec 84 Television Centre

Studio 8: Borad's Vault;

Timelash; Citadel Corridor;

Tunnel; model shots

Wed 30 Jan 85 Television Centre

Studio 8: TARDIS Console Room

[remount!

T
here's a singular phenomenon, long acknowl-

edged in the annals offan lore, which states that

any Doctor Who story which has the misfortune to

include the word "time" in its title is more or less

guaranteed to be a bit of a disaster. The Time

IMonster, for instance, exposes the softest, silliest aspects ofthe

Pertwee era while capturing precious little of its drama or

charm. The Inuasion oJTime is guilty of a similar faux-pas with

regard to the Tom Baker format. Timc-Flicjht? Er, no thanks.

Doctor Who in beautifully-realised monster shock!

Behold the Borad and weep, ye wretches ... : bbc

Time And The Runi? Enough said. Death Comes To Time? Not for

me to say, guv.

Naturally there are exceptions which prove the rule. The Time

Meddler and The Time Warrior are a pair of nifty little historical

romps, each nicely crafted and ahead of its, er, time. But more

often than not, the dreaded T-word is a badge of dishonour,

and that's certainly true in the case of Timelash, a story

whose tide has become a byword for the extreme and upset-

ting rubbishness that occurs when Doctor Who goes totally

pear-shaped.

To the fan's refined palate, Timelash is the corked botde in

Chateau Who's 1985 cellar. The list of things that are rubbish

about it represents a distillation ofeverytliing that's potentially

rubbish about Season Twenty-Two as a whole, writ uncom-

fortably large and unredeemed by any of tiiat year's better

features (high production values, good casting, handsome

location work, stylish direction). Instead we're left with ±e

season's very worst ingredients. The silly, gimcrack set

designs. The boring, irritating TARDIS scenes. The poindess

and infuriating obsession with "continuity", here reaching a

new nadir with a scene which requires us to assume that,

between adventures, the Doctor is prone to sitting his

companions down and showing them photos of their prede-

cessors. The unforgivable misbehaviour of the guest star. The

scarcely more pardonable acting of the less experienced cast

(in true Season Twenty-Two style, the youngster with the

brightest talent, future star Steven Mackintosh, gets about

four-and-a-half lines before being unceremoniously bumped

off - see also Owen Teale in Vengeance on Varos). The awful,

stilted dialogue (all together now; "What, all five hundred of

us?"). The spectacle of interplanetary war being declared by a

glove-puppet cobra who'd look more at home on Pipkins.

Against such an array of buffoonery, a nicely realised

villain and one of the decade's best radiophonic scores offer

scant compensation.

And yet, and yet ... For all its fallings, Timelash succeeds in

CTDR UJHO moGnzine



being more recognisably Doctor Who than some of its bedfel-

lows. It's a rather flabby and uninspired tale to be sure, but it's

jn accessible, straight-down-the-line slice of Who which has

the potential to please its audience far more readily than the

continuity-strangled likes of Attaclc 0/ the Cybcrmen or the

experimental textures of Varos and Reuelation. I know this

because I can recall more than one non-fan informing me in

1985 that Timelash was the best story of the season.

And therein lies the truth, however unpalatable: in essence,

Timelash isn't actually that much worse than the rest of Doctor

IVho. It just happens to be unfortunate in punching every

single one of tlie obvious fan-embarrassment buttons in one

fell swoop. Ifyou were to show a double bill of Timelash and,

say, Reuelation ojthe Dalcks to the average Joe Public, the fabled

Not-We whose contribution to the viewing figures means so

very much to us, it's highly unlikely that he'd perceive any

qualitative difference at all between the two stories. Not

because he's stupid or lacking in discernment, but because he

harbours none of the possessive and protective instincts that

make Timelash seem overtly embarrassing to us and which, at

the same time, make Reuelation seem disproportionately

brilliant. Once we accept this, we might be on the way towards

admitting that the important distinction isn't between good

and bad Doctor Who, but between good and bad television.

Sadly, it appears that the production team learned little

firom the 18-month cancellation. After taking a holiday, they

tragically set about making a 14-part story with the word

"time" in its title. The great twerps.

T

I) The first episode ofTimelash was commis-

sioned in June 1983 as the first of four 25-

minute episodes; Glen McCoy's agents then

chased Eric Saward up four months after its

delivery to see if the second episode was

required. By this time, the new 45-minute

format had been decided upon

On receiving the scripts, director Pennant

Roberts was disappointed that the dialogue of

the Karfelon natives did not seem right for an

alien planet. Originally when the TARDIS

materialised in the Inner Sanctum, the script

noted that Tekker, Kendron and Brunner

vacated the room, walking out into the

corridor but then entering the Sanctum again

immediately; Saward shifted all the corridor

material back into the Sanctum. Saward sent

a revised version of the Part Two script to

McCoy on Friday 9 November 1 984

9 Paul Darrow was cast after John Nathan-

Turner met him at an American science-

fiction convention and the pair got on well.

When seeing the excesses of Darrow's Richard

III interpretation of Tekker, Nathan-Turner

and Roberts worked out ways to limit the

performance, which was not what they had

hoped for. Roberts offered the part ofVena to

Sysan Wooldridge on Tuesday 30 October, but

when she rejected the part he cast Jeananne

Crowley with whom he had worked on Tenko.

Katz was not cast until a week before

rehearsals, and Jason Littler was originally

cast as Gazak. The second set of rehearsals

began on Friday 7 December, with McCoy

attending on Tuesday 18 December as he had

done on Wednesday 21 November

9 The Bandrill puppet was sculpted by Stan

Mitchell; during production this was also

referred to as the "Mantrill Ambassador".

The Drama Early Warning Synopsis was

issued on Tuesday 4 December 1984

^ Wednesday 19 December 1984: Nicola

Bryant disliked the scenes where Peri was tied

to a stake in the Morlox cave and left to

scream since she felt that these undermined

her character. Nathan-Turner indicated that

these were key scenes, and one ofthem would

probably form a cliffhanger in an overseas

syndication version

9 Thursday 20 December 1984: Recording

on this day was delayed by 1 g minutes when

the sets were not ready in the afternoon

9 Friday 21 December! 984: For the scenes

ir the Kontron tunnel, Baker wore a Kirby's

Flying Ballet harness, while safety lines were

also secured to Eric Deacon and David

Chandler. There was an over-run of nine

minutes to complete recording

^ Wednesday 30 January 1984: Recording of

the additional TARDIS scene was delayed for

23 minutes when a new lead was required for

the TARDIS console. This remount was sched-

uled for 1 1 .30am to 1 2.1 5pm

^ The gallery-only session took place on

Saturday 29 December 1984, with editing

from Wednesday 2 to Monday 1 4 January

1985. The two episodes were then dubbed on

Sunday 17 and Monday 18 February, and

Sunday 3 and Monday 4 March

9 Few of the cast and crew of Timelash were

happy with the finished resuh. Colin Baker

felt that the Doctor's element of the storyline

was weak and slightly out of character. Bryant

disliked the script because of the way Peri was

written for. Roberts had been disappointed by

the script, and felt that the 45-minute format

for the show did not work; it was his last

serial for Doctor Who, since when he has

worked on productions such as Albion Market,

The Snou) Spider and Wycliffe. McCoy was

generally satisfied with the finished result,

although he was unhappy with some of the

padding material that had been added, and

Crowley's performance as Vena

1^ Timelash was shown in Australia in

January 1986 and in New Zealand in October

1989. The serial aired in Germany on VOX in

1995 as Das Amulett (The Amulet). It was

released on video by BBC Worldwide in

January 1 998 with a photo montage cover

by Blacksheep

9 In the Credits, it should be noted that

some of Part Two was undertaken - uncred-

ited - by the crew of Rcuelotion of the Daleks

Peri Is tied to a post and

threatened by a sock puppet

monster. Plus (a chonje,

dear... obbc

;f RHDID Times
Sat 9 Mar 85 Part One: On Karfel

the Board [sic] rules but all is hr

from OK.

Sat 16 Mar 85 Part Two:

Although fighting for his life, the

Doctor becomes puzzled by the

lack of mirrors on Karfel.
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Revelation of the Daleks
A V\ew to a Kill BU dUSTIH RICHHRD5

DUim HRCHIUE
OWM 188

cammissinninB
Tue 27 Mar 84 The End of the Rood

scene breakdown commissioned

Fri 13 Jul 84 The End of the Rood

scripts commissioned for Mon 3

Sep 84; accepted Sat 10 Nov 84

PRDDUCTIOn
Mon 7jan 85 Bollinge Hill Farm,

Buriton, Hants [Rough Ground];

Butser Hill Farm, Horndean,

Hants [Rough Ground]

Tue 8 Jan 85 Queen Elizabeth

Country Park, Horndean, Hants

[Rough Ground]; Bollinge Hill

Farm [Rough Ground]

Wed 9Jan85 IBM North Harbour

Building, Cosham, Portsmouth,

Hants [Garden of Fond

Memories]

Thu lojan 85 Goodwood Estate,

Halnaker, W Sussex [Long White

Wall]; Tangmere Aerodrome,

Tangmere, W Sussex [Rough

Ground]

Thu 1 7 Jan 85 Television Centre

Studio 1 : Reception Area; DJ's

Studio; New Catacombs

Computer Screen; Reception

Hall; Ante-room

Fri 18 Jan 85 Television Centre

Studio 1: New Catacomb;

Reception Area; Int/Ext Cell;

Computer Screen Area

Wed 30 Jan 85 Television Centre

Studio 81 Old Catacombs;

Incubator Room; Davros'

Laboratory

Thu 31 Jan 85 Television Centre

Studio 8: Old Catacombs; Davros'

Laboratory; Kara's Office

Fri 1 Feb 85 Television Centre

Studio 8: Old Catacombs; Davros'

Laboratory; Ext/Int Cell

[remount]; New Catacombs

RHDID TimES
Sat 23 Mar 85 Part One: Life and

death become confused for the

Doctor on Necros.

Sat 30 Mar 85 Part Two: Will

Necros be the last resting place

for the Doctor and Peri?

REPEHTS
Part One* 19 March 1993

7.1 5pm-7 .40pm 1 .7M 28 -

Part Two* 26 March 1993

7.i5pm-7.4opm 1.8M - -

Part Three* 2 April 1993

7.i5pm-7.4opm 1.6M 30-

Part Four* 9 April 1993

7.i5pm-7.4opm 1.2M --

* Broadcast on BBC2. Chart

positions ore for BBC2 onli/.

T
lie apprentice Time Lord liaci a couple ofdays off

work. He knew people at the BBC back then -

people who could get him into the hallowed

portals ofTelevision Centre and leave him sitting

uncomfortably on the floor of TC8's viewing

gallery in the winter of 1985 with just a notebook and pen for

company. Which is how he got to see the last two days'

recording of ReDclatioti ofthe Daleks ...

It's impossible to get across the excitement and enthu-

siasm of actually watching the programme being made. You

had to be there. But looking back through my notes, I find

myselftransported back in time ... I can remember how hard

the floor was. I can recall how limited a view you actually got

from the studio gallery but that watching the monitor

somehow felt like cheating. I get a rush of nostalgic excite-

ment. No, really. I mean, this was back when the BBC were

actually still making Doctor Who - and enjoying it. Nothing

comes across more in my notes and memories than the

enthusiasm ofeveryone involved.

Of course there's a tremendous thrill in being able to tell

Andrew Pixley stufFhe didn't already know. But the memories

David Whitaker's dream come true: the

impressive transparent 'incubation' Dalek. £ see

that linger are not the minutiae of production detail, but the

more 'human' moments. So it isn't that the Daleks who kill

Vogel had to be repositioned and relit to hide the actors

inside that makes me smile and nod and wish I could take you

back there. It's Eleanor Bron watching Vogel's rehearsed

death then pretending to throw her champagne at the Daleks

in protest. On the take, she forgets a line: "And I shall become

- Oh, Christ!" Hugh Walters, completely in uncwous char-

acter looks surprised: "Oh, I don't quite see you as that,

Madam ..."

I can still see Graeme Harper bounding round the studio

like the Terrible Zodin. Suddenly he's whirling round being

a Dalek, his cupped hand held up to show where the eye

should be. When William Gaunt suggests, half-joking, that

they should include a shot of his severed leg bouncing across

the floor, Harper's all "Great, let's do it!"

In Harper's vocabulary, all cameramen are 'Sir,' Colin

Baker is 'Doc,' the guards are 'the boys,' and everyone else is

'Guv.' Well, except for William Gaunt ('Bill') and senior

cameraman Alec Wheal ('Alec'). Before long, Harper's

mgging a Dalek's eye into position so it edges into shot

beside Tasembeker - but the end comes off in his hand.

Immediately the Dalek spins away and - as ifpre-planned and

choreographed - Roy Skelton's grating voice is screeching

"Malfunction!" Davros goes into a fit of modulated giggles,

barely recovering in time to send the Dalek to "destroy that

prattling DJ!" It trundles impressively away. "Goodie,

goodie!" it grates, happily.

When anyone speaks to Terry MoUoy, their voices get

picked up and modulated too. "What happened to his other

hand?" Colin Baker wants to know. Davros isn't sure: "I

assume he lost it when he became grotesque ... He's geneti-

cally re-engineered himself on to a higher level." It's strange

to hear him speaking so matter-of-facdy about such things.

He explains his third eye is actually his 'vision system' - to

Colin's theatrical horror: "I thought that was a beam that

destroyed people. I've been playing at these." He looks round

for the director. "We'll have to play the whole scene again. It'll

look silly ifI'm looking at his sockets."

Time's getting short. "Now let's all shut up and listen to

Graeme," the Floor Manager insists. Harper speeds up as the

time shrinks. "Fine, don't worry about a thing. It's all going

to be marvellous," he insists. And soon he has his shot:

"Yeah, Spielberg - love it!"

Like I said, you had to be there. I mean, this was before the

'cancellation.' This was before The Trial 0/ a Time Lord. This

was back when I believed that Doctor Who was generally great

with the odd exceptional duff story, rather than the other way

around. This was the Daleks. And - sadly - for one of the last

times, this was real Doctor Who.

^ After Resurrection of the Daleks, Terry

Nation had stipulated a number of require-

ments about a future Dalek serial. Nathan-

Turner indicated that for the next serial they

were considering another enemy alongside

the Daleks - possibly initially allied to them;

Nation insisted that the other enemy must be

a BBC-owned character and that the Daleks

should be seen to be victorious over the other

enemy before their defeat by the Doctor

Monday 6 February 1984: Graeme Harper

was engaged as director on Serial 6Z

9 Eric Saward wrote the serial during his

period of leave from the series from late July

to early September 1984, with research during

his holiday in Rhodes. Apart from Mr Jobel

(based on Mr Joyboy, the senior mortician at

Whispering Glades Memorial Park), other

characters inspired in part by Evelyn Waugh's

1948 novel The Looed One included Vogel from

Mrs Bogolov and Bostock from Mrs Komstock.

The main character, Aimie Thanatogenos,

partly inspired the name Arthur Stengos,

although the name Stengos also derived from

a ferry boat owner Saward encountered in

Rhodes; Kara took her name from "cara", a

local brand of potatoes. The Greek fertility

saint who inspired Tasambeker's name was

Tsambeker and the character of the DJ was
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inspired by a bored disc jockey whom Saward

heard on his car radio when driving home late

one night from a meal

^ In the Part One rehearsal script for

Rcueliition of the Daleks, Tranquil Repose's

Reception Area is described as "high tec. The

walls are smooth and white. Any embellish-

ment should be in chrome ... The lighting is

restful verging on the respectful." Takis is "a

bear of a man" and all the attendants wear

"very simple white two piece unisex tunics".

Mr Jobel is "fat, greasy-haired and bespeckled

[sic] in 'John Lennon' round framed glasses"

and has "two small gold flashes on the collar

of his tunic top". Saward described the

mutant as "humanoid in shape ... His face is

grotesquely distorted as though his skin has

been melted. Large globs of flesh seem to

have bubbled ... then set, before the features

have had time to completely dissolve ... Saliva

gushes from the Mutant's mouth and soon

the Doctor's face is drenched". The DJ is

dressed in the standard white attendants

uniform but "has attempted to modify his

with a dash of his own personality. He also

wears a colourful headband and dark glasses.

DJ has two voices. The first is a mid-Atlantic,

hyped up version which is his 'professional'

DJ's voice. The second, is his natural voice,

which is a flat English accent"; the DJ's

speech originally indicates that George is

"one hundred and sixty-three Tralphon years

old" and the music he plays is "strange elec-

tronic music" rather than period Earth tunes.

Davros' head is "suspended in a large tank of

dear liquid" while Kara is "tall sexy, fortish

[sic] ... striking in appearance rather than

beautiful" . When Natasha finds her fether's

head in a metal box, there was originally

dialogue where Stengos mistakes Grigory

(also referred to as "Gregory") for his

daughter's husband; when the pair are

captured. Lilt flings a knife into the floor an

inch from Gregory's head and there was an

extra scene of the couple being interrogated in

the cell. Orcini is "tall, slim and fit ... in his

mid-Forties with a shock ofwhite hair. He is

dressed in a simple, black tunic ... neat,

almost dapper." Bostock is "dirty and untidy

[and] has the unpleasant habit of sniffing

then cuffing his nose when he becomes

excited ... Downwind of Bostock is not a very

pleasant place to be". The Doctor originally

tells Peri that he is "seven hundred years old"

rather than nine hundred. Before he dismisses

the attendants for the presidential ceremony,

Jobel adds "Now get the witch loaded onto a

transporter. And be careful. Her face has been

enamelled. If that lot cracks she'll look as

though I've crazy paved her physog." In the

Garden of Fond Memories, the Doctor finds a

massive statue of himself attached to a wall;

he observes that the weathering indicates it

has been here some time

9 Part Two's script had Jobel asking Peri if

the Doctor is her father in the opening scene,

and had more dialogue from the Doctor and

Peri about Jobel being horrid; President

Vargos' wife is named as Sontana ofwhom

the Doctor comments "I knew her well.

(ENIGMATICALLY) Very well at one time." The

promotional film of the DJ originally had more

dialogue, with him assuring clients that only

he and the Resting One would hear the confi-

dential messages. When captured by the

Daleks, the Doctor immediately realises that

Dawros is the Great Healer and tells the Daleks

he finds their voices irritating. There was more

dialogue between Jobel and Peri when they

went to see the DJ as Jobel warns "You want to

watch him. There's only one thing faster than

his tongue, and that's his hands." Jobel then

indicates he must return to his attendants

"before they rupture themselves shifting a

client! Lead lined caskets can play havoc with

the groin, you know." A scene in Kara's office

has her and Vogel tracking the approaching

Daiek spaceship, with dialogue emphasising

that Kara also wants to kill President Vargos

and destroy his federation of the ten planets

so that she can control the food supply ofthe

galaxy. Discussing the Daleks with Takis and

Lilt, Jobel say that they are always "sticking

their plunger in where they're not wanted";

Takis and Lilt also discuss Jobel's lack of

hygiene being why women found him attrac-

tive, with Takis telling his colleague "Your

armpits are already like maggot farms."

Originally, Tasambeker kills Jobel with a

scalpel, and there was a brief scene of Davros

ordering her destroyed. When Natasha and

Grigory return to the incubator room, one of

the two DaIek membranes has hatched and

the hovering DaIek kills them. The DJ also

originally made a longer, more impassioned

broadcast to Tranquil Repose about being

under attack from the Daleks - "it ain't much

fun ... And unless you wanna have as little fun

as me you'd better do something before it's

too late. From my heart to your heart ..." The

closing scene was far shorter, and ended with

the Doctor saying that they should leave

Tranquil Repose in peace

A set of scripts for Reuelotion of the Doleks

were accepted by Nathan-Turner on Saturday

10 November 1984. Reading these, Harper

saw the story as a pastiche of not only The

Loued One, but also Sojjlcnt Green, a 1973 film in

which a New York police detective of the year

2022 discovers that the main food supply for

the world, soylent green, is made from dead

bodies. This in turn was vaguely based on

Harry Harrison's 1966 novel about over-

population, Mdke Room! Make Room! Preparing

for the serial. Harper viewed Genesis of the

Daleks and Resurrection of the Doleks to study the

character of Davros. Revised scripts for the

serial were sent to Nation's agent on Saturday

17 November with assurances that the Daleks

now featured more prominently in Part One.

^ During casting, Anna Carteret and Ronald

Lacey were initially offered the roles of Kara

and Jobel. On Tuesday 20 November, Robbie

Coltrane was oflFered the role ofTakis, Ray

Brooks was approached regarding Orcini on

Wednesday 21 November, and the following

day Nerys Hughes (who had worked with

Harper on District Nurse) was oflFered Kara,

with Denholm Elliott approached regarding

Jobel on Wednesday 28. The part of the DJ was

offered to Roger Daltry on Monday 26 and

Jasper Carrott on Wednesday 28; other

performers considered included Kenny

Everett, Rik Mayall, Ringo Starr, David Bowie,

Full throttle: Colin Baker and

Terry Molloy cement their

characters' animosity

between scenes! <i> bbc

The deadly assassins: Orcini

(William Gaunt) and Bostock

(John Ogwen) in conference

with Kara (Eleanor Bron) and

Vogel (Hugh Walters), s bbc
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"Sticking their plungers In

where they're not wanted!"

Takis {Trevor Cooper) feces the

Supreme Oalek's troops. bbc

"For the last time, I am not

Laurence Olivier!", bbc

Sting, Rowan Atkinson, Adam Faith, Tim

Curry, Bob Geldof, Paul McCartney, Robert

Lindsey, Gary Glitter, David Essex, Nicky

Henson, Paul Nicholas, Richard O'Sullivan,

Dennis Waterman, Christopher Timothy, Jim

Dale, Lenny Henry, Bryan Ferry, Phil Collins,

Kenneth Cranham, Robert Powell, Freddie

Starr, Jim Davidson, Rod Stewart, Garry

Hatton, Billy Connolly and Shakin' Stevens.

Via Gawn Grainer, Nathan-Turner had offered

the role ofthe mutant to Sir Laurence Olivier

for a bit of fun. Harper compared the char-

acter of Orcini to that of Cervantes' hero Don

Quixote and offered the role to William Gaunt

whom he had worked with before on the BBC

drama Claire. The director cast John Ogwen as

Bostock (whom he compared to Quixote's

companion Sancho Panza), having worked

with him on District Nurse. Harper also saw

Takis and Lilt as being sinister versions of the

classic comic double act Stan Laurel and

Oliver Hardy. Harper had been at drama

school with Colin Spaull who was desperate

for work; the director was able to cast him as

Lilt after considering him as the mutant.

Trevor Cooper, playing Takis, was recom-

mended to Harper by production assistant

Michael Cameron. Considering a comic who

had done some straight acting for the Dj,

Nathan-Turner and Harper recalled Alexei

Sayle's appearance in the film Gorky Park;

Sayle had also written an article entitled Why I

should be the Hew Doctor Who: The Cose for a

Marxist in the TARDIS which had appeared in

the November 1984 edition of foundotion.

Nathan-Turner suggested Jenny Tomasin for

Tasambeker, recalling her role as Ruby in the

LWT period drama Upstoirs, Doufnstairs in the

1 970s. The role of Grigory was the first televi-

sion for Stephen Flynn whom Harper knew

through some friends and had seen on stage.

The director had cast Bridget Lynch-Blosse,

playing Natasha, in an episode ofJuliet Brauo

he had directed in 1984 which had also

featured Alec Linstead who played Stengos

The production team visited the IBM

offices at Cosham on Monday 26 November

and arranged shooting there with press

officer Lorna Mountford. The camera recce for

the serial took place on Monday 17 and

Tuesday 18 December

Film rehearsals began on Thursday 3

January 1985 in Room 502 at Acton; studio

rehearsals started on Friday 1 1 January and

Saturday 19 January. It was during rehearsals

that Molloy suggested that Davros' chair

should be able to levitate in his confrontation

with Orcini. Sayle gave a very muted perform-

ance in rehearsals, explaining to Harper that

he was saving himself for recording. Clive

Swift was bothered that he was going over the

top in his role as Jobel. Ken Barker had a

make-up test session as the mutant on the

afternoon of Friday 4 January

^ Monday 7 January 1 985: The film schedule

for the serial had a seasonal cover taken from

a Christmas card showing Santa Claus

emerging from the TARDIS onto a sunny

beach and the caption "Wrong Again

Doctor!". The crew were based at the

Langrish Hotel in Petersfield and awoke to

find that there had been an overnight snow-

fall in the area where they were due to shoot.

Unfortunately, the flashing light for the

TARDIS roof had been left behind and a

substitute had to be hurriedly cobbled

together by the scenery crew. The venue of

Bollinge Hill Farm was selected after

Cameron had scoured the South Downs for a

remote looking area with a pond. Visual

effects designers Jim Francis and Dave Barton

braved the freezing water to place the

"woofer" device for the underwater eruption

at the start of Part One. Butser Hill was then

used for Peri finding Herba Baculum Vitae

Tuesday 8 January 1 985: For the attack on

the mutant, Nicola Bryant was given a rubber

stick (a stone in the script) by visual effects to

hit stuntman Ken Baker with. It had been

planned to shoot the sequence with Bostock

and Orcini destroying two flying Daleks which

attacked them at Butser Hill in the afternoon.

Visual effects designer John Brace and his

team had made a spring-loaded platform to

propel lightweight prop Daleks, packed with

explosives, into the air. However, it was clear

that the vehicles required to move the heavy

platform into position at Butser Hill was no

longer practical in the snow. Also abandoned

was a shot of a Daiek watching the Doctor

and Peri heading for Tranquil Repose. It was

decided to rework the Orcini/Daiek confronta-

tion for a new venue - Tangmere Aerodrome

- found by Cameron. As originally written, it

opened with Orcini and Bostock finding the

dead mutant

^ Wednesday 9 January 1985: IBM agreed

with the BBC that there would be strict

security at their facility; no photographs were

to be taken without permission and nobody

was to enter the main North Harbour building

unless authorised. The fee for using IBM's

premises was donated to the ClifiTdale School

in Cosham; Colin Baker visited the school to

present the cheque to its headmaster. The

collapsing statue ofthe Doctor was

constructed in four pieces by design assistant

Derek Howarth from jabolite; Harper shot two

versions ofthe cliff-hanger but the one with

lots of blood seeping out from under the

statue was vetoed by Nathan-Turner. To

finance the new Daleks for the serial. Brace

arranged that the costs would be shared with

BBC Enterprises who could co-own them after-

wards and use them for promotional work.

This was agreed with Julie Jones of Enterprises

and production associate June Collins, but

then Brace's superiors frowned upon the deal.

The DaIek which watched the Doctor and Peri

entering Tranquil Repose - really the IBM car

park - was pulled along on a wire

^ Thursday lojanuary 1985: During the

scene where the Doctor and Peri climbed over

the wall. Baker and Bryant had difficulty in

keeping a straight face when delivering the

dialogue of double-cntendres. For the destruc-

tion of the DaIek at Tangmere Aerodrome, Jim

Francis rigged up the DaIek to explode but it

produced such thick fumes that the crew

started choking. The airfield was dressed with

the same statues used at IBM

^ Saturday i2januaryi985:Asmall

amount of voice recording was done for the

serial on this day
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9 The model shoot on the serial was done in

one day at the Visual Effects Department on

Western Avenue in Acton. The explosions were

shot using a high speed i6mm camera and

slowed down to look larger. The model

spaceship was made by Bill Pearson to John

Brace's design

^ Studio recordings took place from 2.30pm

to 6.00pm and 7.30pm to 10.00pm each day,

apart from Wednesday 30 January when the

evening session began at 7.00pm

Thursday i7january 1985; For the battle

with the Daleks, Bryant found herself in a

fit of giggles alongside Sayle. The DJ's

headphones were made by visual effects

assistant Andy Lazell

9 For the set design ofTranquil Repose,

designer Alan Spalding went for an Egyptian

death motif; the undercity corridors were

based on Spalding's research at Highgate

Cemetery and various statues came from the

BBC period drama Bjj the Suiord Diuidcd. The

ined make-up for the staffwas based on

images that costume designer Pat Godfrey

had seen in Vogue and were worked into

Dorka Nieradzik's make-up

^ Friday 18 January 1985: Parts ofthe set

elements for Tranquil Repose had been built

for the Little and large show

^ Wednesday 23 January 1985: The BBC staff

magazine Ariel included an article entitled

Home-made Dalcks about the six new Daleks

made for the serial at Wales Farm Road

^ Wednesday 30 January 1985: The glass

Daiek was made in three sections by the

external firm Dennys based at Shepherds

Bush. It was the idea of Nieradzik to make

Linstead up as if Stengos' liver and kidneys

were growing out of the side of his head;

Linstead also had a dental plate to wear

^ Thursday 31 January 1985: Kara's office

was the DJ's studio redressed from the first

recording block. Nieradzik had to make a new

mask for Terry Molloy to wear as Davros, and

Brace's team also had to rebuild Davros'

chair from reference photographs. For the

rotating tank housing Davros' head, Brace's

assistant Colin Gory came up with the idea of

liaving Molloy seated on a swivel chair

^ Friday 1 February 1985: There was an

over-run of 15 minutes in studio to complete

recording on the season. When Davros' hand

was shot off, Molloy complained that Davros'

blood should have been blue rather than green

^ After the main studio recordings were

completed, a post-production recording took

place for the flying DaIek which kills Natasha

and Grigory; this was a DaIek model from the

Sevans range and allowed Harper to get a

depth of field he could not achieve in studio

with a full size prop

After a gallery-only session in TC5 on

Monday 4 February, the serial was edited.

Nathan-Turner contacted the Radio Times to

suggest a cover for the serial or at least an

article on Friday 8 February. Baker did some

sound recording for the serial on Monday 18

February. The first episode was dubbed on

Thursday 7 and Friday 8 March with the

second on Monday 18 and Tuesday 19 March

^ At a playback, Jonathan Powell was

critical ofJenny Tomasin's performance as

Tasambeker and her scenes were reduced

further. A scene in the Reception Area in Part

One where she confronted Takis and Lilt was

cut to a minimum; originally this opened with

Tasambeker calling Takis, who ignores her and

continues to arrange flowers while Lilt

murmurs "Who's in love. Who's in love."

Tasambeker reprimands Takis for turning off

his communicator when the Great Healer is

trying to contact him, but Takis retorts that he

likes flowers. Lilt observes that Tasambeker

has to vent her frustration. A scene in Davros'

Laboratory where Tasambeker was recruited

to Davros' cause was also dropped. Much of

Part One was resequenced during editing,

particularly with regards the film sequences of

the Doctor and Peri. In Part Two, the scene

where the Doctor and Peri met Tasambeker

was also reduced and cut in two, omitting

more dialogue from Tasambeker in which she

sells the concept ofTranquil Repose to the

Doctor, should he wish to become a "Resting

One". The subsequent scene between the trio

was also recut to remove Tasambeker

discussing how Tranquil Repose was zoned by

religious faith, and the Doctor's admission

that he really wants to see the records rather

then become a "Resting One"; this angers

Tasambeker as she has wasted her time with

her sales pitch. Some ofTasambeker

discussing Jobel with Davros was also

trimmed, as was the start of the scene where

Jobel discussed the situation with Takis and

Lilt. A scene with the DJ telling Peri how he

has had her and the Doctor under observation

the whole time was cut, as was the end of

another scene where the OJ indicates he had

expected trouble for some time. Another

missing scene had the Daleks escorting a

protesting Kara along the catacombs to

Davros; the woman explains that she is a VIP

- a "very insecure person"

^ In post-production, Quantel was used to

shake the picture in the closing scenes as well

as placing all the images on the scanner

screens; Paintbox provided the ray of

rock'n'roll fired by the DJ. The establishing

shot of Kara's factory in Part One was a piece

of stock footage showing an oil refinery,

electronically treated to give it a purple hue

^ For the incidental score. Harper asked

Roger Limb to provide something which

sounded symphonic; the majority of the score

was performed on the Radiophonic

Workshop's new DX-7 Synthesiser

^ In 1993, the serial was selected to

represent the Colin Baker era of Doctor Who in

a BBC2 repeat season. The four-part version

of the serial as syndicated overseas was used

for transmission on Friday evenings in

March/April 1993; it received very low ratings.

Rcuclotion of the Dalcks was shown in Australia

in December 1985; New Zealand screened it

as part of the silver anniversary programming

in November 1988 and repeated it in

December 1989. UK Gold screened the serial

in its four-part version in November 1994 and

as a compilation from January 1995; it serial

aired in Germany on VOX in 1995 as Der Plonet

dcr Totcn (The Planet of the Dead)

The serial was released by BBC Worldwide

on video as part of a limited edition DaIek box

set in November 1999; this included a slightly

extended version of Peri crying when the DJ is

killed by the Daleks and had the Jimi Hendrix

recording of Fire removed because it could not

be cleared for issue (a generic piece of rock

music was substituted in its place). The same

version appeared as part of The Dooros

Collection for WH Smith in September 2001

.

Colin Howard provided artwork for the serial

on a Slowdazzle postcard in 1999. In addition

to the finished episodes, the BBC retain

earlier edits of both shows

^ In the Extras section, Steve Emerson

was a Stuntman/Guord and Kevin O'Brien

was a Guard.

Ginger nut: the monstrous

embalmer Mr Jobel (Cllve

Swift) makes his inspection

ofTranquil Repose. • bbc

Alexei Sayle as the DJ enter-

tains the 'resting ones' with

some "good old fifties

Earthtime rock and rall!"a bb
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It's Alright (Bdbq's

Coming Back)
Red DevWs, green \ssues and Yelloin Feuer- the Sixth Doctor's era was bold, colourful and rarely

out of the public eye, but off-screen clashes saw the future of the series looking anything but bright.

Andreu; Pixley charts a bumpy course through the u^orst tu;o years of Doctor Who's life ...

In
retrospect, the first warning that Doctor Who had some tough times

ahead of it was probably a less than favourable review ofVengeance on

Varos which appeared in the Dailij Telegraph on Saturday 26 January

1985 ... the same time as the Daily Star reprimanded Nicola Bryant

for her revealing on-screen attire. "Unaccustomed crudity, sex and

sadism" was how the Telegraph summed up Doctor Who's latest offering

which, in its 5.20pm slot, was serving up spectacles such as scorched

mortuary attendants flailing in acid baths and mercenaries graphically

having their hands crushed. The controversy ofviolence was one which the

series had been accused ofmany times in its last 20 years, and although

producer John Nathan-Turner had been concerned about the late afternoon

slot allocated his early evening programme, the scripts

.ind shows had been vetted and cleared by his superior,

lonathan Powell. Yet BBCi's Points ofVieu; took up the

controversy ofviolence in its edition of Friday i

February - the day that Nathan-Turner flew to

OmniCon VI for a weekend in

Florida. On his return, he was

greeted with more critical letters

fi-om concerned parents ofyounger

viewers in the Thursday 7 February

edition of the Radio Times.

Ignoring these points ofviewer

concern. Doctor Who continued to

promote itselfwherever possible,

including a piece in the Dailij Express

on Saturday 2 February about

Nicola Bryant and her "boyfriend"

Scott Bayliss (really her husband of

two years, although Nathan-Turner

had asked the actress to pretend

that she was an unmarried

American to the press), an item on

forthcoming Timelash guest star

Tracy Louise Ward in the Sunday

Express the next day, and BBC press officer Kevin O'Shea saying that Sir

Laurence Olivier would not be making a guest appearance on the series in

the Monday 4 February edition ofGirl About Toiun. Script editor Eric Saward

continued to arrange the scripts for the new season. Michael Feeny Callan -

a biographer, novelist and television scripter on shows like The Professionals -

was commissioned to write The Children qfjanuary on Tuesday 5 February,

while Robert Holmes was given the go-ahead for all three episodes of the

Singapore-based Yellou) Fcucr the following day Nathan-Turner was still keen

to move on firom Doctor Who if the opportunity presented itself, and was

interested in another series format. The Manageress, which director Matthew

Robinson discussed with him. But for Nathan-Turner and Colin Baker, it

was soon time for more trips to America - first for a Creation convention in

Champagne, Illinois on Saturday 9 and Sunday 10 February, and the

following weekend to a Doctor Who Fan Club ofAmerica event at Valley

Forge in Pennsylvania. On the flights. Baker got a chance to read the

rehearsal scripts for The Nightmare Fair - an edited version ofwhich had been

prepared by Saward on Thursday 7 February. Baker very much enjoyed the

story, and looked forward to starting the location filming in Blackpool, due

to begin on Monday i April.

As The Mark ofthe Rani concluded and The Tiuo Doctors began on BBCi, it

became clear that the large audience who tuned in to see the reformatted

show in January had slowly departed - largely for ITV where the successfiil

American action series The A-Team was being screened. Doctor Who's ratings

now hovered around seven million, much the same as the previous season,

while almost twice as many people were tuning in for mayhem with

Hannibal, BA, Face and Murdock on the commercial channel. Furthermore,

the show's audience appreciation was slightly down, and for four weeks

running it fell outside the top rated 100 shows of the week. But Doctor Who

was still good material for the tabloids; on Sunday 10 February, the Sunday

Mirror revealed how Bryant had turned down £20,000 to pose nude, while on

Saturday 16 February, The Sun ran "20 Things You Didn't Know about Dr

Who", focusing on Colin Baker and revealing the actor's fear of spiders and

his admiration ofPaul McCarmey's Fool on the Hill. But even The Sun didn't
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know what would he happening to

Baker in the coming weeks ...

The tide ofmerchandise

continued with a second album of

incidental music from the series,

the computer game Warlord from

the BBC, a new range ofjigsaws

from Waddingtons, a home video

ofPyromids oJMars, the first of a

series ofvideotaped interviews in

the Myth Maker series from Keith

Barnfather and the announcement

ofFan Aid, a series offiind-raising

activities for charity organised by

Paul Cornell and inspired by the

Band Aid appeal of 1984. A collec-

tion ofDoctor Who comic strips

from TV Comic, TV Action and

Countdoujn was also suggested to the BBC in February 1985, but not devel-

oped. Meanwhile, Nathan-Turner and Saward attended a playback ofThe Tujo

Doctors with Jonathan Powell. Powell, who had deemed the scripts "excel-

lent" in June 1984, now said that he wasn't happy with the finished product.

In addition to lining up the new scripts, Saward found time to write an

eight-minute Doctor Who sketch for Baker to act out with an eight year-old

fan Gareth Jenkins on BBCi's Jim'll Fix It; since this would be broadcast

directly after Part Two ofThe Tujo Doctors, it was entitled In A Fix With

Sontorans and would see the Doctor coming up against Group Marshall

Stern (later changed to Group Marshall Nathan as an in-joke). With Bryant

on holiday in Venice, Janet Fielding returned for a cameo as Tegan, and the

item was taped in TC8 on Wednesday 20 February with insert recording of

the Sontarans dying from ii.ooam to 12.15pm, and then the main recording

ofthe show from 6.15pm to 7.30pm. The same day, Matthew Robinson

indicated that he might have to pull out of directing both The Nightmare Fair

and a later story in the season because of fee negotiations.

On Thursday 21 February, Ian Levine contacted Nathan-Turner to say that

he had heard a rumour that Doctor Who was going to be cancelled. Having

heard nothing from within the Corporation, the producer declared that this

was ridiculous - but shortly afterwards, Saward was told the same story by

Holmes as they discussed Yellou) Fcuer. Uneasy, Nathan-Turner left contact

numbers as he departed for Philadelphia to attend a DWFCA event

April 1986: Colin attends the WhoTex convention with Jon Pertwee - the

very time when The Nightmare fa/r should have been in production ...

THE CDmPLETE SIHTH DOCTDR
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Above: Going for a song: Sally Thomsett, Faith Brown, Colin B

Nicola Bryant and Bobby Lee send out an SOS with the Doctor in

single. Below: Colin hits the road with the travelling exhibition, all « bbc

it

The fact of the matter was that there was a "mole" in the office ofMichael

Grade who was leaking news ofwhat was in store for the show. In early

1985, the BBC was short offunding which it needed for several important

projects. The corporation was launching EostEnders, which had been in

development for some years and was a costly gamble to create the BBC's

first successfiil soap opera in years. The race to launch a breakfast television

service in 1982 was still having a knock-on effect, and the Corporation also

needed to launch a daytime service on its channels, something which ITV

had operated for some years. Grade ruthlessly weeded out programmes that

were too expensive or not performing to the required levels. The children's

variety show Crackerjack was not renewed for the first time in 30 years. The

Hot Shoe Show with Wayne Sleep and Bonnie Langford was discontinued, as

were Mike Reid's Pop Quiz and Ask the Family. Doctor Who - disliked by its

head ofdepartment, the target ofviewer complaints about violence, and

playing to dwindling audiences - was also now in Grade's sights. And as

Grade admitted, he was no fan ofscience fiction, and felt that the BBC's

limited budget was no competition for the space blockbusters ofthe cinema.

While Nathan-Turner was away in America, In A Fix With Sontarans aired as

part ofjim'll Fix It in the 6.05pm slot which the producer had wanted for

Doctor Who. lo.i million viewers tuned in - over four million more than had

just seen the actual Doctor Who episode.

Arriving back in London on Monday 25 February, Nathan-Turner was

summoned to see Powell and

informed that the season that was due

to start shooting in five weeks was

suspended; Doctor Who would be

deferred while its fiinds were diverted

towards other projects. While O'Shea

prepared a press statement, a shocked

Nathan-Turner returned to the

production office to inform the rest of

the team, and then went with Gary

Downie over to Levine's so chat they

could assess what to do. Nathan-

Turner had Levine telephone Charles

Catchpole at The Sun and give the

codename "Snowball"; Catchpole was

then told by a "source" working for

Grade that there was a plot to get rid

of Doctor Who, and Nathan-Turner

furnished figures indicating the

show's profitability and suggested the notion that the action was tied in

with an increase in the television licence fee. The exercise was then repeated

with GeoffBaker at the Dflily Star. Nathan-Turner and Levine emphasised

that the show was postponed - not cancelled.

On Tuesday 26 February, the news was leaked to Thames Television, who

in turn contacted the London evening paper The Standard. Thus it was

Patrick Hill ofThe Standard who broke the news to the public on Wednesday

27 as "Dr Who is Dropped". Hill quoted both Levine and a spokesman for

the DWAS, while explaining that Doctor Who was felt to be "too expensive to

produce" and thus "suspended for at least 18 months". A BBC spokesman

said that the Corporation wanted to produce new drama and "cannot afford

to do that and produce Dr Who", reassuringly adding that "The Doctor is

being rested, but will be back next year". Grade - who was on a skiing

holiday in France - was firmly named as the man behind the decision.

athan-Turner attempted to contact Baker and Bryant as soon as

possible, but Bryant did not hear of the suspension until her remrn

from Venice. When a newspaper reporter phoned her up to ask

how she felt about "the death ofDoctor Who", she hung up, believing that

Baker had been killed; fortunately her agent phoned minutes later to explain

events. On BBCi, Ncujsround and the Six O'clock Ncu;s covered the story with

clips from The Tbo Doctors. David Saunders, the co-ordinator ofthe DWAS,

collaborated with Levine to organise fan action; it had been hoped that

Saunders would talk to Grade on Breakfast Time next morning while David

Howe would appear on Good Morning Britain, but both items were dropped.

CaLls flooded into the Dortor Who production office, where a concerned

Patrick Troughton mrned up to offer

support and help answer die phone.

Thursday 28 February began with

±e story being carried in most news-

papers, as well as being discussed by

Gwen Watford on Breakfast Time.

Catchpole's major piece - "Dr Who
is Axed in BBC Plot" - appeared in

The Sun, and The Standard now ran a

front page story ofhow the DWFCA
were offering funds to sponsor the

new season. Nathan-Turner

suggested a publicity stunt ofLevine

smashing a television set in ftiry, and

the Dl/record producer was inter-

viewed by Leonard Parkin on ITV's

Neuis at One. Press coverage continued

on Friday i March with The Sun and

The Daily Star announcing "Save Dr
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who" campaigns, and the Daily Mail suggesting that Dortor Who was to be

replaced by Chris Boucher's proposed series Star Cops. Mil<e Smith had

wanted to cover the story in Friday People but had to drop the item, while

Levine's tentative appearance on Wogan was replaced by a Cyberman

praising Grade; on ITV, Michael Aspel was able to cover the story on LWT's

Six O'clock Show. Paul Mark Tamms announced a celebrity record, suggesting

that the proceeds could help pay for the new season. In the afternoon, Bill

Cotton, the Managing Director ofBBC Television, telephoned Saunders to

discuss a BBC statement that was being assembled and assured him diat

Dortor Who would be back in Autumn 1986 and in its 25-minute format. The

BBC Television Press Office then issued the bulletin on Cotton's behalf, in

which he was quoted as saying it was time for the series to "get back to

basics", and how it would return for a carefully-worded "greater number of

weeks", concluding "I am confident Dortor Who has a great fiiture on BBCi".

Most papers quoted the press release on Saturday 2, and the focus began

to swing around to Grade who was tracked down in the Alps by Corinna

Honan of the Daily Express. Allowed to have his say for the first time in

"Grade: Why the Doctor had to go", BBCi's controller explained how the

viewing figures had slumped from 11 million to

six million in recent years, how a theory over

the licence fee quoted by Troughton was

nonsense, and promised that the show would

be back and "better than ever". The fact of the

matter was that Grade wanted to see the series

return, but ideally with a new production team.

I he executive was used to press attention of

this nature; in January 1985, he had made some

unpopular decisions about suspending the

broadcast of the top rated American soap Dallas

as part of a bidding war with Thames. By now,

the fan feeling was firmly against Grade, and

he was soon to be sent a model ofa horse's

arse by American fan Gail Bennett.

After a meeting on Sunday 3, the DWAS and

the successful DWB fanzine formulated a plan

ofaction, issuing a letter to the 3200 DWAS
members, many ofwhom were appearing as

"outraged fans" in local newspaper items. A
letter was also written to Cotton saying that

fans feared Dortor Who would only return for a

single season and asking for a commitment to

26 new episodes on Saturday nights. Saunders

delivered the missive to Cotton's office the next

day, after being interview by Richard Baker for

Radio 4's Start the Week. However, other sectors

of fandom who had been unhappy with recent

seasons welcomed the suspension, with Grade

being praised on Tyne Tees' Ni^htline that

evening. Similarly, when Tcleuision Today

commented on Grade's decision on Thursday

7, tiieir verdict was "fair enough" while James

Murray, discussing The Tuio Dortors the same

day in the Daily Express, observed that the scene

of Shockeye menacing Peri was unsuitable and

rliat "the people who make Dr Who seem to

have thrown the [rule] book away".

on a story where she would play her own evil double; the two stars had also

been in discussions with Saward about changing the somewhat bickering

relationship seen between the Doctor and Peri in the previous season.

Immediately after cancellation. Holmes, Bidmead and Callan were asked to

continue to develop tiieir scripts but in the revised format; the change back

to 25 minutes was a blow for Nathan-Turner and Saward who believed that

the initial problems with tiie double-length shows could have been ironed

out in the new season. Other potential storylines included an untided item

fi-om Bill Pritchard (which would possibly have appeared later in the seasonj

as well as submissions fi-om Gary Hopkins, Jonathan Wolfman and Barbara

Clegg (whose storyline. Point o/Entry, had the Doctor and Peri landing in

Elizabethan London as Christopher Marlowe was writing Dr Fausttrs and

concerned the return ofthe alien Omnim via an Aztec knife blade).

Following the cancellation, Nathan-Turner commissioned Pip and Jane

Baker for a four-part serial under die tide Galljjray [sic] to be delivered as

soon as possible - though no work for such a story was undertaken by them.

In the midst ofthe upset about Dortor Who, there was happiness for Colin

Baker who became a proud father again when his wife gave birth to a 81b
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Flower press: Colin Baker gets a warm reception

at one of his numerous convention appearances

to promote the series in the USA.

The cancellation surfaced on Points ofVieu) on Tuesday 5 March,

although the main focus was complaints about the "rat eating"

scene in The Tuio Dortors. Cotton replied to the DWAS saying that he

could not give the assurances they wanted, but stating that "We intend to

LOiirinue to produce Dr Who for as long as we believe the British public

enjoy it." Tamms' novelty record, Dortor in Distress, was recorded over the

night ofThursday 7 March at Trident Studios in Soho and featured Dortor

IVho actors such as Baker, Bryant, Anthony Ainley, Nicholas Courmey and

I aith Brown alongside the likes ofBobby Lee, Matt Bianco, Phyllis Nelson,

liistin Hayward and Sally Thomsett. Levine produced the song and a video

was shot by Barnfather; it had been decided to donate all the proceeds to

Cancer Relief The single was released on Friday 15 March and received

coverage in the NME and Girl About Town in the coming days. Unfortunately,

Radio I decided not to broadcast it - the channel controller claiming that

the lyrics were unclear - and the single received litde airplay, attaining only

number 130 in the charts. Letters condemning the suspension appeared on

i'oints qfVi™ on Tuesday 12 March, culminating in presenter Barry Took

being zapped.

The situation on scripts was now unclear; certainly the planned season of

stories in the 45 -minute format would need to be reworked for the

tollowing year ifthey were to be used. Baker and Bryant were very much

looking forward to The Niflhtntare Foir and Yelloiu Feuer, and Bryant was keen

iioz baby girl on Friday 15 March.

With the BBC's apparent lack offaith in

Dortor Who as a television programme, it was

an odd time for them to receive an approach

about making a film. Coast to Coast - the

organisation ofGeorge Dugdale, Peter Litten

and John Humphreys - indicated that they

would be interested in doing a Dortor Who

movie for the cinema in March 1985, setting

the ball rolling for ten years ofdevelopment

work. The Radio Times ran a number of letters

about the suspension on Thursday 21 March,

and Grade replied to these observing that the

reaction of the fans was "bordering on the

hysterical". But the Corporation's reassur-

ances that Dortor Who would return as a

success was being echoed in the press, with

the Daily Mail saying "Dr Who will be back for

21 years" on Thursday 21 and the Sunday

Express declaring "Dr Who lives to end oftime"

the following weekend. With his show in

limbo, Nathan-Turner attended a couple more

American conventions for Creation: Rochester

on Saturday 23/Sunday 24 March and New

York City the following weekend.

After the "Blackpool" reference intended to

close Rcuelafion ofthe Daleks Part Two had been

removed, the final episode of the season aired

on Saturday 30 March. The ratings had actu-

ally improved slighdy after the suspension

announcement and the Daleks had - as always

- proved popular with viewers. The A Team had also finished it run to be

replaced by the new HTV fantasy adventure Robin oJSherujood; while this new

series was not as potent as its predecessor, it was still attracting four million

more viewers than Dortor Who. A BBC Audience Research Report attempted

to summarise Season Twenty-Two's uneven performance and noted that

"whilst the character ofDoctor Who is generally considered likeable, the

portrayal ofColin Baker is not so highly regarded".

Highly regarded or not, it was Baker whom British Telecom selected to

switch on the new speaking clock and who made an appearance on ITN's

Neujs at One discussing it on Tuesday 2 April - the day after the location

shoot on The Nightmare Fair would have begun. That Samrday, Baker

attended DWASocial 5 at die Novotel Hammersmith alongside many other

guests including Nathan-Turner. It was here that the rift between the

producer and Levine became apparent after Levine warned fans that the new

season of 25-minute episodes would only be 20 shows rather than the full

26 fans expected. Nathan-Turner strongly denied this, saying that no

number had been fixed; he also said that he was assembling a package of

repeats to bridge the gap and did not know ifany of die existing scripts

would be usable. He was also hoping to assemble a documentary about the

Doctors entitied Splendid Chaps, All QfThcm for BBC2's Open Space.

With no work lined up during a period when he was meant to be making

Dortor Who, Baker made numerous personal appearances such as Calcot

Sava Centre on Thursday 11 April and Texas Superstores in Preston on

Saturday 20 April; he also appeared on Good Mominfl Britain on Wednesday



17 to discuss his charity work connected

with Cot Death. BBCi scheduled the two

Aaru movies Dr Who and the Daleks and

DaleUs - Invasion Earth 2150AD on Saturday

mornings from Saturday 20, the same day

that Grade discussed Doctor Who on The Late

Clivejames, observing "the show's not

doing very well ... It's overtly violent, it's

losing audiences" and saying that it needed

time offair to be put right. The violence

aspect was echoed the following weekend

by NVLA founder Mary Whitehouse at one

ofher meetings.

From Friday 26 to Sunday 28 April,

Baker was making another appearance in

Texas - only this time at the Who-Tex Convention alongside Jon Pertwee in

Texas USA. During April, Grade had been approached by the production

team ofa new Radio 4 children's strand, Pirate Radio 4, and asked for

permission to allow a one-hour Doctor Who story to be recorded and broad-

cast, possibly in six ten-minute daily segments in July Grade was happy to

agree, and Saward was soon appointed as the writer with the working tide

The Doomsday Project. Nathan-Turner went to visit Grade at Television Centre

and found that Powell was there as well. They discussed the way forward for

Doctor Who and Grade was ofthe opinion that a change ofDoctor might help

the public's perception of the series, but Nathan-Turner argued that Baker
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deserved time to settle in. Grade delivered an edict that when Doctor Who

entered production again in Spring ig86, it would have to be more fijn and

less violent. Discussions also continued with Coast to Coast, and on

Tuesday 7 May, Nathan-Turner suggested that Verity Lambert would be a

good producer for the film.

y now, Nathan-Turner had written a book about Doctor Who; this

was Doctor Who: The TARDIS Inside Out, published by Piccadilly Press,

in which the producer commented on the show's six lead actors

alongside illustrations by Andrew Skilleter. The book was published on

Thursday 16 May, the author attending a signing at London's Forbidden

Planet on Saturday 25 May and being interviewed by Sue Cook on Breakfast

Time on Wednesday 29 May The same day. Doctor Who came under the spot-

light ofTV critic Stuart Lang on Take Two. In tandem with The TARDIS Inside

Out, WH Allen published The Doctor Who Cookbook in which Gary Downie

collected together favourite recipes of the series' cast and crew.

Around late May, Nathan-Turner was summoned to Powell's office and

informed that when Season Twenty-Three entered production it would be

curtailed to 14 episodes, each of25 minutes - thus maintaining the promise

made by Cotton that Doctor Who would be on for a "greater number of

Left: "Are you sitting comfortably?" "No, not really!"

• BBC Below: Portland bill: Colin and Nicola visit

Broadcasting House to promote the Eric Saward-

penned Slipback for Pirate Radio 4. r tonycurk

weeks". Nathan-Turner was bitterly unhappy at this; only

^ five years earlier he had been proud to announce a 28

week season, the longest since 1969. The news also came

as a blow to Saward. By now, Saward and Nathan-Turner

had hatched an idea for the new episodes based on a

notion ofSaward's; the overall theme would be that the

Doctor was now standing trial for his life, reflecting the

fact that the series itselfwas "on trial". As such, the

currendy available scripts were abandoned since they

would not fit the new format; this included a version of

Yclloui Fever - now without the Master - which had been

kept in development by an unwell Holmes.

Fairly rapidly, the 14-episode decision was leaked to

the popular press, with The Sun revealing Grade and

Powell's demands for fewer shows with less violence on

Saturday 8 June; the BBC denied the article the following

month. Monday 10 saw the Pirate Radio 4 serial - now

under the tide Slipback - being recorded by Baker and

Bryant in Studio Bii ofBroadcasting

House. The stars also did a photocall in

Portiand Place which gained it coverage in

papers like The Guardian the next day. The

following Monday, Baker did a charity

parachute jump after being approached by

the Red Devils, and had managed to

persuade some ofhis friends, including

Nathan-Turner and Saward, to join him.

With no attendance required by the BBC,

lune saw Nicola Bryant appearing in The

Secret Garden on stage in Leicester.

During June, the BBC considered

publishing Doctor Who scripts for the first

time, but it was some years before such a

product would finally appear in the shops.

Friday 21 June saw another film proposal entided The Crossroads in Time

submitted by Michael Bond, while the following Monday, Black Guardian

actor Valentine Dyall passed away at the age of77 - only a formight after

recording his guest appearance in Slipback. The following Saturday, the first

of the FanAid events was staged in Bath, and the attendance ofa number of

guests including Baker saw £190 being raised.

Preparations were now well underway for the trial season ofDoctor Who,

and on Friday 5 July Nathan-Turner and Saward generated the character

oudines for the courtroom judge and prosecutor, referred to as the

Inquisitor and die Valeyard. It had also been decided that the character of
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Peri would be written out after the first two four-part stories, and then a new

companion, Melanie, would be introduced for the final three two-part

stories; Melanie would be a red-headed, keep-fit computer programmer

from Pease Pottage. The new stories would show advenmres in the Doctor's

past, present and fiimre as evidence at the trial akin to Charles Dickens'

A Christmas Carol, and on Tuesday 9 July a meeting was held at Threshold

House for the four writers the team wanted to develop the scripts. The first

four-part story and the concluding two episodes were allocated to a recov-

ered Robert Holmes - establishing the initial threat and mystery and its

resolution. Peri's swansong would then be a sequel to Vengeance on Varos by

Philip Martin. After this would come two two-part stories from the Doctor's

ftiture with the new companion Mel, to be written by two Plaij Jor Today

playwrights: David Halliwell and the outspoken Jack Trevor Story.

By now, the news ofthe 14-episode run had been inadvertendy leaked

when BBC Enterprises faxed information on the new season to the wrong

number - and the bulletin was read by Ron Katz ofthe DWFCA rather than

the BBC's North American distribution company Lionheart. When Baker

and Nathan-Turner flew out to attend Creation's Panopticon New Orleans

event over Friday 12 to Sunday 14 July; they were joined by Levine who, while

holidaying in Miami, had been phoned by Nathan-Turner and invited as



anoihei- guest as the series adviser. It was now that Levine saw the BBC fax

erroneously sent to Katz. Baclc in England, the Young Observer magazine of

Sunday 14 ran one ofan increasing number ofitems which focused on the

fans - in this case the DWAS - rather than the programme. Nathan-Turner

returned to London to find a missive firom his colleague director/producer

Terence Dudley dated Tuesday 16 in which Dudley oflTered to take over as

producer on Doctor Who if the BBC wanted a change ofproduction staff.

Wednesday 17 then saw the home video release of the first monochrome

Doctor Who story by BBC Enterprises - an edited version of the Patrick

Troughton serial The Seeds oJDeath.

Thursday 25 July saw the first two instalments ofSlipback broadcast on

Pirate Radio 4 as the children's strand took to the air for the first of its three

weekly shows, although since the series was on Radio 4 VHF only it could

not be received in Scodand, Wales or Ireland. The following day, Jack Trevor

Story was commissioned for his two-part story under the working tide of

The Second Coming to be delivered by Monday 5 August. Story never truly got

to grips with the series' format, and Saward recalled that he was obsessed

witii the vision ofa man playing a saxophone inside a gasometer.

After its enforced hiatus. Panopticon VI was held at the Hotel Metropole

in Brighton over Friday 26 to Sunday 28 July and die guest line-up included

Bryant alongside Troughton, Pertwee and Davison; Nathan-Turner and

Colin Baker were however at the TimeCon convention in San Jose the same

weekend. The War Machines was screened, and rumours abounded ofsome-

body owning i6mm prints ofThe Faceless Ones Episode 3 and The Evil ofthe

Daleks Episode 2. Graham Williams was also present, explaining how The

Nightmare Fair was on hold. During July, the first British Doctor Who calendar

was issued by Andrew Skilleter's Who Dares company, and David Halliwell

delivered his first draft ofAttackJrom the Mind. Unfortunately, the repeats

which Nathan-Turner had pushed for over the summer were not scheduled.

espite the BBC's rebuttal. The Sun maintained its 14-episode story

and ran an item about it on Saturday 3 August, now referring to

the misplaced Enterprises fax. The rift between Saward and

Nathan-Turner was slowly growing; Saward was working more from home

and did not attend a surprise birthday party for the producer held on

Jacqueline Pearce's houseboat in Chelsea. Nathan-Turner travelled up to

Edinburgh with both Terrance Dicks and "Cuddles" the Dalek to promote a

Doctor Who Day at the Edinburgh Book Festival on Saturday 17 August; the

Dalek at King's Cross station was another excellent piece of publicity for

press photographers. Target considered publishing a collection of their

cover artwork, but the notion was abandoned the next year.

Saward had a completed second draft ofAttackjrom the Mind by Thursday

22 August, and the Leisure Hive II Convention - with Colin Baker amongst

the guests - was held in Swindon on Saturday 24. Friday 30 then saw Baker

and Bryant joining Nathan-Turner up at the Blackpool Doctor Who

Exhibition, arriving in Bessie to spend a day with underprivileged children;

all the receipts for the day were then donated to die BBC's annual Children in

Need appeal. World International's Doctor Who Annual ig86 appeared in

August - and would turn out to be the final such volume after two decades

when World detected a decline in sales; WH Smith also licenced material

from previous annuals to compile a collection under the tide Doctor Who

Special from Galley Press. In the meantime. Peri joined the Doctor and

Frobisher for comic strip adventures in The Doctor Who Magazine.

With a storyline for the opening instalments agreed, scripts for Wasteland

were commissioned from Holmes at the start ofSeptember; set on an Earth

of the far fiiture, this would establish the threat to die Doctor ofa Time Lord

court and establish a conspiracy surrounding him. Halliwell delivered a

third draft ofAttackjrom the Mind on Wednesday ii September; this saw the

Doctor's interference on another planet provoke bloodshed between the

rodent-liked Freds and die highly advanced Penelopeans. Martin was asked

for his BBC staffcontribution, The Planet o/Sil, two days later; set on Sil's

home world ofThoros Beta, this would cUmax with the death of Peri after a

series ofbrain experiments. The production team formally reassembled for

the new season on Monday 16, and the next day, Halliwell visited Saward to

get some guidance on his scripts; this led to a fourth draft being developed

in the space of24 hours on Thursday 26 September. The future ofDoctor

Who still seemed uncertain, and on Sunday 29 September the Sunday People

erroneously reported that Season Twenty-Three had indeed been cancelled.

Who Dares continued to issue more items such as bookmarks and art cards,

Collins entered the merchandise frenzy with a pocket diary and WH Allen

published The Doctor Who Illustrated A-Z which showcased die illustrations of

Lesley Standring. WH Allen were also considering a book about the making

ofThe Mark ofthe Rani, but this was vetoed by Nathan-Turner. The buoyant

US market led to discussions about a touring exhibition ofprops and

cosmmes from the series, organised by Lionheart, BBC Enterprises and

Monarch International; it was the idea of local radio publicity officer Brian

Sloman. Against such interest in the show however, it was a shock when the

DWAS revealed that it was close to bankruptcy.

Proving that Doctor Who was still in the public eye - but also that its

1-
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cliches were ripe for attacl< - Lenny Henry took on the mantle of the Doctor in a

sketch that compared the Thatcher government to the Cybermen in The Lenny

Hcnrij Shou; on Thursday 3 October; "Perry" was played by Jadie Rivas and the

sketch, written by Kim Fuller, had been recorded on Tuesday 30 April. Halliwell

delivered a fifth version ofAttackjrom the iMind on Monday 7 October, but this

was still not what Saward wanted for the new season. With the episodes from

Jack Trevor Story also proving unusable, the produc-

tion team abandoned the notion oftwo two-part

stories and opted to concentrate on a single four-part

narrative. Attackjrom ttie Mind was abandoned on Friday

18 October, the same day that Nigel Robinson ofW.H.

Allen approached Nathan-Turner asking if their Target

imprint could start to publish original Doctor Who

novels; the hiatus of the television show meant that the

company were fast working their way through the back

catalogue of scripts. Nathan-Turner deferred a decision

on this until January 1987.

The replacement scripts were commissioned from

Christopher Bidmead under the title The Last Aduenture

on Tuesday 29 October. Quickly retided Pinotothcca - a

Greek term for a gallery of pictures - the story had the

Doctor being asked to investigate a planet which

encapsulated all the special rimes and places in the

universe. Bidmead was aware that his material was a

quick fix for two collapsed stories and, after agreeing a

storyline with Saward, set to work. In the meantime,

Open Space rejected Nathan-Turner's proposed Splendid

Chaps All ofThem and the Blackpool Doctor Who

Exhibition closed its doors after its 1985 season for

what would turn out to be the last time. A third Doctor

Who quiz book was published from Target, while

Who Dares issued Timevicu), a tribute to the Doctor Who

illustrations ofFrank Bellamy.

FanAid North was staged in Leeds on Saturday 2

November, raising money for both Ethiopia and the Bradford Football Disaster

Fund with the help ofguests like Louise Jameson and Graham Williams; a

FanAid Cymru was also held on Saturday 23 November. Nathan-Turner attended

the Genesis convention in Manchester on Saturday 16 November and found that

he was now being openly criticised by fans during his discussion; he explained

that he was writing a second book for Piccadilly, denied that there had ever been

a Gallifrey story and claimed that the production team had 38 different scripts to

chose from for the new season. On Friday 22 November, Colin Baker, Peter

Davison, Patrick Troughton and Jon Pertwee led 22 guests (including a Dalek

and TARDIS models) into studio for Children in Need, presenting cheques for the

money raised at Blackpool and by the DWAS as well as celebrating 22 years of

Doctor Who. The following Thursday, Bryant was contracted to make eight

episodes of the new season between March and July 1986.

Coast to Coast ouriined their film proposal to BBC Enterprises in November,

citing actors such as Denholm Elliott, Steven Berkoff, Caroline Munro, Tim

Curry and Laurence Olivier who wished to be involved; Mike Oldfield ofTlibular

Bells fame was to do the music, Dick Lester was suggested as director, Douglas

Adams would be script editor and it was claimed that Robert Holmes - then

working on the first segment ofthe next season - would be the writer. The BBC

treated the submission cautiously; Powell wanted any such venture kept in-house.

December 1985 saw the paperback publication of Doctor Who - The Two Doctors

by Robert Holmes, the hundredth Doctor Who novelisation from Target Books. A

new BBC2 archive show called Windmill screened a section ofthe 1977 Whose

Doctor Who documentary from The Lively Arts on Sunday i December, with an

extract from The War Games Episode Ten the following

week. Stuart Evans and his model Daleks appeared on

Pebble Mill at One on Tuesday 10 December, while the

media fan focus continued as the third edition ofThe

Enthusiasts was devoted to The Whouians on Wednesday

11. Broadcast on Radio 4 at 9.30pm, this fifteen

minute show had been recorded at Panopticon VI

during July, and was somewhat dismissive ofboth the

series and its following. Baker was appearing in

Aladdin at Hayes in Middlesex from Thursday 12, and

voiced his disappointment when the BBC formally

announced that the new season would indeed only be

14 episodes on Wednesday 18. In the meantime, the

Express carried a story on Tuesday 17 about how the

BBC had refused Coast to Coast a licence for their

proposed seven million pound Doctor Who movie.

I
n order to give the show maximum publicity for

its return, Nathan-Turner wanted to cast a well

known actress in the role ofMelanie. In 1984 he

had met actress, dancer and former child star Bonnie

Langford and knew that Langford would be interested

in appearing in the series. The character ofMelanie

suited Langford exactiy, and Nathan-Turner

approached the actress' agent, Barry Burnett, who was

also Colin Baker's agent. After a briefmeeting with

Nathan-Turner in December, Langford was offered

the part and accepted; this was another piece of

casting which Saward felt was wrong for the programme. Rumours of

Langford's casting soon started to circulate, and when Levine heard he phoned

Nathan-Turner at home to check on diis; the producer denied the "silly" rumour,

asking where it had originated.

Baker continued to keep busy up to Christmas with appearances on Tyne

Tees' Cross-Wits game show and a variety show. In the meantime, Bryant was star-
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l ing in panto in Stevenage as Snoui White trom Saturday 21 December. As ttie

naumatic year of 1985 drew to a close, John Ostrander's The Inheritors pfTimc was

again announced for performance the following year; the fact that after two

years there had still been insufficient interest to stage the Doctor Who play indi-

cated that maybe the limit of Stateside Doctor Who enthusiasm had been reached,

and the bubble was about to burst ...

During this time, Bidmead had continued to work closely in conjunction with

Saward to ensure that Pinocotheca was what the production office wanted; a

second draft ofthe serial was delivered on Thursday 9 January 1986. Then all fell

silent and Bidmead waited for comments - as did Nathan-Turner who was

concerned that some ofthe ideas in the script might be difficult to visualise on

screen. Baker and Bryant did their last panto performances on Samrday 11

lanuary while - for the first time in four years - a new season ofDoctor Who failed

to debut on BBCi. Added to this, both The Times and The Daily Telegraph ran items

on the series on Tuesday 14, debating the flimre that the series had to look

forward to; David Hewson ofThe Times claimed that the season would be left

open-ended to allow the BBC to kill the show offif necessary. Around now,

Holmes delivered his first scripts for the trial season, tided The Mysterious Planet.

Baker was contracted for the new season on Thursday 16 January, with a

further option on a minimum of14 more episodes to be made from March to

August 1987 - the option to be exercised by the BBC by Friday 31 October. The

following Thursday, Baker was hoisted aloft on Kirby Wires alongside his new

co-star Bonnie Langford at the Aldwych Theatre where Langford was starring in

I'rter Pan; the pair had previously worked togetlier in Goldilocks at Lincoln in igSi.

The press came in force with items in the Eueninti Standard the same day and in

most tabloids the next morning - along with some observations about how

Left: Colin and Nicola step out In style to promote the long-awaited Season

Twenty-Three. Above: The Matrix revisited: The Valeyard (Michael Jayston)

proves to be, quite literally, the Sixth Doctor's ultimate foe. bbc

tour ofPeter Pan. With the third story still not worked out, but the scripts for the

first eight episodes in place, Saward pressed ahead and commissioned Holmes

for the two-part conclusion under the working title Time Inc. In the meantime, on

Friday 7 February, Saward informed Bidmead that his scripts would not be used.

This came as a massive shock to Bidmead who had believed that Saward was

happy with the material throughout its development. Because of the delay in

Saward's response after delivery, Bidmead contacted Nathan-Turner and was

eventually able to secure payment.

The replacement serial, End ofTerm, was commissioned the following Monday

firom P J Hammond, the creator ofSapphire ond Steel amongst other programmes.

Another blow was to come the following Monday as Powell delivered - for the

first time - a detailed set ofcomments on the first seven scripts of the season.

His response was not good, and the result was that various rewrites were neces-

sary, particularly to Holmes' The Mysterious Planet. This came as a major blow to

Nathan-Turner and Saward - who were sure they had delivered what Powell had

wanted - and also for Robert Holmes, who was becoming ill again.

athan-Tumer was now starting to think about the look ofthe new

season. On Friday 28 February he informed Oliver Elmes ofthe

Graphics Department that he would not be changing the tide

sequence. Simultaneously was in discussions with freelance musician Dominic

Glynn to provide incidental scores for the season, in a move away from the BBC

Radiophonic Workshop whom he had brought on to score the series in 1980.

Friday 28 also saw the first of the new season's guest regulars engaged in the

form ofLynda Bellingham who would play the Inquisitor throughout the run;

she would be contracted on Tuesday 25 March.

Rapidly, Hammond delivered his scripts for Paradise Fiw (the new tide for End

oJTerm); in this, the Doctor and Mel investigate a leisure moon to find the propri-

etors selling their visitors into alien slavery. While Saward liked this, Nathan-

Turner felt it was unsuitable. Needing a script in a hurry, Nathan-Turner had a

chance meeting with Pip and Jane Baker in a lift at Television Centre on Friday 28

February and immediately asked them to develop a storyline and first script for a

replacement four-parter. The Bakers worked over the weekend and delivered a

draft the following Monday; on the strength ofthis, the couple were commis-

sioned for The Ultimate Foe - a murder mystery on a space liner involving a

species ofalien plant - the following Thursday, with a requirement to deliver

all four scripts within a month.

SnUinRD CRITICISED THE PHDOUCER'S SELECTIDR DP
CRSTIRB DP XIEHT ERTERTRinmERT' RCTORS

RRD THE RmOURT DP TIRIE HE DEUDTED TD CDDUEDTIDnS
Baker had put on a litde weight during the hiams. The announcement also

featured on BBCi's Neujsround the same day. Levine was aghast to hear the news

which Nathan-Turner had denied to him a few weeks earlier. Shortiy afterwards

when Nathan-Turner came to visit Levine for notes on his new book, Levine

decided not to see him; his period ofassisting the producer was over.

Nathan-Turner flew over to Florida for OmniCon with Patrick Troughton over

the weekend ofThursday 30 January to Sunday 2 February; on his return, he

found a memo from Saward in which his fears about the script editor's silence

over Pinocotheca confirmed; the script was not suitable and Saward found it dull

and out ofcharacter with the other episodes. Saward also reminded the producer

to arrange for Baker and Langford to come in and do the test piece for the

Melanie character, prior to Langford's departure from London on a provincial

During the rest ofMarch, rewrites continued on The Mysterious Planet and

Holmes delivered the first script for Time Inc in which it was revealed that the

Valeyard was the Doctor's final evil incarnation. In the meantime, the Bakers

drafted scripts for The Ultimate Foe - which they referred to as The Vcruoids - and

requested feedback from Saward. However, Saward was now often working

from home on rewrites and was concerned about the state ofHolmes health;

the veteran writer had become a good friend whom he admired, and Powell's

comments on the scripts had left scars.

Anthony Ainley was booked for the concluding two episodes on Tuesday i

April, and by now Nathan-Turner had decided to have Glynn rearrange Ron

Grainer's theme tune for the new season. As the Bakers kept Saward informed

of all the work on The Veruoids, Colin Baker and Nicola Bryant resumed their roles
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Nathan-Turner was now attempting to control unlicensed Doctor Who

merchandise, and planned a "raid" on one store in particular; this exercise went

badly wrong with the shop being warned in advance. On his return to the

production office, he found that Saward had handed in his resignation from the

series. Nathan-Turner met with Powell who indicated that no other script editors

were available, and asked ifSaward could be coaxed back. The former script

editor explained to Powell his unease over some ofNathan-Turner's recent

decisions, notably the casting ofBonnie Langford.

On Friday g May, the Doctor Who travelling exhibition was launched in

Washington DC by Michael Grade and Peter Davison; back in England, Nathan-

Turner supervised more studio recording and guided the Bakers vrith the final

episodes of their Vervoid narrative. Studio recording on Holmes' episodes at

Television Centre precluded current guests and stafffrom the series from

attending MonsterCon in Liverpool that

weekend. Wednesday 14 May saw

another planned premiere date for a

professional run ofThe Inheritors ofTimc

come and go without realisation, while

the following day saw the publication of

Turlouflh and the Earthlink Dilemma by

Tony Attwood, the first in a proposed

new series ofpaperback adventures

from Target showcasing The Companions

qfDortor Who. Also issued was Doctor Who

- The Early Years, a hardback from WH
Allen by Doctor Who historian I Jeremy

Bentham which studied the formative

f days of the series.

With the four Vervoid scripts deliv-

ered, Nathan-Turner was able to travel

to New Brunswick for a Spirit ofLight

convention with Langford, Troughton and other guests

BRHDE IIIFDRniED nHTHHII-TIIRIIER THRT&om Friday 23 to Monday 26 May; Baker meanwhUe

attended NorwichCon the same weekend. Meanwhile,

Robert Holmes had lapsed into a coma at Stoke Mandeville

Hospital. He died on Saturday 24 May.

A shaken and upset Saward informed Nathan-Turner of

Holmes' death as rehearsals for the Minduiarp episodes continued tlie following

week, leading up to recording. The production was being covered by a crew for

the French science fiction documentary series Temps X. French station TFi had

just purchased a batch ofdubbed Tom Baker serials and wanted an item to

launch the run; studio work was covered on Wednesday 28 May, followed by

material on effects the following day and a visit to the London branch of

Forbidden Planet on the Saturday. This was another weekend for Langford and

Nathan-Turner to attend an America event - this time WhoVent in Wisconsin.

By now, Saward had delivered a script of the final episode, but Nathan-Turner

was having reservations about its style. The downbeat ending with the Doctor

supposedly trapped ran the risk ofseeing ±e show cancelled for good if it had

failed to perform, and the producer was also unhappy with the notion of Peri

being killed offafter all. There had been several attempts between the producer

and his former script editor to find a middle ground, but on Wednesday 4 June

Saward indicated ±at he could not make the amendments that Nathan-Turner

as the Doctor and Peri for a location rehearsal on The Mysterious Planet on Friday

4, ready for location recording on OB videotape from the following Tuesday -

i6mm film now having been abandoned for location shooting. By now though,

Holmes was very ill with his liver complaint, and Saward agreed to script the

final episode of the season from the narrative which he and the writer had

agreed; the climax would see the Doctor and the Valeyard locked in combat,

tumbling into a time vent which the Valeyard had opened in an attempt to

destabilise the structure of the universe. As such, the season would end on a

cliff-hanger as the Keeper of the Matrix informed Mel that the Doctor and

Valeyard were likely trapped for eternity.

The press attended a photocall for

the series on location at Butser Hill on

Thursday 10 April, and various papers

such as the Daily Express ran items in the

coming days; by now, the decision had

been taken to give the new series an

epic feel by retiding all four of the narra-

tives The Trial ofa Time Lord and so make

it the "longest story" in the series

history. With location work complete,

the next big event was the launch of the

new Doctor Who travelling exhibition. A

48 foot long van had been crafted by

Vanplan in Warrington and dressed by

designer Tony Burrough and artist

Andrew Skilleter to ferry props and

costumes around the States - although

• • •
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in turn this had meant the closure ofBBC Enterprises' large exhibition at

Blackpool after 11 years. Baker, Bryant, Nathan-Turner and Janet Fielding were

amongst tiiose seeing the trailer oflffrom Elstree on Thursday 17 April - an event

covered by Neuisround. On Friday 18, the trailer was unfortunately dropped while

being loaded at Liverpool docks; by now, Nathan-Turner was on his way to

America for a DWFCA festival in Washington.

By now, Saward was on leave from the Doctor Who office, pending a renewal of

his contract; he was hoping to have Part Fourteen ofThe Trial ofa Time Lord

completed shortly. As such, Nathan-Turner took over the role of script editor. On

Wednesday 23 April - the day before studio recording on the first segment

began - it was confirmed that the role of the Valeyard would be played by

Michael Jayston throughout the run. Langford made one ofher first public

appearances in association with Doctor Who on Thursday i May when she joined

Ainley and Troughton to launch an Anti-Litter Campaign in Birmingham; a few

days later, Fan Aid handed over a cheque for £2,163 raised by Doctor Who fans.
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Above: Kiv (Christopher Ryan) gets some help making his mind up in

Trial Parts Five to Eight. Right: Brian Blessed's upstaging claims anotheH

victim. Below: "There was a young girl from Pease Pottage ..." sbc i

required and decided to withdraw his script. With rehearsals for the episodes

little under a fortnight away and locations already planned, Nathan-Turner

contacted Pip and Jane Baker whom he knew could deliver a workable script to

a tight deadline.

At the same time as Minduiarp was completing recording and Nicola Bryant

left the series, the Doctor and Peri were having adventures in Blackpool Pleasure

Beach after all in the form ofDavid McGrouther and Julie Sharrock. Hot Ice 86

opened at the Ice Drome on Saturday 14 June for a 20 week run, including an

eight minute Doctor Who adventure in which Peri's search for her long lost

brother meant skirmishes with the Master, Daleks, dinosaurs and 'Cybernoids'.

The Bakers had produced a new climax for the episode which met

Nathan-Turner's requirements in one week - allowing OB recording at

Brighton to start at the end ofJune as scheduled. Doctor Who was kept in

the public eye when a BBC Dalek was up for grabs as part ofthe Woman's Hour

Auction to raise money for projects in Sudan,

covered by BBC News on Friday 27 June. Ainley

travelled to TimeCon in San Jose - to find that the

enthusiasm for Doctor Who was diminishing slighdy.

In the meantime, Severn House issued the first of

their 'Choose Your Own Adventure' books; two

similar books had already been issued in America

by FASA. And on Monday 30 July, Langford did her

first OB recording for Doctor Who as Mel Bush; Les

Wilson of Picture Publicity arranged for Langford

to pose for publicity shots in the real Pease Pottage

against the advice ofNathan-Turner who insisted

there was no point in making this journey simply

for a roadsign that read 'Pease Pottage'.

Auctioned at Christies, the Dalek was sold for

£4,200 on Thursday 4 July; six days later, Traucis

Without The TARDIS, a book about locations in Doctor

Who written by two prominent American fan

writers, was published by Target. The War Machines

screened at the National Film Theatre on Saturday

12 July as part of the Past Visions ofthe Future season

of British Telefantasy, and production continued on

the concluding two episodes of the new season. On
Wednesday 16 July, Sydney Newman, the former

BBC Head ofDrama who had been instrumental in

creating Doctor Who in 1963, wrote to Nathan-Turner to see if he could have a

created by' credit on fiiture episodes; the producer refused the request.

As work began on the studio-bound Vervoid episodes, Colin Baker, Philip

Martin and Pip and Jane Baker were amongst the guests at FalCon in Bath over

Saturday 19 and Sunday 20 July, while the Sunday People announced Bryant's

departure from the series. The Sun previewed the revamped season under the

headline Sort Out Saues Doctor on Saturday 2 August, and the series was promoted

in the BBC Press Conference for the Autumn Season at the Lancaster Gate Hotel

on Thursday 7 where Grade congratulated Nathan-Turner on the first of the new

episodes. The final studio session for the Vervoid narrative was due to conclude

on Thursday 14 August, and it was arranged that on the same day Baker would

do a promotional interview for BBCi's daytime feedback programme Open Air

and pre-record an introduction for an edition ofRoland Rat: The Series, a new

puppet show which would be spearheading BBCi's Saturday night lineup. While

an item in the Daili| Mail on the final studio day warned that the show's fiiture

was still uncertain in Grade's eyes, it was another article which caused greater

concern for Nathan-Turner as recording on The Trial

ofa Time Lord was completed.

The SF magazine Starburst carried an interview

entitled The Rei;elations ofa Script Editor in Issue 97 in

which Eric Saward gave frank comments on why he

had left Doctor Who - with an emphasis on his

inability to work any longer with Nathan-Turner;

he criticised the producer's selection of directors,

casting of"hght entertainment" actors and the

amount oftime which had been devoted to

American conventions. The article came as a major

blow to the producer and the team as a whole, and

was a turning point in fandom's support of the

producer whom it was felt had revitalised the series.

Nathan-Turner sought legal advice over the article,

but Powell recommended that he should not pursue

any action. It was an unsettied producer who

attended the festivities of the season wrap party on

Thursday 14 August.

Nicola Bryant made an appearance at CyberCon

staged at UMIST in Manchester on Saturday 16 and

Sunday 17 August, and on Tuesday 19, the BBC

Press Officer confirmed that - contrary to rumours

- there would be a Season Twenty-Four for Doctor

Who. As post-production continued on The Trial ofa Time Lord, visual effects

designer Mat Irvine's book Doctor Who: Special Effects was published by Beaver on

Friday 22, and the following weekend a bearded Colin Baker was amongst the

guests at Leisure Hive III in Swindon. The following day. Baker, Bellingham and

3 few monsters arrived by TARDIS on Wogon as part of the publicity launch for

the new season. There was fitrther press coverage on Saturday 30 August from

The Sun and The Times - although the focus of attention was the Starburst interview

from Saward about the producer.

On Wednesday 3 September, BBC Drama producer Ken Riddington wrote to

inform Sydney Newman that he would not be getting a credit on new episodes of

Doctor Who; undeterred, the producer wrote to Michael Grade, suggesting that

they meet up to discuss rejuvenating the series. When Newman suggested lunch.

Grade agreed and invited his guest to submit ideas to revamp Doctor Who.

The Thursday 4 September edition ofRadio Times launched the new season

with a large article entitled Guess Who's Back at Last; the fijrore of his return to the

screen as the Doctor was partially spoilt for Baker when a speeding offence
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caused him to be banned from driving for three months the day before The Trial

ofa Time Lord made its debut. Various papers promoted the epic serial on

Saturday 6 September; Langford appeared on BBCi's Saturday Picture Show that

morning while Baker, Bryant, Nathan-Turner, Pip and Jane Baker, Davison,

Pertwee and many others attended Panopticon VII at Imperial College in South

Kensington that weekend. The Temps X documentary was screened to preview the

Sil episodes, and a party atmosphere reigned as Tfic Trial ofa Time Lord was

shown to the fans. Nathan-Turner announced that he was leaving the series.

The following Monday, Baker, Langford and Nabil Shaban pre-recorded an

item previewing the new season for Blue Peter; the transmission of this was

delayed to Thursday i8 September. By now, other publications were picking up

on Saward's departure; the BBC gave little comment to the London Standard on

Tuesday 9 September, and it also featured in Teleuision Todat) on Thursday 11. The

American interest in the show was emphasised by Breakfast Time on Thursday 11

as it covered Louise Jameson's attendance on a Doctor

Who roadshow across the Adantic. On Samrday 13, the

same day as his Roland Rat insert was broadcast, Colin

Baker was in Washington attending a Spirit of Light

event and appearing with Grade as one of the stars of the

BBC to sell shows to the American market; he and Tom
Baker did various promotions in America for the next

formight.

ost aspects ofthe show - apart from

Dominic Glynn's new theme arrangement

- received praise on Points ofView on

Wednesday 17 September, and Peter Haining's third

book on the series, The Doctor Who File, was published by

WH Allen the next day. Langford embarl<ed on another

tour of Peter Pan, kicking offin Cardiffon Tuesday 23.

On Monday 6 October, Newman submitted his

proposed revamp ofDoctor Who, asking ifhe could be

made executive producer in lieu ofa fee should his ideas

be adopted. Newman felt that "out-in-space, other-

planet adventures" were old hat and suggested that they

only formed the basis for half the future stories on the

series - and if used, this format should have a mythic or parable element relating

to the viewers own lives. His thrust was towards Earth based stories with a twist,

exploiting wonders oftechnology, science and topical Green issues. Suggested

setting were "inside a human body (child) involved in a war between her life and

cancer cells .... inside a NASA shutde a polaris submarine etc, in which ofcourse

something dreadfiil happens ... return to Earth the size ofants while human

ecologists are trying to stop farmers using DDT ... involved in a mutiny on one

ofChristopher Columbus' ships ..." Newman was keen that the characters

should experience advenmres which "engage the concerns, fears and curiosity of

today's audience of all ages" as opposed to what he saw as the show's current

"largely socially valueless escapist schlock!". For the characters, Newman indi-

cated "Doctor Who himselfshould see the return of Patrick Troughton - still the

not-quite-there tramp from outer-space". The Doctor would be "innocent,

almost child-like" and would find a way to avoid the pitfalls and traps that he

and his companions would encounter. 'The important fact is that Doctor Who
does not know how to control his time-space machine"

stressed Newman. He then continued to say that "at a

later stage. Doctor Who should be metamorphosed into a

woman" which he admitted would require considerable

thought; Newman felt confident that he could devise such

a Doctor and a boorish Wonder Woman type of heroine.

To accompany Doctor Who would be two Earthlings.

The first is "A homesick girl of 12 wearing John Lennon-

type Dickensian spectacles (she's stylish) ... played a

trumpet in the school orchestra ... it's the one possession

she values most ... her high notes can smash glass, and

sometimes it signals the advance to battle or retreat from

danger. Sometimes it irritates Doctor Who when he's

trying to think ..." The second was to be the girl's "yobbo,

over self-confident brother of 18, who with his aerosol

can graffiti the heavens. He's headstrong ... protective of

[his sister], knowing that ifany harm befalls her his

parents (unseen) would 'kill him' ... Clearly he thinks

Doctor Who is 'way past it'!"

Grade suggested that Newman should meet with

Powell to discuss the format, but in their subsequent

meeting Newman and Powell did not get on well and the

ideas were not adopted.

Unfortunately, the audiences for the new season were not good and the new

BBC Samrday line-up was hammered by ITV; the much-publicised Roland Rat

failed to appear in the top 100 shows and Doctor Who opened to less than five

million viewers - the lowest first run audience since igSo. Running against

Doctor Who on ITV was - yet again - The A-Team which was sustaining an audience

ofabout ten million. Although audience appreciation was stronger for Doctor

Who's new season, the audiences then started to fall to the three milUon mark.
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Worry for the show's future manifested itselfin the Sunday Express on Sunday 12

October where critic John Russell indicated that the show was baclc on form but

apparendy still under threat. More episodes from the Troughton and Pertwee

eras were being screened at a Bradford Film Theatre, and The Chase was being

considered to appear as part of the BBC's TV50 celebrations in November.

Leading up to her debut on the show, Langford appeared on Wogan on Friday

17 October and attended a press launch for Part Nine with Baker, Nathan-Turner

and Pip and Jane Baker on Monday 20 October - the same day that Nathan-

Turner promoted his new book. Doctor Who: The Companions, on BBC Breakfast

Time alongside lanet Fielding and Nicola Bryant, and an item about the Sevans

Daleks appeared on Blue Peter. The popular press printed photos from the

publicity session the next day, but simultaneously Grade - now Director of

Programmes - informed Nathan-Turner that the new season was "an improve-

ment- but I'm still not happy". He indicated diat he had plans for next season.

Although the press coverage was continuing and so was Baker's demand at

public appearances, there was still apparendy no decision on the show's future

with only a week to go before the BBC's option on his services expired. Nathan-

Turner attempted to establish other series to move onto, and was told that he

could leave Doctor Who at the end ofNovember

after completing one last task - informing

Baker that his contract was not to be renewed.

As rumours about Baker not continuing started

to grow, Nathan-Turner telephoned the actor at

home on Wednesday 29 October to break the

bad news - Baker was shocked and upset. Grade and Powell had instructed the

producer that three years was enough and a new Doctor was needed to boost the

show. Colin Baker - who had hoped to break Tom Baker's record ofseven years

on Doctor Who - was now being forcibly retired after a mere 31 episodes.

Ian Marter, who had played Harry Sullivan and written various novelisations

ofDoctor Who, died on Thursday 30 October, the same day that the Radio Times

promoted Part Nine ofThe Trial o_fa Time Lord with the article "Bonnie's Just What

die Doctor Ordered"; various newspapers covered Langford's debut on Saturday

I November. Golden Wonder launched a major promotional campaign in

November with Doctor Who Adventure Comics in multi-packs of their snacks; diese

were abridged reprints ofsome recent Marvel comic strips, with Peri removed.

With the news of his departure still secret. Baker made another parachute jump

to raise money for the Cot Death Foundation on Sunday 2 November, and was

interviewed by Peter Dickinson on Radio 2's Nightline on Friday 14 November.

Again, Doctor Who was involved with Children in Need, and Derek Jameson

auctioned a police box prop on his Radio 2 show for £3,100 on 21 November.

On Friday 28 November, it was Nathan-Turner's turn to receive a bombshell.

The producer was preparing to go on leave to direct his annual pantomime -

Cinderello starring Colin Baker in Brighton - when he was called to see Powell

and informed that he would not be leaving Doctor Who after all. Nathan-Turner

protested but was shown out; Riddington informed the producer that he had

done his job on Doctor Who too well - and was now trapped on the show.

News ofBaker's departure from the series was rumoured in The Mirror on

Saturday 29 November, with Nathan-Turner refusing to comment on the report

that Langford had been recontracted, but the show's star had not. The same

morning. Baker appeared as happy as possible - though, significandy, not in

costume - alongside members of the DWAS on Saturday Superstore.

The closing instalments ofthe new season met with heavy criticism in the

Daily Express on Tuesday 2 December, and there was stormy reception in wait on

Open Air from the fans on Monday 8, two days afl:er the season concluded with

Nathan-Turner's preferred upbeat ending. Host Pattie Caldwell, who admitted

she was no fan of the series, chaired a discussion between Pip and Jane Baker

and a dissatisfied Merseyside Local Group, with Nathan-Turner contributing on

the phone from Brighton. Only the Stage and TV Today commented that they

found the final episode "refreshing" in their review ofWednesday 17 December.

Cinderella opened at the Theatre Royal on Friday 12 December - and the next

day. The Sun broke the news that Colin Baker had been "sacked" fi-om Doctor Who.

By now the BBC seemed to have had a change of heart, and Nathan-Turner tried

to arrange for the star to return and do a final four-part story to start Season

Twenty-Four before handing over to his predecessor. This would be a final

showdown with the Rani written by the Bakers, and the couple telephoned Baker

to try to persuade him to accept. Baker recorded an appearance in costume as

the Doctor for a Christmas quiz edition ofBBCi's Tomorrouj's World on Sunday 14

December, this was broadcast on Thursday x8, the same day that the Standard

and the Mail revealed that Baker had been offered a four-episode deal. The next

day, a statement from Baker's agent on Open Air made his refiisal clear; Spring

1987 would be a vital time for Baker to secure new work. The popular press

swung into action with suggestions for the new Doctor the following weekend.

nHTHnn-TunnER uins inPDRmEO he hed
EBEE HIS aUB EH EECTEH UIHE TEE UlELL
EEE HIES EEHI TREPPEE EE THE SEEHI...

Early in 1987, a BBC Audience Research report was issued on Season Twenty-

Three; many of the comments were negative, with particular criticism ofBonnie

Langford's performance as Mel who, according to one respondent, "did not fit in

with my image ofone ofDoctor Who's companions - her screams are particu-

larly annoying", while another stated "Bonnie Langford gets up my nose".

At the start ofDecember 1986, Doctor Who was in a sorry state. Interest from

the American market seemed to have passed its peak, and the much-awaited

return ofthe show after its enforced hiatus had been a ratings disaster. Three

years earlier, the series had been basking in the success of its twentieth anniver-

sary with over 20 episodes made a year and fans proclaiming a rebirth for their

hero's adventures. Now producer John Nathan-Turner was trapped on a series

which he thought he had left. Production on a new i4-episode season was litde

over four months away. He had no scripts, no script editor and no Doctor.

Colin Baker had put all he could into the role he had always wanted to play

and cared so much about. With his departure still a secret to the world at large,

his comments on Saturday Superstore in November 1986 were even more poignant.

Asked where he would travel to ifhe had a TARDIS, the actor replied: "I think

I'd probably go back to the beginning and start all over again, because I've

enjoyed doing Doctor Who so much ..."
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The Trial of a Time Lord:

DUim HRCHIUE
DWM 289

CDmmissiDmnB
Mon2Sep 85 Wdstclnnd (W/T)

scripts commissioned for Mon 14

Oct 85; delivered Wed 1 5 Jan 85

PRDDUCTIOn
Tue 8 Apr 86 Queen Elizabetli

Country Parl(, Horndean, Hants

[Ravolox]

Wed 9 Apr 86 Queen Elizabeth

Country Park [Area Above

Tunnel]

Thu 10- Fri 11 Apr86 Butser

Ancient Farm Project, Pidham

Hill, Hants [Settlement]

Thu 24 Apr 86 Television Centre

Studio 6: Hut; Tunnel; Subway

Fri 25 Apr 86 Television Centre

Studio 6: Subway; Tunnel

Sat 10 May 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Food Production

Centre; Subway; Castle Ante-

room; Castle Doors; Food Hatch;

Communications Post

Sun 11 May 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Subway; Castle Doors;

Castle

Mon 12 May 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Tunnel; Passages;

Trial Room

Fri ijjun 86Television Centre

Studio 6: Trial Room Corridor

(remount)

nnniD TimES
Sat 6 Sep 86 Part One: The Tardis

is taken 'out of time' and the

Doctor is placed on trial. What,

if any, are his crimes?

Sat 13 Sep 86 Part Two: The

Doctor has been placed on trial

by the Time Lords. If found

guilty, he will forfeit his

remaining lives!

Sat 20 Sep 86 Part Three:

The robot of death: Katryca

and Broken Tooth meet

their maker at the hands of

the Immortal ... < bbc

Parts One to Four
Underground

L
et's have another post-mortem. The corpse of

Doctor Who has been prodded, swabbed and

peeled so many many times. There've been

hundreds of wild fandom theories about the TV

series' 1980s demise. Never mind, let's have

another one. First off- this is a marvellous script. It's every

inch as clever, witty and telling as Robert Holmes' The Caves of

Androzani. The televisual realization, on the other hand, is like

a school play ofThe Tempest.

Ifyou've some time to spare, and the inclination, grab the

novelisation and direct it in your head by Graeme Harper. The

Doctor is wearing new clothes, more sombre but with just a

dash of crazy colour. He's now back to being an authority

figure; an acerbic, blunt, self-regarding dandy with a spine of

steel. (And we all know what a difference it makes to our

perceptions of Colin Baker's Doctor just by not seeing that

bloody potchujork quilt!) The theme music and title sequence are

Sticks and stones: the Doctor finds himselfcondemned

as a water thief by the denizens ofUK Habitat, e bbc

an improved version of the 1960S/70S psychedelic time

tunnel, and the incidentals are Dudley Simpson's chamber

orchestra, not a tinny DX7 - subtly drawing attention away

from the budget's shortcomings, not pointing right at them

in a big syntliy mess. The courtroom is dimly-lit and unset-

tling; just a big wide empty studio. The tunnels of Marb

Station are dark and dingy, the shuffling zombies are pallid

and lifeless in grey coveralls. The wilderness is blasted

Dartmoor. Queen Katryca is played by Judi Dench. The robots

of Ravalox are strikingly designed, H R Giger stuff, all oily

pistons and clanking joints - they're old and slow, but deadly.

Humker and Tandrell are wizened ancient men. The confi-

dence and brio of the script are matched by the energy and

vigour of the direction - and everybody's performance is

brought down just a notch or two. Would that satisfy you?

Back to reality, and the wider picture. What Doctor Who

really needed at this point in its history, like any long-running

venture in trouble, was to go back to basics; to return to what

made it so successfiil in the past and brush it up. Trial doesn't

do this, coming after five seasons of instability, of chopping

and changing, and then a long break. The series desperately

needs simple but cracking stories with great monsters. The

Doctor needs to be re-established as a loveable moral intel-

lectual. Robert Holmes knows this, and tries to do it, but the

framework of the Trial - which calls the Doctor's lifestyle and

morals into question yet again, after three years ofthis - frus-

trates him. Imagine - again - the impact ofthe Trial if it had

come at the beginning of Season Eighteen, after years of fun

but somewhat formulaic adventures (as it did at the end of

Season Six).

The Trial ofa Time Lord, like the Key to Time, was something

to try at a moment of stability, to pep up a successfiil series.

As a reintroduction, it doesn't work; it assumes a familiarity

with concepts and characters that are nebulous at best - the

Laws ofTime - and silly at worst - as French, Saunders and

most of the viewing public knew, Doctor Who had a reputation

for wordy Time Lords in daft hats and cheap sets. Also, even

for those of us that followed Season Twenty-Two, we don't

trust this Doctor. He has retained a callous, arbitrary air, and

in this context the amendments to his deeds in the Matrbc

court records aren't as shocking and out ofcharacter as ±ey

should be.

These four episodes are the Colin Baker era in microcosm

- for a great Doctor in an awful get-up, read a great script in

the wrong colours.

liinHiiiu^^iTTTTTt
Nicholas Mallett was booked for Serial 7A

on Friday 20 December 1985 and joined

production on Monday 10 February 1986

9 In Robert Holmes' scripts, the three books

of Marb read by Balazar the Reader were Mobjj

Dick, The Wotcr Babies and UK Habitats of the

Conadion Goose. Moby Dick, or, The Whale was an

1851 novel ofthe whaling industry by

American writer Herman Melville and based

on his own experiences on a whaling ship; it

concerns the obsessive pursuit of a great

whale by the one-legged Captain Ahab ofthe

Pequod. The Water-BaWes, a Fairij Talc for 0 Land

Baby was one of a number of evangelical

children's stories written by Charles Kingsley,

a nineteenth century English writer, rector

and Cambridge academic; the 1863 story

concerned a mistreated chimney-sweep, Tom,

who was turned into an amphibious creature

in the Christian Socialism parable. The third

volume was to be an obscure government

publication by 'MM Stationary Office'

9 Friday 18 April 1986: The Drama Early

Warning Synopsis was issued for The Trio! of a

Time Lord Parts One to Four, promoting

Drathro and his service robots as selling

points alongside guest stars Joan Sims and

Tony Selby; Michael Jayston was also referred

to, although not yet contracted

^ The opening sequence for The Trial of a

Time Lord was to be the most expensive

camera shot for Doctor Who in the 1 980s; to

hook the audience, John Nathan-Turner

devoted over £8000 on a 45-second model

shot which took a week to execute at Peerless

Studios in Elstree. This involved the six foot
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diameter Time Lord space station where the

trial was being held, a large fibreglass and

plastic model made in six sections to Mike

Kelt's designs and detailed by his assistant

Peter Akass. A motion-controlled camera was

moved over the model as the TARDIS was

sucked down inside by a shaft of light

^ Mike Ellis made the Li robot as well as

operating it

1^ The gallery only session was on Friday 16

May with the following day spent at the FX

Workshop. Editing took place from Monday 2

to Monday ifijune; Part One was re-edited

down from its original duration of 25'28" at

the end ofJuly

9 Dominic Glynn had first spoken to

Nathan-Turner about composing for the show

at the end ofJanuary 1985 and had stayed in

touch with the producer during the year. In

March 1986, Glynn was invited to submit two

test pieces for the first episode of the serial

which he duly did on Monday 1 7 March; he

was engaged on the serial two days later. On

Thursday 27 March, Glynn was then booked to

rearrange Ron Grainer's famous theme tune.

This commission came at such short notice

that Glynn had barely set up his studio at his

East Grinstead home, and set to work in the

tiny box room at the top of the semi he shared

with his girlfriend. He submitted his first

version on Wednesday 2 April with three

further mixes on Sunday 20 April. The new

theme was announced in July 1986; as early as

Friday 28 February, Nathan-Turner had indi-

cated to graphics designer Oliver Elmes that

he would be retaining Sid Sutton's titles used

since The Tiuin Dilemma. For the incidental

music, Mallett explained to Glynn that he

wanted three distinct themes for the serial.

otherwise he allowed the composer total

freedom. The episodes were dubbed on

Saturday i4June (Part Two), Saturday 28 June

(Part Three), Saturday 12 July (Part One) and

Friday 25 and Monday 28 July (Part Four)

In the Radio Times, the programme listing

for Part One was accompanied by a shot of

the Doctor and the Inquisitor

Pillar to post: Merdeen (Tom

Chadbon) and Peri (Nicola

Bryant) find themselves at

the mercy of Drathro. i bbc

;yf The 'Black Light' system is

failing! Will the Doctor help?

Sat 27 Sep 86 Part Four: Can the

Doctor save Ravolox from

destruction?

ThmTridl of a Time Lord:
Parts Five to Eight

My favourite Waste ofTime BU

ive remarkable things about The Trial 0/ a Time

Lord Parts Five to Eight ...

[i] They kill qffPeri betmeen scenes. She's strapped,

gagged and chloroformed on Crozier's couch,

A slug's life: the loathesome Sil (Nabil Shaban)

returns - as do his marsh minnows. < bbc

and that's it. Her last line is: "So I'm fit and healthy, huh?"

Seven minutes and ten seconds later, we learn that Peri's own
consciousness - her character - has "ceased to exist". A few

moments after that, her body is laser-gunned into oblivion by

King Yrcanos. And you thought Dodo had an impromptu exit!

[2] Brian Blessed and Patrick Rijecart should haue sujapped parts. I

mean, clcarlij. Yrcanos, as played be Ryecart, would be a Prince

Hal - an over-earnest, noble hothead in a hurry. Crozier, as

played by Blessed, would be a Josef Mengele, a sinister

bastard exiled from his home. Casting against type is all very

well, but here the female lead falls in love with Bluebeard and

is murdered by Dr Kildare.

[3] It's The LJnderuiater Menace. Isn't it? The TARDIS lands on a

beach, where our heroes discover a cave that serves as the

entrance to a subterranean complex in which a mad human

scientist, served by a big octopus-like monster, elects to

perform a grisly surgery on the Doctor's attractive young

companion. This gives the lie to the theory that history

repeats itself first as tragedy, then as farce.

[4] It's deuerer than Vengeance on Varos. The original conceit ran

thus: if Doctor Who the series is to be on trial, then why not

have Doctor Who the character on trial too? Only Philip

Martin - who, let's not forget, has previous form as a post-

modernist, what with writing himself into Gangsters and using

Vengeance, a calculatedly sensational mass entertainment, to

critique the absolute value of calculatedly sensational mass

entertainment - actually bothers to develop the idea beyond

two bottles of red on expenses in a Shepherds Bush trattoria.

DIUm nHCHlUE
DWM249

commissiDmnB
Fri 13 Sep 85 Staff clearance

requested for The Planet of Sil

for delivery Tue 8 Oct 84; Part

One accepted Fri 4 Oct 85,

Parts Two to Four accepted

Fri 31 Jan 8fi.

PRDDUCTinn
Tue 27 May 86 Television Centre

Studio 1; Crozier's Laboratory

Wed 28 May 86 Television Centre

Studio 1: Corridor; Crozier's

Laboratory

Thu 29 May 86 Television Centre

Studio 1: Kiv's Chamber;

Corridor; Kiv's Profit Room

Wed 11 Jun 86 Television Centre

Studio 6: Corridor; Matrona's

Chamber; Tide Control Room;

Cell; Tunnel

Thu 1 2 Jun 86 Television Centre

Studio 6: Small Cavern; Cavern;

Alpha Induction Centre; Tunnel;

Corridor

Fri 13 Jun 86 Television Centre

Studio 6: Tunnel; Corridor; Trial

Room

Sun 15 - Men i6Jun 86

Telscombe Cliffs, Peacehaven,

E Sussex (Pebble Beach and Cave;

Rock of Sorrows] ^
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Colin clambers confidently

on the cliffs. bbc

yf RHDID TimES
Sat 4 Oct 86 Part Five: The

Doctor and Peri arrive on the

planet Thoros-Beta where an old

enemy awaits.

Sat 11 Oct 86 Part Six: Why is the

Doctor behaving so strangely?

Sat i8 Oct 86 Part Seven: Why is

the Doctor helping his enemies?

Has the evidence been falsified,

as the Doctor insists, or has he

betrayed his friends?

Sat 25 Oct 86 Part Eight: The

transplant operation on Kiv has

been a success. However, Crozier

fears another body will shortly be

required. Whose will it be?

In-fighting as Dorf, Peri and

King Yrcanos try to determine

the best strategy to wrest

power from the Mentors. bbc

Throughout Parts Five to Eight, it's pretty blatant that Martin

is using the form of a four-part Doctor Who narrative to actively

critique the form of a four-part Doctor Who narrative. However

much got lost or mistranslated, there's purpose written all

over the script: in having the Doctor's prosecutor introduce

"the Doctor's next frightening adventure"; in assembling

such a painfully typical scenario for a Doctor Who adventure

(see point 3 above); in dismissing the entirely expected but

utterly extraneous TARXJIS landing scene as "inconsequential

silliness"; and in repeatedly employing phrases loaded with

meaning both on the inside and the outside ofthe fiction - it's

no coincidence that the Doctor refers to his friends as

"companions", for example. (The script, in fact, is packed full

of this sort of thing: the Valeyard's cliffhanging break in

evidence after Yrcanos, Tusa, Peri and all are shot down is

described as both "somewhat gratuitous" and "shock

tactics"; the returning Sil claims that he endeavours "to main-

tain a certain continuity"; and the elderly Mentor in the induc-

tion centre is all but speaking to the audience when he

comments on how he is hoping that m - my italics - have

seen the last of Yrcanos because "he's such a noisy fellow".)

When, shortly into Part Seven, Yrcanos stops to divine the

presence of a group of rebels not because he actually knows

of their existence but because one always finds a group of

rebels in such a scenario, Martin is pushing his luck, but

when he has the Valeyard calculate that "the Doctor's

companions have been placed in danger twice as often as the

Doctor", he can only be taking the piss. Mindiuarp? Headf—k,

more like.

[5] The director didn't notice any ojthe abouc. The story might just

work if he had.

... and one remarkable thing about The Trial 0/ a Time Lord Part

Fourteen:

[6] It didn't happen. No, not Part Fourteen, although we can but

dream. I mean, the last few minutes of Part Eight, where the

Time Lords release their cosmic pause button and Kiv wakes

up in Peri's body before Yrcanos bursts in and shoots just

about everyone. They put together a genuinely chilling, well-

edited scene (Sil's tiny-voiced interjection - "I wish you could

have found a more attractive one" - could not be better deliv-

ered, cut or paced), and what do we discover in Part Fourteen?

That it was all a lie; that the shock was just a scare, and Peri is

alive and well. It didn't happen, after all. One is tempted to

read this single, petty retraction as symptomatic of the

problem of Doctor Who in the last few years of its TV life, up to

and including the TV movie they'd make in Vancouver ten

whole years later: a desperate desire to be daring, iconoclastic

and new, ever thwarted by the imperative to be a continued,

reassuring, jolly same.

What a waste of a great scene. What a waste ofa great story.

What a waste ofa great series. What a waste.

iii:ih^!iiiija!n?ri¥
The scripts were originally commissioned

as The Plonet of Sil in September 1985 when

Philip Martin was on staff as a radio drama

producer at Pebble Mill. One of Philip

Martin's early suggestions for his script was

that some of the Mentors' dialogue should be

in their own alien language and translated by

subtitles for the viewers. The scripts were

accepted by January 1986.

^ On Tuesday 8 April 1986, Eric Saward

wrote to Martin requesting extra material for

Mindujorp; this material was submitted by

Martin later in the month by which time John

Nathan-Turner had taken over Saward's role.

Martin attended most of the studio recordings

9 The original costume design on the serial

was to have been Anne Hardinge who had

handled Attack of the Cjjbermen

9 Rehearsal sessions for studio began on

Friday 16 May and Friday 30 May at Room 302

at Acton. The atmosphere in rehearsals was a

lot of fun; Brian Blessed kept the cast enter-

tained with many anecdotes from his career.

However, the guest actors started to play

their parts in a stylized manner; Martin was

concerned by this, particularly when Colin

Baker joined in, and felt that this turned his

script into a send-up. In studio, Nabil Shaban

was accompanied by an assistant in the form

of Harry Taton

^ Sunday 15 June 1986; The cover of the

OB schedule had a cartoon ofthree Daleks

saying "He even offered me a marsh

minnow!" - "Cheeky Sod" and "Well, I Love

marsh minnows". Shooting at Telscombe

Cliffs was done with the co-operation ofthe

Southern Water Authority's Brighton

Treatment Works

^ After a gallery only session on Wednesday

18 June 1986, editing took place from

Saturday 21 June to Saturday 5 July; the

episodes were dubbed on Sunday 20 July,

Wednesday 6 August, Wednesday 20 August

and Wednesday 3 September

4^ Richard Hartley was engaged to provide

the music score on Thursday 29 May 1986

^ In the Extras section, a number of

clarifications/corrections are now possible.

Ken Pritchard played a Time Lord while

Peter Gates-Fleming was a Guard. Steve

Sparling was Time Lord's Clerk. Lewis St Juste,

Desmond Williams, Tony Amechi, James

Dublin, Jackie Robinson and Eugene Paul

were Cuards. James Dublin was a Bearer.

Belinda Lee, Jacqueline Noble were

Seruonts. Veronique Chomiilo Edwards and

Shalimar Bowers were Lab Assistants. Deep

Roy was Alien (Possicor Delegote) and a IMentor.

Johnny Clayton was Vern. Ernest Jennings

was Llanno. Steve Sparling, Joe Santo,

David Rogue, Edward Rum Fitt, Wendy

Millward, Mike Mungarven, Roy Brent,

Kevin O'Brien, Dale Warren, Lorence

Ferdinand, Ronnie King, Alan Warner,

Gavin Roebuck, Harjlt Singh, Stewart

Myers, Ranjit Nakara, Save Dhalivaal,

Eddie Nedari, Shara Balu Chokshi,

Marisa Benlock, Tom Jennings and Ghitta

Santana were Alphans. Tony Fray was a

Mentor. Dave Cooper was Hu^eAlphon. In

the Credits section, June Collins was an

uncredited Production Associate who supervised

the second recording block; the first block

and the OB material was supervised by

Angela Smith



The Trial of a Time Lord:
Parts Nine to Twelve

You Keep Me Hang'm' On BU

'm terribly fond ofPip and Jane Balcer stories. There.

Said it. Out of the closet and into the world at large.

I heart P&I!

Thus, when two of my faves collided (P&J and

Agatha Christie), what more could I have wanted? I

mean, start with the best, why don't you? Ifyou're going to do

Christie in Doctor Who, you re-work Murder on the Orient Express

(if you've not seen the various movie versions - the Albert

Finney one is terribly good, you know - or, heaven forbid, not

read the novel, move onto Mister Gillatt's appraisal of Parts

Thirteen and Fourteen and come back here once you've

educated yourself).

Thus it transpires that we have a luxury mode of transport,

reasonably claustrophobic, in which someone gets murdered

and the Doctor/Poirot has to work out whodunit. Trouble is of

course, they all did it. Conveniently for Monsieur Finney, he

had 13 suspects ready to take the blame for 13 stab wounds to

poor old Richard Widmark. Monsieur Baker has about 13

bodies and a variety of different modes of death but the basic

fact remains, they all did it to each other - the wretched

Vervoids only got to start bumping people off towards the

end, as if to remind them, and us, 'Hey we're the stars here,

we can kill people just as well as you, you know!'. Of course,

bearing in mind that the best they can manage for the first few

parts is a doddery pensioner and a mutated immobile woman
in a box, it's no surprise that dippy Security Chief Rudge

thought up more ingenious ways (poison, oxygen in a glass of

water, etc). You can almost see the delight witli which a

Vervoid (I hope he was played by the deliciously named Peppi

Borza) chucks a man in shiny clothing into a smoky waste

disposal crusher, as if to say 'Ha! At last, you weak, pathetic

humans can see the real vegetable terror that is the Vervoids!

Bwa hahahahaha!' only to realise he's bumped off his sohtary

observer. Oh well, back to the compost heap for him, then.

Sadly neither Dimmock nor Titchmarsh were around to give

the Hyperion III the customary make-over or, more impor-

#One ofthese Mogarians is not like the others,

one of these Mogarians just Isn't the same ...# r bbc

tantly, get stabbed with deadly thorn things for their troubles.

Of course, the real stars of ±is story aren't the villains

(look, ma, two alien races, very different but both rather

intriguing and well-drawn) or indeed our heroes (sorry, but

drawing attention to Uncle Colin's inflated girth is not the way

to make us like Mel, you know). No, it's lanet.

Janet the Stewardess. Top bird, gay icon, nice tits and all

round superstar. Probably would've been played by Kylie if

it'd been made five years later. She helps the Doctor, she helps

the Professor, she helps the Commodore and even sweet old

Mister Kimber gets her ministrations now and again. But

she's a devil-woman, I tell you! A devil woman!

Get your video out and whizz to the sequence where the

Time Lords, unlike the rest of us, fail to spot how the Doctor

knew the Mogarian wasn't a Mogarian at all but a man called

Hallet pretending to be a man called Grenville but dressed as

a Mogarian called Enzu. Got there yet? Okay, now watch the

background action. With hindsight, we know that the shifty

bloke ofiFBrooksidc is one ofthe bad guys - he has bad hair and

an ill-fitting brown costume. Just as he turns away, Janet

drops something into the glass ofwater that later poisons the

Mogarian who isn't a Mogarian at all but a man called Hallet

pretending to be a man called Grenville but dressed as a

Mogarian called Enzu.

'It's her. Doctor!' I yelled at my TV screen in 1986, much to

the alarm ofmy fellow viewers, Nick Briggs (who was bored).

Bill Baggs (who was, I think, at that moment working out

how to be in another country next week rather than sit

through Doctor Who with me again) and John Ainsworth (who

woke up). Another mate cahed Nick phoned up later that

night, convinced it was Rudge, but I tried to convince him it

was Janet. He was right, apparently, and Janet lived to fight

another day.

But I tell you, she's a devil in disguise that one ... she was

the mastermind behind Rudge, behind Lasky and probably

tricked Ruth Baxter into eating demeter seeds (or whatever

she did). And one day, we'll find out where she is now, and

expose her Roger Cook-style!

You know, I think this was the last time I actually got

excited about who the villain might turn out to be in

Doctor Who ...

DUim HHCHIUE
DWM 323

commissionmc
Thu 6 Mar 86 The Ultimate Foe

storyline commissioned

Thu 1 3 Mar 86 The Ultimate foe

scripts commissioned; delivered

Sun 6 Apr 86 (Parts One and Two)

and Fri 9 May 86 (Parts Three

and Four)

pnoDucTian
Wed 16 Jul 86 Television Centre

Studio 1: Trial Room

Wed 30 Jul 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Grenville's Cabin;

Gymnasium; Gym Obsen/ation

Cubicle; Bulkhead/Air Duct

Thu 31 Jul 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Bulkhead/Air Duct;

Control Room of Doctor's TARDIS

;

Elderly Passenger's Cabin; Elderly

Passenger's Bathroom;

Hydroponic Centre; Work Hut;

Ooland's Cabin; Cargo Hold

Fri 1 Aug 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Cargo Hold; Hydro-ponic

Centre; Work Hut

Tue 12 Aug 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Janet's Cabin; Janet's

Bathroom; Lounge

Wed 13 Aug 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Lounge; Bridge/Bridge

Lobby; Air Duct

Thu 14 Aug 86 Television Centre

Studio 3: Corridor; Waste Disposal

Unit; Communications Room;

Isolation Cabin

RHDIO TiniES
Sat 1 Nov 86 Part Nine: At last

the Doctor is able to present his

evidence. It takes place in the

future with a new companion and

new problems.

Sat 8 Nov 86 Part Ten: As the

Hijpcrion III continues its journey,

more mysterious deaths occur.

Sat 15 Nov 86 Part Eleven: On

board the space-liner Hijperion III,

a murderer is at work. The Doctor

and Melanie intend to discover the

culprit, but who is the mutant

locked in the isolation room?

Sat 22 Nov 86 Part Twelve: The

Hyperion III is heading straight

towards the Black Hole of

Tartarus. How can the space liner

and its passengers avoid disaster?

Dammit Janet: the Doctor

confronts the evil mastermind

behind the whole Hyperion III

scam. Possibly. bbc

THE CamPLETE BIHTH CTDH



The Trial of a Time Lord:

Duim nncHiuE
DWM Winter Special 1992

CDmmissioninG
Tue 4 Feb 86 Time Inc. scripts

commissioned from Robert

Holmes for Fri 28 Feb 86

Fri 6 Jun 86 Serial 7C Episode 1

4

script commissioned from Pip

and Jane Baker; delivered

Sun i5jun86

PHnnucTiDn
Mon 23 - Tue 24 Jun 86 Camber

Sands, Camber, E Sussex [BeachJ

Mon 30 Jun 86 Gladstone Pottery

Museum, Longton, Staffs [First

Clerk's Office; Victorian Alley;

Second Clerk's Office; Potbank

Yard; Balcony of Factory!

Tue 1 Jul 86 Gladstone Pottery

Museum [Potbank Yard; First

Clerk's Office; Second Clerk's

Office]

Wed 2 Jul 86 Gladstone Pottery

Museum [Engine Room; Potbank

Yard; Dead End; Alleyway;

Passageway]

Thu 3 Jul 86 Gladstone Pottery

Museum [Engine Room;

Potbank Yard]

Fri 4Jul 86 Gladstone Pottery

Museum [standby day]

Wed 1 6 Jul 86 Television Centre

Studio 1: Control Room of

Master's TARDIS; Master's

TARDIS Corridor

Thu 17 Jul 86 Television Centre

Studio 1 : Trial Room; Corridor

RHDiD Times
Sat 29 Nov 86 Part Thirteen: The

Doctor's evidence is complete

and he has been charged with

genocide. Can friends from ^

Never mind the Penelope

Pitstop histrionics! The Doc's

honest, truthful and boring

new assistant, Melanie. bbc

Parts Thirteen and Fourteen
Every Loser W'ms BH UmU BILLniT

1

H
own the ages, many pliilosophers fiave

attempted to prove tlie existence of Goci. One

traditional method is the 'argument from

design'. This points out that if we loolc at any

complex system in everyday life - such as

predictive texting on a Nokia mobile phone, or ticket booking

on Trainline.com - we would reasonably assume that that it

could not have come about by mere chance, and that it had

been designed. Now if we look at the universe as a whole,

surely such an ineffably intricate mechanism - from the orbits

of the planets around the sun to the precise ratio of alcohol

consumption to sick days from work - must in itself have

been designed, and that designer must be God.

It's a persuasive argument. Even though a confirmed

atheist, I remember sitting in second year biology, poking at

the innards of a sheep's eyeball with a scalpel, teasing ciliary

fibres from some vitreous humour, and thinking that such

The BBC's new halrstyling machines weren't as

gentle as Colin had been led to believe ... s bbc

a delicate and functional structure couldn't have come about

purely by chance.

I still have a shadow of that feeling while watching The

Ultimate Foe (or whatever you decide it's called). You see, with

most other Doctor Who you can clearly understand how it came

to be the way it is. Be it shaped by the whimsical Whitaker, the

horror-hunting Holmes, or the comics-loving Cartmel, you

can discern a straight line from inspiration, through design,

to realisation. But you watch the crazy mess of ideas that is

The Ultimate Foe, and the mind can only boggle over how it

came to exist at all.

As fans, we are blessed with certain insights into the

production process. We know that Robert Holmes died with

only the first of these two episodes committed to paper. We
know that Pip and Jane Baker had to dash offthe second in the

manner of some bizarre game of 'Consequences', extrapo-

lating as best they could from what Holmes had already

written. We also know that the only person who might have

smoothed the join, script editor Eric Saward, had already

stormed from the production, leaving behind only his signed

copy of The TARDIS Inside Out and a poisonous interview in

Starburst magazine.

However, despite the circumstances of its production, the

climax ofThe Trial of a Time Lord remains an absolute joy. The

evidence for the defence? Well, exhibit 'A' is the sublime

dialogue: "You're elevating fiitility to a high art. There's

nothing you can do to prevent the catharsis of spurious

morality!" or "I've thrown a pebble into the water and killed

two birds with one stone!" Exhibit 'B' is the majestic plotting:

this is, after all, a story whose climax involves the Doctor's

companion racing to tell some Time Lords to turn the telly

off. Exhibit 'C is the single most impossibly gay thing ever in

the history of Doctor Who: that final shot of Peri Brown and

King Yrcanos framed in a big, pink heart.

And so although it appears, by all accounts, that no-one

involved in the making ofthese episodes had a clue what was

going on, they still managed to produce something sublime,

majesdc, and totally impossible. And if it wasn't their doing,

we can only sensibly conclude that there must be a far more

grand design at work.

So completely divine. The Ultimate Foe is almost enough to

make you believe in God.

I I

After Eric Saward had submitted a script

for Part Fourteen in accordance with the

outline discussed with Robert Holmes, John

Nathan-Turner asked for various changes to

be made. Saward submitted a revised version

(which included a scene about going round in

circles which had been his camera test piece

for Bonnie Langford), but this was still not

what the producer really wanted, particularly

regarding the ending. Nathan-Turner was

unhappy with the inconclusive finale, and did

not like the idea of wasting a regeneration of

the Doctor's on the Valeyard. Saward had

problems with the changes Nathan-Turner

wanted; he later heard that Nathan-Turner

had said he would rewrite the material

anyway if necessary. With stalemate reached,

Saward withdrew his script.; all copies ofthis

were then shredded by the production office

^ Anthony Ainley was engaged on the

episodes on Tuesday 1 April 1986; Tony

Selby's contract as Glitz was extended to

cover these episodes on Wednesday 30 April

1^ Pip and Jane Baker were contacted by

Nathan-Turner on Wednesday 4 June and

informed that Holmes' Part Thirteen was

being sent to them by taxi and for them to

meet the producer at the BBC next morning.

When outlining requirements for Pip and

Jane Baker to prepare a new final episode, a

legal representative was present with

Nathan-Turner and his team to ensure that

they were not informed of any of the content

I

of Saward's script. Nathan-Turner indicated

that he wanted an upbeat ending, that the

issue of the Valeyard faking the Doctor's

evidence should be tackled head-on, and that

some material should be written to confirm

that Peri was not dead. The Bakers decided

that they wanted to conclude the story with

the Trial Room being blown up because

they hated using the set in their Vervoid

1

scripts. Nathan-Turner needed an outline

1 DCTDH uuHD mnGRSine



within three days and then a script within

ten days

In the script for Part Fourteen, the

Valeyard quotes and the Doctor correctly

identifies the "undiscovered country" speech

about death from Act Three, Scene One of

William Shakespeare's Hamlet which was

first performed in 1603. Later, as the Doctor

awaits his fake execution, he quotes Sydney

Carton's words as he awaits execution from

Charles Dickens's 1859 novel A Tale of Tuio

Cities; Michael Jayston accused the Bakers of

misquoting the work in the script. Part

Thirteen referred to famous liars such as the

devilled biblical liar Ananias (from Book ofActs

Chapter 5) and the eighteenth century

German soldier Baron von Munchhausen.

Worked in at the start of the script was a

reuse of the expensive 35mm model shot of

the TARDIS being drawn into the Space

Station which appeared in Part One, but now

with the pods carrying Mel and Glitz replacing

the TARDIS. In Part Fourteen, the opening

scene was to have the Valeyard's face

appearing in mid-air like the Cheshire Cat in

Alice in Wonderland, and the end of the script

was to have the Valeyard laughing

9 Monday 23 June 1986: The arms pulling

the Doctor down into the beach belonged to

visual effects assistants Chris Reynolds, John

Van Der Pool and Clare Chopping who stood

under a rubber membrane covered with

chippings; Baker lay on a platform which was

on a hydraulic lift and was lowered into one of

the two chambers in a six foot deep pit dug on

the beach at Camber. Baker had to force his

head under and needed three takes to get this

right. The cat badges worn by Baker for Serial

7C were based on his own cats Eric and

Weeble and sculpted by Maggie Howard of

Maggie's Moggies

^ Tuesday 24June 1986: The beach hut

which near the Camber Harbour Office which

it had been arranged would be the Master's

TARDIS was found to be locked on recording,

meaning that the BBC crew had to break in to

gettheshot they needed. On Thursday 10 July,

the BBC then heard from the real owner of the

hut about the damage to his property ...

^ Monday 30 June 1986: Bonnie Langford

was very nervous for her first recordings as

Mel, mainly because she was worried that her

character was ill-defined. The actress was

given two distinct looks for the production of

Serial 7C to distinguish the future Mel of the

final two episodes from the Mel seen in the

Vervoid segment

Wednesday 2 July 1986: The mask of

Popplewick removed from the Valeyard's face

had been made in latex over a cast taken from

Jayston's face

^ With OB recording at Stoke happening

generally in the evenings, the cast were able

to enjoy days out to Alton Towers and the

Garden Festival in Stoke

^ Studio rehearsals began on Monday 7 June

1 986. Actor James Bree, playing the Keeper of

the Matrix, was disappointed when his role in

the original Part Fourteen was diminished in

the new version prepared by the Bakers

^ Studio recording ran from 7.30pm to

iopm on each evening with a session from

2.30pm to fi.oopm on the afternoon of

Thursday 17 July

^ Thursday i7july 1986: Studio recording

was covered by a photographer for a poster

issued by the BBC Schools programme Zig lag

about "the making of a BBC Television

programme" which was available from

November. The clip of the Vervoids dying as

seen in Part Fourteen was to be inserted

later since the Vervoid narrative had not yet

been recorded

<J^ Monday 17 November 1986: Brian Blessed

and Nicola Bryant were paid a fee for the clip

showing them used in the final show

^ Dominic Glynn was commissioned to pro-

vide the music score on Thursday 31 July 1986

9 An Audience Research Report on the

season was issued on Monday 23 March 1987,

based on the comments of 434 viewers. The

general appreciation scores, although up on

the 1985 season, were lower than the average

for UK drama programmes, and the share of

the reporting panel who watched the series

was down by a third on the previous year. The

report stated clearly that "The Doctor's new

assistant, Melanie ... was not popular with

reporting viewers", and her statistical rating

was far behind that of Peri. Although Baker's

ratings as the Doctor were very good, one

comment was that "This Doctor Who is not

the best portrayal ofthe character"

9 The episodes were shown in New Zealand

in January 1990. A Fine Art Castings model of

the Inquisitor was released in 1987, and a

commemorative plate was also available

from Gladstone Pottery the same year. The

incidental score for these episodes was

issued on cassette in Summer 1988 by

Domnitemporal Services Ltd on Black Liflht-

Tlie Doctor Who Music of Dominic Glynn. Sound

effects of the Tissue Compression Eliminator

and the Limbo Atrophier from the episodes

were included on the BBC CD Doctor Who: 30

Yeors at the Rodiophonic Workshop in July 1993.

BBC Enterprises issued the episodes on

videotape in October 1993 - under the title

The Ultimate Foe - in the special TARDIS tin

comprising the whole ofThe Trial of a Time

Lord. UK Gold screened the episodes in

November 1994 and as a 50-minute compila-

tion from December 1996, sometimes billed

as The Ultimote Foe. The whole season aired in

Germany on VOX in 1995 as Das Utreil (The

Sentence). Part Fourteen was shown as part of

The Take: 35 Vcarsof Doctor Who in November

1998 and repeated the following year

^ In addition to the broadcast versions, the

BBC retain a first edit of Part Thirteen

(duration: 26'!/'), the first, second and

fourth edits of Part Fourteen (durations:

30'33", 3o'2i " and 27'o6") as well as a

studio recording spool for each instalment

<J^ In the Extras section, further identifica-

tion is now possible. Kenneth Thomas, David

Bache, Leslie Fry, James Delaneyand Roy

Seeley were Crimson Time Lords; Derek Hunt,

David Fieldsend, Lew Hooper, David Enyon

and Llewellyn Williams were Grange Time

Lords; John Buckmaster, Jack Horton, Martin

Clark, Bob Hargreaves and Barry Butler

were Broiun Time Lords

Sabalom Glitz (Tony Selby)

and the Doctor (Colin Baker)

find themselves in the fantasy

world ofthe Matrix. 5 bbc

his past and future aid the

Doctor's cause?

Sat 6 Dec 86 Part Fourteen: The

Doctor and the Valeyard have

entered the world ofthe Matrix.

Can the Doctor defeat the evil

incarnation of himself?

The Valeyard (Michael

Jayston) plots to free himself

from the Doctor's misguided

maxims. It says here. & bbc

THE CamPLETe SIHTH CTTDR



HuDins
His audio adventures have topped the DWM poll two years running ... and now so has hel

So what's behind this reversal of fortunes for Colin Baker's Doctor? What's turned him

from zero to hero.' Daue Oiuen dons his headphones and attempts to find the answer

s his predecessor might have

observed, the Sixth Doctor had

rather an undistinguished innings

on television. But could his environ-

ment have been any less hostile?

With formless 45-minute episodes, an all-too-

publicised hiatus, fewer episodes than before, and

of course, that costume, any other circumstance

would be an improvement - and appearing on

audio undeniably is. Although print might have

begun this incarnation's rehabilitation - toning

down his more clashing shades and, crucially,

providing a more diverse pool of stories - sound

has elevated his reputation to at least match his

peers'. Eighteen years after his debut, the Sixth

Doctor has finally fulfilled his potential. So, what

makes today's version so different

from 1984's?

Could it be the aforemen-

tioned environment? Picture

another Doctor in any ofColin

Baker's TV stories. Then imagine

your favourite story with the Sixth

Doctor (we may assume, reason-

ably safely, that it doesn't already

feature him). You see? A deliber-

ately fractious companion relation-

ship, melodramatic dialogue, and

an uncomfortable overlap ofthe

absurdly theatrical and brutally

cruel don't make a flattering back-

reign, as in 1985, BBC Radio 4's Slipback attempted

vainly to bridge the 18-month hiatus between

seasons. Despite its pedigree - starring both the

series' then-current leads, and penned by its script-

editor - it is as unlike the experience ofwatching

Doctor Who on telly as one can imagine. Coming
across as a poor man's Hitchhiker's Guide To The

Galaxy, complete with neurotic computer, eternally-

bathing captain and jobsworth cops, its ten-minute

chunks are hard to follow or visualise, no matter

how entertainingly eccentric the characters are.

Swap around a couple of the middle episodes, and

you'd be none the wiser.

For Big Finish, the Sixth Doctor has enjoyed the

luxury denied his predecessor ofappearing with all

as they quickly become involved in a storyline set

entirely within one building and featuring an

enemy ofpure sound, such echoes of the past are

displaced by a script which not only embraces

Doctor Who's new medium, but takes it as it's

inspiration. It's a dignified, stylish production

boding well for the future.

In ...ish the Doctor and Peri are frequendy sepa-

rated, and too otherwise occupied to bicker. In

addition, the pace of ideas is so frantic that there is

no time for the Doctor to sulk like a hermit, or for

Peri to have to avoid the embrace ofa lecherous

villain. No other incarnation could fit so well into

this complicated tale ofwords and their signifi-

cance, since he's always been a compulsive philol-

ogist, with a delivery that boldly emphasises key

words, as ifexplaining to a dense associate how he

has cracked a cryptic crossword

clue. Releasing a listener-

unfriendly story like this, Big

Finish is taking advantage of the

cataloguing instincts of Doctor Who

fans in general, and their

subscriber base in particular. What
they purchase represents a chal-

lenge, rather than a comfort. It's

the equivalent of the BBC foisting a

thought-provoking Play For Today

on license-payers in the age before

today's multi-channel mediocrity.

When the Sixth Doctor appears

IB mnutiH
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drop for any protagonist. For all the boldness of

approach in depicting a Doctor who was alien,

distant, and aloof, he was unlikely to flourish in

such an unsupportive setting. Perhaps deliberately

hard to warm to, his whereabouts increased the

risk that one might simply not bother.

And that is the risk that this incarnation could

not afford to take. In order to be fascinating rather

than unliveable, his audience has to mant to like

him. As long as he stays on the right side ofbeing

difficult, then there will be a stimulating conflict

between the character and his audience. When he

strays over this line, he's lost them. And he did.

When the ersatz continuity announcement at the

start ofWhispers ofTerror says "And now it's the

welcome return ofColin Baker, in Doctor Who" he's

being a littie disingenuous, not to say optimistic.

For his previous audio appearances had done littie

to suggest that the medium itselfwould work

miracles on his Doctor. Uniquely, this incarnation

appeared in radio episodes during his television

1

(well, alright, both) of his TV travelling compan-

ions. Not only that, but with the series clearly indi-

cating that he travelled without either for a while,

no contrivance is needed to introduce the untele-

vised Evelyn Smythe, and even comic strip sidekick

Frobisher. Being one of the Doctors who were

taken offair by the powers that be, at least reaps

the benefit oflengthy unseen interregnums that

other adventures can occupy. Big Finish is coy

about which came first; the historian or the

penguin, but for our purposes, it needn't really

matter. Let's just assume, unless explicitly stated,

that for all his audio companions, their adventures

took place in release order.

For the Doctor, therefore, his first Big Finish

adventure is Whispers ofTerror. Littie has changed

about the Doctor, Peri, or tiieir relationship since

Reuelatioii ofthe Dalcks. They are mutually antago-

nistic, and the Doctor has recourse to repetitively

yell, in crescendo, back at his companion whatever

misapprehension he finds her guilty of However,

DDCTDn LUHD mnGP2inE

in The Sirens pfTirne, he's traveling alone, and,

without Peri to sneer at, is immediately more like-

able. He has die manner ofan only mildly conde-

scending elderly academic, becoming heated only

when this is justified by crises. And refreshingly,

when these three Doctors meet, they accord one

another civilized deference. The Sixth's dedicated

episode sees him at a conference aboard a star hner

heading for a space hazard, which authentically

feels like The Trial ofa Time Lord Parts Nine to

Twelve, but does little to help rescue Big Finish's

jittery first night.

The Ratings War was only available free with

DWM 313, perhaps just as well, it being a 40-

minute satire on contemporary television which

depends totally on a previous interest in Beep The

Meep, the fiuffy star ofDWM's early comic strips.

It apes their style well, with an economically unac-

companied Doctor arriving in a 20ooAD-style future

world, which plays up real trends in commercial

consumerism.



He's alone once again when he turns up in the

middle of the Excelis trilogy, for Excflis Rising, a

sedate piece with a high quota of verbal sparring

and dissembhng, both ofwhich our man excels at.

It's a bit po-faced after the whimsy of the trilogy's

opener, but its quiet solemnity is its strength. This

feels like a smdied attempt to resurrect the televi-

sion Sixth Doctor - he's overarticulate and a bit

more affected than on other discs.

So, is there a new chemistry for the Sixth Doctor

when he's with Peri or alone? No - it's a purer

distillation perhaps, but no new compounds have

formed. These only start to appear when he teams

up with Frobisher, the penguin-shaped whifferdil

from the DWM strip of the mid-1980s. The Maltese

Pcnfluin (given away free to Big Finish subscribers)

is an out-and-out genre parody, picking up on the

shapeshifter's day job as a Chandleresque private

eye. It's also extremely ftinny, and reveals a great

talent for comedy in author Robert Sherman,

Robert Jezek, deadpanning as Frobisher, and,

amazingly Colin Baker. The same Colin Baker, that

is, who on television would use the blunt instru-

ment ofoveremphasis to batter delicate humour to

death with regularity. A high level ofwit is also

present in the same team's The Holy Terror.

However, rather than being a mere genre send-up,

this is a less specific form - something like big-

screen IMonti) Python, with gruesome execution

carried out with banal beaurocracy. Why is this

high-contrast mix ofdarkness and light more

successfiil here than the same televised combina-

man she would "prefer to diink of as my

companion". Their relationship more resembles

that of husband and wife than the more usual

family analogues aboard the TARDIS, possibly

because each is strongly gender-polarised. He's

headstrong, develops overnight fascinations, and is

prone to sulk when not getting his own way - all

unmistakably male traits. She, in turn, is

thoughtful, takes an interest in other people, and

philosophically puts up with boys' idiosyncrasies,

as only a woman can. And, like a husband, the

Doctor knows there's only so far he can go - he

simply would not dream ofbeing so cavalier with

her as he would with Peri. So Evelyn direcdy makes

the Doctor more likeable.

Evelyn arrives in The Marian Conspiracy, a so-

called 'pure' historical story, ifone overlooks the

contaminant influence of dme-travel on history

itself This Tudor succession drama is a little

heavy-handed in places, with musical cues indi-

cating when we're supposed to find certain

nuances charming. Who knows, without them,

they might have been. But, significantiy, tiiis is the

first time one feels real warmth for the Sixth

Doctor. The transformation has begun. It's an

innocent tale that spurns the cynical way one could

take time-travel for granted, and basks in the

wonder a historian would feel ifshe could see the

inside ofa Tudor tavern first-hand.

Next, The Spectre ojLanyon Moor deposits a Doctor

more used to purple-skied alien worlds, punish-

ment domes or antiseptic citadels, into the moist

EUELUn SmUTHE IS PERHHPS THE FIRST
cDmPLETELS SUCCESSFUL cumPHniun
TU HHUE BEER CRERTED UUTSIDE UF TU
tion, as seen in such stories as Attack ofthe

Cybermen? Maybe because it's a comedy that evenm-

ally becomes serious, rather than a grim drama

with a hit-and-miss sprinkling ofhumour.

We keep observing improvements, so is the

Sixtii Doctor's audio reign simply a chance to set

right what was wrong on TV? Superficially, yes. He

gets properly structured quartets of25-minute

episodes as all die other Doctors did. He feamres

strongly in all his stories ft-om die outset, rather

! than taking half the time to arrive at the action.

' He gets a full adventure with the Brigadier, which

tellingly includes an authors sleeve note

! bemoaning that this Doctor "never had a chance"

to visit its archetypal Dortor Who setting. You can bet

your bottom dollar that if his briefscreen stint had

omitted appearances by Daleks, Cybermen, or die

Master, then they would have appeared with him

on CD by now. It's as if die Sixth Doctor has seen

the advert for Claims Direct and called to get his

compensation. However, to accompany him

between Peri and Mel, he gets someone who far

exceeds what he might have expected in a longer

television career ...

octor Evelyn Smythe is perhaps the first

completely successful travelling

companion to have been created for the

Doctor outside the television series. The 55-year-

old divorced history lecturer is sufficiendy distinct

from the commonly perceived norm for the role to

be uniquely memorable, yet dose enough to

preconceptions about what someone fi-om her

background might be like to foster instant recogni-

tion. In her own right, she is immediately more

interesting than Peri or Mel, but to appreciate her

true value, look at the effect she has on the Doctor.

She's slighdy stern with him when rebuking him

for disrupting her lecture, and her intellecmal

weight makes her at once more ofan equal to the

present-day rural England ofImage ofthe Fendahl or

The Stones Of Blood. Widi two people he respects on

hand - Evelyn and The Brigadier - he's positively

urbane. This socially mobile team fit in so well

with the story's complement of aristocrats and

archaeologists that a return to 'Somewhere in the

South of England' must be on the cards soon. In

these two stories, using the Sixdi Doctor in sima-

tions frequented instead by his predecessors does

him no harm at all.

That can't really be said for The Apocalypse

Element, an incomprehensible melee of ideas that

has the Daleks invading Gallifrey when it might as

well be the Drahvins invading Ganymede for all

that either brings to the proceedings. Any Doctor

could have dashed through this, and almost any

companion could have saved the day through

possessing a human retinal print. It's all horribly

rushed, and wastes the potential of the Daleks,

Gallifrey and the remrn of Lalla Ward's Romana.

It's a garish cocktail in too small a glass,

reminding us that less is often more.

Bloodtide and Project: Twilight mark a remrn to

form, strengthened by their consecutive releases.

Both emphasise the audio Sixth Doctor's new-

found joi-dc-uiure. Be it the work ofHerman

Melville, or the menu at his favourite Chinese take-

away, he finds much to celebrate. Compare the

atmosphere as the Doctor and Peri arrive in The

Mark ofthe Rani - he correcting her grammar, she

clearly not wanting to be there - with the Doctor

and Evelyn's arrival in the Galapagos Islands in

Bloodtide, together revelling in their tortuous

tortoise puns. They're happy - that's the big differ-

ence. It's hard to imagine a Silurian story that isn't

essentially summarised as "some Silurians are

awakened and decide to wipe out humanity and

reclaim the world", but this one adds new compli-

cations. Its local colour - the South Seas, a young

Darwin - couldn't be bettered, while the hne, "I am



Jellies and penguins and imps - oh my! The Sixth

Doctor's audio aduentures in a nutshell ...

SLIPBHCK
Written by EricSaward

Set Between Rei/elation of the Doleks

and The Trial of a Time Lord

A neurotic computer and an

infectious space captain give a

hungover Doctor a headache

UUHIBPERS
DP TERROR
Written by Justin Richards

Set Between Rcuelotion of the Daleks

and The Trial of a Time Lord

The Museurr ofAural Antiquities

plays host to a conspiracy and a

creature of pure sound

THE mRRIHR
CDRSPIRRCU
Written by Jacqueline Rayner

Set Between The Trial of a Time Lord

and Time and The Rani

The Doctor acquires a new

companion, Dr Evelyn Smythe, and

ends up in the Tower as Tudor

history starts to unravel

THE SPECTRE DP
LRHuan mDDR
Written by Nicholas Pegg

Set Between The Trial of a Time Lord

and Time and The Rani

Megalithic remains in present-day

Cornwall draw the Doctor into a plot

that requires the assistance of the

Brigadier to solve

THE RPDCRLUPSE
ELEmERT
Written by Stephen Cole

Set Between The Triol of a Time Lord

and Time and The Rani

The Daleks invade Gallifrey, and the

Dortor is reunited with Romana

THE HGLy TBPPDP
Written by Robert Shearman

Set Between The World Shapcrs and

The Age of Chaos

An anomalous castle, peopled with

fundamentalists who worship

Frobisher, holds a dark secret

BLODDTIDE
Written by Jonathan Morris

Set Between The Triol of a Time Lord

and Time and The Rani

On the Galapagous Islands in the

nineteenth century, Charles Darwin

encounters the Silurians

PRDJECT: TllJILIBHT
Written by Cavan Scott and

Mark Wright

Set Between The Trial of a Time Lord

and Time and The Rani

In present-day gangland London, the

Doctor gets it in the neck as he

encouters a sinister organisation

known as The Forge

THE QRE DDCTDR
Written by Gareth Roberts and

Clayton Hickman

Set Between The Trial of a Time Lord

and Time and The Rani

In the far future, Banto Zame proves

to the Doctor that imitation is not

always the sincerest form of flattery

EHCELIS RISIRG
Written by David A. Macintee

Set Between The Triol of a Time Lord

and Time and The Rani

The Doctor returns to an industri-

alised planet Artaris to find Lord

Grayvorn back in authority

THE mRLTESE
PERGUIR
Written by Robert Shearman

Set Between The World Shapers and

The Holij Terror

On the mean streets, gumshoe

Frobisher encounters a dame who

seems strangely unfamiliar

...ISH

Written by Philip Pascoe

Set Between Reflation of the Daleks

and The Trial of a Time Lord

At a lexicographers' conference in

the future, it becomes apparent that

in the beginning was the word

REHL TiniE
Written by Gary Russell

Set Between The Trial of a Time Lord

and Time and The Rani

Waiting at the end of time, the Cyber

Controller has laid a trap for the

humans who find him ...

your God" makes for one ofBig Finish's finest

episode endings.

Project: Tiuilight mixes disparate ingredients

altogether more successfully than The Apocalypse

Element. That a mobster casino in Bermondsey

might be the front for a cell ofvampires is yet

another example ofDoctor Who's engaging juxtapo-

sition of the fantastic and the mundane. It also

exploits the series' established vampire mythos

without depending on it, simultaneously exercising

past the stigma ofher appearing in arguably the

series' worst two seasons, and you'll find much
potential in Mel. She's perhaps not as enriching an

influence on the Doctor as Evelyn, but something

about her, even if it's only her sunnier disposition,

stops him sniping at her as he does Peri. Langford's

ability to shift the thickness ofMel's characterisa-

tion between someone simply saccharine sweet

and relentlessly cheerful, and someone who is well

aware ofthese attributes, makes her the only

THE 5IKTH DDCTDR IS DDIU FIDHLLU
RPPEHRIDB ID 5TDRIE5 BU RDTHDRS
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the rough vocabulary ofThe Sweeney or Gangsters. The

important quality here is balance. Big Finish

is better equipped to provide artistic equilibrium

than BBC television was; able to switch leading char-

acters each month, but also, even within individual

stories, not exclusively embracing a single genre.

The Doctor/Evelyn team reached a much wider

audience by featuring in Real Time, the multimedia

onhne adventure on the BBCi website. It's not by

any stretch Big Finish's finest outing for this incar-

nation, but it would perhaps be fairer to compare it

with his only previous broadcast offering in six

short episodes, Slipback. Real Time is unquestionably

the more accessible, even if its verbally related time-

travel plot is bewildering. And Slipback lacks any

line as unintentionally amusing as "I've never seen

a script like it!". Monster stories are not immedi-

ately a good idea on audio (Land ojthe Dead, for

example needing to strain to have a character give a

verbal description of the threat to hand), and it's

essential that the monsters are articulate enough to

converse, and preferably not just with each other.

After Attack oj"the Cybermen, televised Doctor Who

shied away from addressing where new Cybermen

come from, resulting in two insipid subsequent

appearances, so Real Time can at least be applauded

for reminding us just why they're so scary.

It's perhaps odd that the Sixth Doctor has

shared only one audio outing with Mel, since it's

implied in her appearances on TV that she has had

two travelling stints with the Doctor, each presum-

ably comprising numerous unseen adventures. Get

choice to accompany the Doctor in The One Doctor.

The One Doctor is a comedy. That is to say, it was

deliberately written, in advance, as a comedy. With

comic characters, comic situations, and jokes that

are planned, set up and delivered. This differs firom

the humour ofthe TV Sixth Doctor, because that

seemingly consisted ofminiscule last-minute

additions, such the Doctor pointing "this way" and

then going another (ouch, my aching sides!).

There's one moment that was conceivably inten-

tionally scripted to be as funny as it was, and that's

one ofThe Tiuo Doctors' eponymous leads sprouting

red eyebrows and spots as he strolls into Seville for

dinner in top hat and tails. And it's that kind of

grand, over-the-top characterisation, bluster and

pomp giving way to earthier indignation - as

famously practiced by Frankie Howerd, or closer to

home, Peter Butterworth - that fuels The One Doctor.

But it's not merely a huffing blustery romp - all the

other elements ofa good Christmas pantomime

are present. Just as such pantos are supposedly set

in the middle ages or the Far East, yet are sprinkled

with anachronistic references, so The Weakest Link

and the Smash robots enrich this. More impor-

tandy, when Christopher Biggins' imposter Doctor

contemptuously dismisses the victims ofone of his

frauds as "a right bunch ofQuarks", one wimesses

a franchise mature enough to look at itselfand

laugh. Big Finish's finest hour? For sheer enter-

tainment, oh yes it is.

It
seems there are three distinct types of Sixth

Doctor audio adventures now. A minority

feature him with Peri, and depict a character

dangerously close to his TV incarnation. There are

comedies, which exploit Colin Baker's ability to play

for laughs - often dead straight. And then ±ere are

the continuing advenmres of the Doctor and Evelyn,

which prove that Doctor Six isn't really so different

from his previous or subsequent selves, and that his

masculine arrogance, ifchanneled productively can

create an intelligent, eccentric character, rather like

a university tutor who takes a few terms to drop his

guard and really enjoy the company of his students.

Now, in 2002, Colin Baker is winning "Best

Actor" in the DWM poll and one finds oneself

eagerly looking forward to each of his new audio

adventures. So, what has made this incarnation,

who was consistendy voted least favourite, turn the

poll on its head? Has his character changed? Well,

no, not really. Certainly less than the First Doctor's

character mellowed, or the Fourth's became more

self-indulgent. Much of his unattractive bipolar

disorder had dissipated by his second season, and

with Mel at his side, he had become a far more like-

able proposition. So if the character hasn't changed

that significandy, what has? For a start, he's

surrounded by company that brings out the best in

him, but most importantiy, he's appearing in good

stories, by writers keen to engage with the character.

It really is that simple. The Sixth Doctor has

finally been given a chance ... O
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Matt Michael flicks back through ei^ht years ofthe Sixth Doctor's

exploits on the printed pa^e, and finds that this is inhere the

character's rehabilitation in the eyes offandom really began ...

Time and the Rani begins with a

cliffhanger. The Sixth Doctor, whom
we last ghmpsed leaving a Time Lord

court in triumph with a companion

from his future, lies prone on the

floor. As a monstrous hairy hand turns over his

body, a swirl of light obscures his features. Seconds

later, an entirely new Doctor is before us leaving a

string ofunanswered questions. How did the

Doctor meet Mel? Did he manage to avert the

Valeyard's creation? In Time and the Rani, we learn

that the new Doctor is 953 years old. At his trial,

the Doctor was only 900. What happened in those

intervening fifty-odd years? These are just the sort

ofquestions that the books and audios are in a

position to answer ...

More than any ofthe other 'past Doctors', the

Sixth has scope for development, a potential to

achieve the sort of literary regeneration that the

Seven± and Eighth Doctors have experienced in

their New Aduentures. With a mere eight television

stories, and, more importantly, an open-ended final

appearance ("Carrot juice, carrot juice, carrot

juice!" may be a less elegiac parting shot than the

"Somewhere out there ..." speech from Survival, but

it's just as inconclusive), the post-Trial novels aren't

so much plugging a gap between TV serials as

filling a gaping chasm in the series' history. Add to

this the fact that the Sixth Doctor's personality was

widely seen as flawed and in dire need offleshing

However, to characterise the Sixth Doctor as an

amoral bully would be to ignore his considerable

charm, the compassion he shows to Azmael and

(too late) to Lytton, and his childlike and very

Doctorish curiosity. At his best, this Doctor is an

outspoken opponent oftyranny and injustice, a

tireless crusader against evil. If his zeal and enthu-

siasm sometimes manifest themselves as arrogance

and physical action, and ifsome have to be sacri-

ficed for the greater good, then so be it.

The Six± Doctor's further adventures started

early: long before Virgin published State ofChange,

there had been a number ofSixth Doctor novels

that had never appeared in any other format. A

cover flash singled out these "Missing Stories"- the

Season Twenty-Three adventures that never were -

as something different from the usual Target

output. Had they been released five years later,

there is no doubt that they would have been

branded as Missing Aduentures, just as the untelevised

Time's Crucible and Luntjbarrou; were issued as Neuj

Aduentures for the Seventh Doctor. Those who are so

inclined can imagine that the Doctor finally

managed to finish what he was saying at the end of

Reuclation ofthe Daleks and took Peri to Blackpool.

Those who, probably wisely, would rather forget

the "Missing Stories" can pretend he was going to

say "I'll take you to Ravolox". Unfortunately, the

alternative Season Twenty-Three would not have

improved Colin's reputation. It makes most ofthe

out, and you

have a Doctor

Who author's

LDinBUt FQR
a HERDfantasy: the

chance to have a regular character

genuinely develop without the need

to tie any changes into an existing

television story.

Criticisms ofthe Sixth Doctor's era tend to focus

on three areas: increased violence, an over-use of

continuity, and the unsympathetic nature of the

Doctor himself In many ways, the Sixth Doctor we

saw on television was defined by his very first scene

at the end ofThe Caucs ofAndrozani. Showing a

blatant disregard for the wellbeing of his

companion, the first thing this new Doctor does is

check his hands to make sure that the spectrox

toxaemia blisters have vanished. In The Twin

Dilemma, the Doctor is suffering from post-regener-

ation trauma that makes him moody, unpredictable

and dangerous. Unfortunately, some of the writers

ofSeason Twenty-Two seemed to forget that this

period of instability was supposed to be temporary,

and instead concentrated on making the character

snappy and generally unpleasant to his companion,

as well as a large proportion ofthe people he met

on his travels.

same mistakes as Season Twenty-Two: too much

senseless violence, and a numbing and unnecessary

reliance on the show's past. Worse, it would have

been boring. The Nightmare Fair is a location-based

romp meant to evoke fond memories ofCity oj

Death, but to compare the two is to compare the

Eiffel Tower to the Blackpool Tower: one is a

spectacular masterpiece and the other is a tacky

imitation meant to please people who haven't seen

the real thing. It's certainly not a patch on anything

Graham Williams produced for the previous Baker.

As a vehicle for Sil's return. Mission to Magnus

doesn't come close to Mindwarp, and the pointiess

inclusion ofboth the Ice Warriors and yet another

renegade from the class of '63 is unpleasandy remi-

niscent ofThe Two Doctors and The Mark ojthc Rani -

too much continuity and too many villains. The

Ultimate Euil, meanwhile, is simply awfiil. It's as if

Wally K Daly watched Season Twenty-Two and



decided that it wasn't violent enough. There are

scenes ofthe Doctor attacking people with shards

ofglass, and Peri being brutally stoned, all tied into

some absurd plot to use balls that advertise holi-

days to spy on Gallifrey. Maybe it wasn't just Peri

who was stoned. In botli The Ultimate Evil and

Mission to Magnus, bad Star Trek sci-fi ideas abound.

The former features a love/hate ray gun that can be

blocked by a special helmet. The latter revolves

around that hokiest ofcliches, die planet of the

women. Had these stories ever made it to the

screen, we'd have a season that would make The

Trial ofa Time Lord seem like a majestic epic.

Fortunately, Virgin and BBC Books have

been much kinder to the Sixth Doctor.

What the Missinij Adventures authors have

done is to focus more on the Doctor's positive

characteristics than the negative. They have found

reasons to explain his occasional lapses, from

suggesting that he suffers from emotional

repression caused by the circumstances of his last

regeneration to his exasperation at Peri's lack of

appreciation for the wonders of the universe. They

have allowed him to show a softer side - wimess

his heartfelt apology to Peri in Burninij Heart,

and his compassion for the

energy being lam in State 0/

Change. Most interestingly, a

number of the authors have

suggested that following the

revelation of the Valeyard's

true nature - a twisted fiiture

incarnation ofour hero - the

Doctor seeks to change his

ways, and to refrain from the

violence and arrogance that he

believes may bring tlie

Valeyard into being. This fear

ofbecoming the Valeyard is a

theme that links the post-Trial

novels. Steve Lyon's Time oJYour

Life, which is set immediately

after the trial, sees the Doctor

retiring to become a hermit and

seen in several Neu; Adventures: that the Seventh

Doctor somehow engineered his previous incarna-

tion's demise because a Sixth Doctor crippled by

the fear ofbecoming tlie Valeyard was not able to

take the actions required to become Time's

Champion. Paul Cornell first suggested the idea in

Love and War, and it was eagerly seized on by other

writers. Head Games, again by Steve Lyons, implies

that the Seventh Doctor decided die Sixth Doctor

had to go after Melanie nearly died during

Millennial Rites. In a fijn paradox, a Sixth Doctor

driven insane by his successor's actions threatens

to take over the Doctor in the fiiture, an event that

may well cause tlie creation ofthe Valeyard.

Continuing the Doctor's adventures after the

end ofThe Trial ofa Time Lord was not always going

to be the easiest oftasks. After all, with Peri gone

and with Melanie still in the Doctor's fiiture, there

wasn't really a ready-made companion to share in

these new/missing adventures. In an unprece-

dented move. Virgin allowed the creation ofa

brand-new companion specifically for the books:

Grant Markham, a computer programmer from the

colony world Agora, introduced in Time oJYour Life.

THEMIOHTWAlit
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only reluctandy getting involved in another web of

mayhem and intrigue. Tragically, despite his best

intentions the Doctor is unable to save the life of

young Angela lennings, and cannot help but use

deadly force to stop the crazed android Krllxx. It

seems that, whatever he tries to do, he cannot

escape his destiny. Killing Ground takes things one

step further when, in a particularly grim moment,

the Doctor ponders whether it wouldn't simply be

easier to let himselfdie to prevent the possibility of

the Valeyard's creation. Although his later actions

convince him that he can still make a positive

difference, tiie Doctor continues to fight the fiiture.

In Business Unusual, he realises with horror that he's

about to meet Melanie Bush, someone he's been

avoiding for years in an attempt to prevent the

events ofTerror ojthe Vervoids coming to pass (as

though he needs an excuse), and in Millennial Rites

he still fears the day when he and Mel will land on

the Hyperion III. Millennial Rites also features scenes

in which the Doctor begins to transform into the

Valeyard. The ensuing struggle between the two for

control ofthe Doctor's body is a realisation ofwhat

the post-Trial Doctor has been doing all along -

battiing for control with his darker instincts,

suppressing his violent tendencies to prevent the

Valeyard's creation.

Craig Hinton's story ties in neady with a notion

Neurotic and naive, like a benevolent Turlough, the

red-headed Grant makes a welcome change from

the usual Doctor Who companion. The eflTect of

having an all-male TARDIS crew is to make die

Doctor seem more vulnerable - with no screaming

young girls to protect, or to bully, he is as likely to

be a victim as anyone else. This is certainly true of

Killinij Ground, Grant's second and final novel to

date, where the Doctor is brutally tortured by the

servants of the Cybermen. Meanwhile, getting the

sort ofcharacter development not generally

accorded Missing Adventure companions. Grant

seriously considers becoming a cyborg to get

revenge on the Cybermen responsible for killing

his father. Sadly (because Grant is certainly worthy

of fiirther exploration). Virgin's loss ofthe licence

brought his travels to an untimely end, and, like a

fading rock star, recent appearances have been

strictiy for charity. The short-story anthology Perfect

Timing features two memorable Grant episodes:

Wish Upon a Star Beast by Steve Lyons pits the Doctor

and Grant against tlie terrifying Star Beasts who
tiireaten to take over Santaland, while Ian

Mclntire's Schrodinijer's Botanist has a rather more

serious intent, with a Doctor unable to cope with

die responsibilities ofprotecting his companions

forcing Grant away.

For obvious reasons, authors have been less

willing to set stories during Season Twenty-Two

than they have to explore the gap between Seasons

Twenty-Three and Twenty-Four. With the onus of

having to ensure tiiat any development remains

true to the next TV story, it's far more difficult to do

interesting things with the characters. On screen,

Peri tended to be Tegan with tits: an argumentative

colonial whose fashion sense seemed to revolve

around the idea that less is more. Sadly, the books

have done littie to expand on Peri's otiier assets,

and some of the novel authors have been unable to

resist exorcising their adolescent fantasies in the

most gratuitously explicit way, hence Dave Stone's

drooling description ofMs Brown clad in skin-tight

PVC. Sadly, Peri remains three-dimensional only in

the physical sense; in all other respects, she's the

same spoilt child we saw on TV. Most ofthese

stories feature the same tiresome squabbling which

made it difficult to understand why Peri would

want to travel with a man she appears neither to

like nor get on with. Burning Heart attempts to

answer this question, suggesting that Peri believes

something of the Fifth Doctor survives widiin the

Sixth, and that she feels indebted to die Doctor for

saving her life at the expense ofone of his own.

Perhaps the best book to feature Peri

is Matt lones' Bad Therapij,

a novel set some years

after the Doctor aban-

doned his companion to

the clutches ofYrcanos.

Gilliam, as she now calls

herself is no longer a

whining teenager but a

melancholy queen, bitter

about her lost youth and

tired of her life on Krontep.

The New Adventures have

also been kind to Melanie,

whose guest slot in Head

Games features a fiery

confrontation with the

manipulative Seventh

Doctor. Her appearances in

the Missing Adventures have

been rather less dramatic. In

the hands ofGary Russell and Craig Hinton, she

has become a fiin character whose bubbly enthu-

siasm contrasts favourably with Peri's surliness.

Though she's still as paper-thin as Bonnie

Langford, Melanie is at least likeable and human,

and she brings out the best in the Doctor - he' s an

indulgent uncle to her precocious child. In The

Quantum Archangel we learn that Melanie considered

a career in politics and, in an alternative universe,

has become a frighteningly efficient Prime

Minister, Business Unusual, the obligatory joining

story, tells us littie that we didn't know already:

Melanie is a thoroughly nice person without an

ounce ofmalice in her. She's as truthfiil, honest

and boring as they come, and we love her for it.

That other criticism of the era, an excessive and

gratuitous use of continuity, has not been well

corrected by the books. Although some, such as

lustin Richards' excellent paean to Hammer, Grave

Matter, and Dave Stone's deeply bizarre Burning

Heart have managed to get by witii nary a reference

to the third Silurian from the right, most of the

Sixth Doctor novels have shown as much slavish

adulation for the series' past as did "Paula Moore".

State ofChange is schizophrenic: it's trying to

move the Doctor and Peri's relationship forwards,

but can't quite escape the pull of their past, as the

presence of the Rani and the mutated bird-Peri

from Vengeance on Varos indicates. The Quantum

Archangel - more ofa Universal Databank tiian a

proper novel - is positively awash with all manner

of pointiess references, managing to namecheck

the Guardians, die Eternals, die Chronovores, the

'Urn
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The bluffer's guide to the Sixth Doctor's adventures on the printed page ...

BURninB HEHRT
Written by Dave Stone

Set Between Vengeance on Varas

and The Mark of the Rani

Flesh-eating slugs used as bullets,

elephant-launching Piglet People, and

a character called Kane. It's a Dave

Stone novel. 'Nuffsaid

maan BRnpiTTi
Written by Dave Stone

Set Between Vengeance on Varos

and The Mark of the Rani

More Dave Stone strangeness with a

race of aliens called the Wibbly-Wee

[More Short Trips]

BRHUE mniTER
Written by Justin Richards

Set Between Vengeance or Voros

and The Mark of the Rani

Things get deadly serious when

theTARDIS arrives in a George

Romero movie

TimESHHRE
Written by Vanessa Bishop

Set Between The Mark of the Rani

and The Ttuo Doctors

The Doctor and Peri invest in a

timeshare property [Decolog 2]

PLRiJERS
Written by Terrance Dicks

Set Between The Mark of the Rani

and The Two Doctors

The shadowy Players manipulate

Churchill as the Doctor hob-nobs

with Wallis Simpson

TUHHRBaUT IS
FRIR PLRU
Written by Graeme Burk

Set Between Timelosh and Reoelation

After an accident in the TARDIS, the

Doctor and Peri switch bodies

[Short Trips and Side Steps]

UIBIL
Written by Michael Collier

Set Between Timelosh and

Reuelation of the Da/eks

The Doctor visits an old friend

whose daughter is in a coma

[Out of the Darkness]

STRTE OP CHHRBE
Written by Christopher Bulls

Set Between Reuclation of the Dalcks

and The Trial of a Time Lord

That vixen the Rani passes herself off

as Cleopatra, the most beautiful

woman in the world. Yeah, Kate,

course you could, dear ...

PRLRCE BP THE
RED sun
Written by Christopher Bulls

Set Between Reuelation of the Daleks

and The Trial of 0 Time Lord

The Doctor and Peri embark on

another Christopher Bulls quest story,

this time with a teddy bear in tow

THE RIBHTmRRE
PRIR
Written by Graham Williams

Set Between Rcoelatioii of the Daleks

and The Trial of a Time Lord

The Doctor and Peri face the Celestial

Toymaker in B-

THE ULTimRTE EUIL
Written by Wally K Daly

Set Between Reuelation of the Daleks

and The Trial of a Time Lord

The Doctor must grapple with the

Dwarf Mordant's holiday balls

missiDn TB
mRBRUS
Written by Philip Martin

Set Between Reuelation of the Daleks

and The Trial of a Time Lord

The Ice Warriors are sowing the seeds

of death on a planet ruled entirely

by women

TimE BP SBUR LIPE
Written by Steve Lyons

Set After The Trial of a Time Lord

A repentant Doctor gets caught up in

violent reality TV. "I'm a Time Lord -

Get Me Out of Here!"

HILLIRB BRBUIID
Written by Steve Lyons

Set After The Trial of a Time Lord

Grant Markham returns to his home

planet to discover it overrun by

Cybermen. And they're the hands-

on-hips variety ...

THE BBLBER BBBR
Written by David Auger

Set After The Trial of a Time Lord

The Sixth Doctor encounters the only

incarnation even more crochety than

he is, when he meets the First Doctor,

Steven and Dodo [Decoloij]

UUISH SBU
WERE HERE
Written by Guy Clapperton

Set After The Trial of 0 Time Lord

The Doctor arrives on the holiday

planet from hell [Short Trips]

THE SHRBBUU IB
THE BLRSS
Written by Stephen Cole and

Justin Richards

Set After The Trial of a Time Lord

Hitler's back - and it's about time!

miSSIBB:
imPRHCTICRL
Written by David A Mclntee

Set Between DWM strips War Gome

and Fun House

Comic strip sidekick Frobisher makes

his novel debut in this convoluted

addition to Mclntee's tedious Tzun/

Veltrochni saga

PRCE URLUE
Written by Steve Lyons

Set After The Ultimate Adoenture

In their penultimate adventure, the

Doctor, Jason, Crystal and Zog save

some tourists from the wrath of a

living planet [Short Trips and Side Steps]

EBBE TBB SBBB
Written by Christopher M. Wadley

Set After The Trial of a Time Lord

The Doctor prepares to die. Miserable

sod [Short Trips and Side Steps]

BUSIBESS UnUSUHL
Written by Gary Russell

Set After The Trial of a Time Lord

A third Auton invasion is foiled

with the help of the Brigadier and

a plucky computer programmer

from Pease Pottage ...

PEBBUS
Written by Gareth Roberts

Set After The Trial of 0 Time Lord

The Doctor and Mel visit a space

auction [Dccaloj 3]

inSTRUmEBTS
BP BRRHBESS
Written by Gary Russell

Set After The Trial of a Time Lord

The Doctor, Evelyn and Mel are pitted

against the mysterious Magnate

miLLEBBIRL RITES
Written by Craig Hinton

Set After The Trial of a Time Lord

Lest auld acquaintance be forgot, the

Yeti, Anne Travers and the Great

Intelligence gather in London for a

Millennium knees-up

THE BUHBTUm
RRCHHBBEL
Written by Craig Hinton

Set After The Trial of 0 Time Lord

The Doctor encounters virtually

everyone he's ever met when crazed

Chronovore Kronos wreaks revenge

on the Master

miSSIBB, PRRT 1:

BUSIBESS RS
USURL
Written by Gary Russell

Set After Dra^onfire

Melanie returns home

miSSIBB, PRRT 2:
mESSRBE IB R
BBTTLE
Written by Robert Perry

and Mike Tucker

Set After Drajonfire

Mel makes good on her promise to

send the Doctor a message in a bottle

[More Short Trips]

Nimons, ancJ tfie Exxilons, among many, many
otliers. It's a sliame, because Hinton's previous

Si.xth Doctor boolc, the excellent iVIillcnnial Rites,

wliile acting as a sequel to The Web ojFear, was a

solid work in its own right. But it isn't just the

usual suspects who are guilty ofplundering the

past. Steve Lyons resurrects the Cybermen,

Terrance Dicks sequelises his own The War Games

and Blood Haruest in Players, and David A Mclntee

chooses to make Mission: impractical into another

instalment in the interminable Veltrochni saga.

While references to the past aren't always a bad

thing, ifused to the extent they are in the Sixth

Doctor's era - when the TARDIS can't land without

diere being an old enemy lurking behind the

bushes - there's something wrong somewhere.

Talking of old allies, the Sixth is the only BBC
Doctor not to have encountered the Brigadier at

least once during his televised travels (no,

Dimetisions in Time doesn't count). The novels have

more than made up for this appalling lapse and

there's every indication that the old war horse feels

completely at home with this incarnation - the

Sbtth Doctor's pompous, blustering nature is more

than a little similar to a certain velvet-clad prede-

cessor's. It helps that in Business Unusual the two are

on familiar territory, battling the Autons in the

English countryside. The Shadou; in the Glass, a book

tliat, against all the odds, gets away with the ropey

idea of resurrecting Hitler, is slighdy more arcane,

although the Brig, as always, takes it in his stride.

The Sath Doctor novels are also notable for the

sheer amount ofcross-pollination with comics,

audios and stage plays that tliey contain. Jason,

Crystal and Zog from Terrance Dicks' The Ultimate

Aduenture take a curtain call in Steve Lyons' Face Value,

a tale ofa living planet that grows tired of its

exploitation by humans. Meanwhile, David A
Mclntee's Mission: Impractical, a book otherwise

distinguished only by the author's continuing obses-

sion with Star Trek, features DWM's shape-shifting

penguin, Frobisher Sadly, his appearance is lost

among loving descriptions ofspace batties, Ogron

(or Klingon, as it seems to be) culture, and the need-

less death of loveable rogue Dibber. More under-

standable is the use ofBig Finish companion Evelyn

Smythe in Gary Russell's Instruments oJDarkncss. A
wonderflil character, and the perfect foil for the

verbose and theatrical Sixth Doctor, Evelyn is

possibly Big Finish's best gift to this incarnation.

Her appearance in Instruments oJDarkness takes place

some time after she parted company with the Doctor

following an as-yet-unheard final adventure, and it's

satisfying to note that she's lost none of her ability to

prick the Doctor's pomposity. What all this cross-

referencing does is to create a consistent back-

ground against which the Sixth Doctor's continuing

advenmres unfold. Rather than neatiy dividing each

line - Evelyn in the audios, Frobisher in the comics

and so on - authors have been ready to experiment.

And it's this wilhngness to be a bit more daring

that makes the Sixth Doctor books among the best

Doctor Who novels. Partiy it boils down to the fact that

the authors feel they have littie to lose given this

Doctor's poor reputation. Pardy it's because they feel

that Colin Baker was treated appallingly, and his

character deserves better. But mainly it's due to that

blank slate between The Trial ofa Time Lord and Time

and the Rani. With an empty canvas to play with, the

authors have enriched the Sixth Doctor's character,

finding reasons for his sometimes-unreasonable

behaviour onscreen and creating an intriguing and

consistent fiiture for him following the abrupt end to

his TV advenmres. What was a personal tragedy for

Colin Baker has become a guilty pleasure for Doctor

Who fans. It's unlikely that we'd have had books this

fine had his TV era continued. Sorry, Colin, but it

seems you were sacrificed for the greater good ... O
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while the Doctor concerned himself luith ^rit and gore on the telly, his comic strip counterpart

was having one heck of a strange time! Scott Gray steps into a wild world of u;izards and

Whifferdils, u;here even the Sixth Doctor's coat seems positii;ely sober by comparison ...

The times were definitely changing for

Doctor Who in 1984: a new lead actor,

a new 45-minute format and,

perhaps most significantly, a shift to

a more adult tone for the series. But

while the TV show pushed the Sixth Doctor into a

grittier, more violent world, the Doctor Who
Magazine comic strip cheerfully set off in

completely the opposite direction. The DWM
Doctor would eschew knives, machine guns and

macho mercenaries for a storybook world popu-

lated by talking penguins, neurotic robots and

naughty magicians. It's a fondly remembered time

in the DWM strip's long history, and many people

Thb

pseudo-Englishman, spouting dialogue like

"There's a good chap" and "Just one short dash

and I'm home."

Tarklu invades the TARDIS and threatens the

Doctor with a variety ofhumiliating fates unless he

hands himselfover to malicious industrialist Josiah

Dogbolter for a bounty of250,000 mazumas. The

pair quickly join forces, however, and con

Dogbolter out of the cash instead. It isn't really

explained why the Whifferdill decides to side with

the Doctor, thereby earning the anger ofone of

the galaxy's most powerfijl figures. But he's 45,

armed with a classical education, and he probably

just wants to escape his routine job and go see

the universe.

With a new Doctor, companion and artist in

place, Steve Parkhouse is ready to begin his final,

and best, story arc. The Votia^er opens with an

extraordinary dream sequence: the Doctor finds

himselfstrapped to the wheel ofan ancient clipper

gent moment ofslapstick here when the Doctor

accidentally uses him as a toboggan and ends up

colliding with a snowman. The Doctor's dignity is

reduced, not to tatters, but to streams of confetti.

The strip Doctor seems a slighdy more innocent

fellow than the one seen on television. While he's

willing to point a shotgun at Astrolabus, it's only a

comical blunderbuss - and when offered a perfect

shot by the old man (complete with a buUseye

painted on his chest), the Doctor becomes

embarrassed and admits that he could never

actually use the weapon.

Astrolabus casually throws the Doctor into a

series ofabsurdist scenarios which leave the Time

Lord unable to trust his own senses. Whether these

sequences are caused by hypnotism, reality-

warping or good old-fashioned magic is deliber-

ately left unexplained - and are far more effective

as a result. Astrolabus is a remarkable adversary,

unlike any other opponent the Doctor has ever

neuBRenDinB
- including the series' star

commented that they

would have preferred

some of the Doctor's

printed adventures to

have replaced the ones

we saw on screen.

The Colin Baker

period ofthe DWM strip

can also be described as

the John Ridgway era.

Ridgway illustrated all of

the Sixth Doctor strips

from 1984-87, using the

black and white format in

a variety of innovative

ways. A quintessentially

English artist, Ridgway's

have

WHILE THE TELEUISIDH SERIES
PUSHED THE SIHTH DDCTDR IRTD R UERS
UIDLSnT UJDRLD, THE DIUITI CDITIIC STRIP
SERT Him in THE DPPDSITE DIRECTIDR

delicate textural approach resembled eighteenth

century engravings. His flair for design, perspec-

tive and composition excited regular writer Steve

Parkhouse who played to his strengths, giving him

a series ofwonderfiilly eerie landscapes to illus-

trate. They made an excellent partnership.

The Shape Shifter kicked offthe Sixth Doctor's

comic strip life in fine fashion, introducing him to

Whifferdill private detective/bounty hunter Avan

Tarklu - who would shordy come to be known as

Frobisher. It's interesting to note that while Mr
Tarklu soon evolves into a wisecracking penguin

with an American accent, he begins life as a

ship, sailing to the literal edge of the world. He is

helpless before the power of the mysterious

Voyager, a self-proclaimed "Lord of Life". The ship

goes over an epic waterfall, descending into

oblivion. The Doctor is badly shaken by the dream,

and he immediately becomes a far more cautious

individual than his TV counterpart.

The Doctor and Frobisher travel to the Antarctic

where they encounter Astrolabus, a strange old

man who has stolen Voyager's star charts. A

madcap chase begins, wi± Astrolabus making his

escape on a Leonardo da Vinci-designed flying

machine. Frobisher provides a wonderfully indul-

StiDRU
faced. One minute he's

an elderly lunatic,

babbling non sequiturs

nineteen to tiie dozen, the

next he's a chillingly

serious figure, warning the

Doctor that his soul is in

peril. He's also capable of

breaking the "fourth wall"

of fiction - he seems to

wish the readers a good-

night before he vanishes.

Cast into this mythical

realm, the Doctor's sense of

reality is put to the severest

test. Voyager comments that

"logic is a new toy,"

dismissing the Time Lord's trust in science. The

story concludes with Voyager demanding that the

Doctor recover his star charts - "or you may find

your universe has come to an end." The warning is

far more dramatic than simply threatening the

Doctor with death. Voyager is suggesting that the

thing the Doctor holds most dear - his faith in a

rational, scientific world - can be destroyed. The

Doctor has been swept into a land where two and

two will never equal four, and it has terrified him.

He hurriedly departs...

Polly the Glot initially seems a far friendlier tale,

reintroducing the comical Dr Ivan Asimofffrom

the Fourth Doctor story The Frce-Fall Warriors.

AsimofFhas fallen in love with Polly, a gigantic

creature held captive by the Akkers, the dullest race

in the universe. The Doctor has recovered his

CTDH UJHD mnGP2inE



composure and is relaxed, confident that he can

deal with the situation. But Astrolabus is

connected to this affair as well. When his

name is mentioned, the Doctor is suddenly

plunged into another terrifying dream - this

time he falls into the jaws ofa planet-sized incar-

nation ofthe old man. It's an awesome sight; one

of the most unnerving visuals ever produced in

the DWM strip.

The Doctor, Frobisher and Asimoffbatde the

Akkers (who are so unexcitable they can only go to

"grey alert") and face the Defender, a rather inse-

cure robot who wields a deadly arsenal ofcleaning

tools. Polly is eventually freed but Frobisher is

kidnapped by Astrolabus, leading the Doctor into

the final chapter of the arc...

Once Upon a Time Lord is Parkhouse's swan-song

as the strip's writer. It's a dizzying chase through

various realms of fantasy literature, referencing The

Lord ojthe Rings, Tanan and even Rupert the Bear (in a

sequence perfecdy duplicating the text/picture

layout ofthe original comic). It's made clear now
that Astrolabus has no illusions about his own

HSTRDLHBUS IS H REmHRKHBLE
RDUERSRRU, URLIKE RRH DTHER
PPDHEnT THE DDCTDR HR5 PRCED

fictional status. "If I can just make it to the next

episode!" he yells, as he flees across a blank page.

But his time is up, and the Doctor and Voyager

catch him. The true purpose behind this story's

self-referential nature becomes plain (at least in

hindsight) when a dying Astrolabus asks the

Doctor, "How can you know... how long I have

been writing your life?" The Doctor solemnly walks

away, proclaiming his independence fi'om the man
who's been manipulating him for so long. Steve

Parkhouse and Astrolabus are both out of his life

for good...

hile John Rjdgway remained as a

thankfially consistent presence, the

rest of the Sixth Doctor's DWM
tenure was divided up by several different writers.

Most preferred to steer tlie strip into more straight-

forward waters, away from the allegorical tales

Parkhouse had explored. The fantasy elements

gave way to science ficdon concepts, and familiar

faces began to appear as the comic strip focused

on referencing television continuity - sadly, at the

expense of its own.

War-Game, written by former DWM editor Alan

McKenzie, has the Doctor and Frobisher travelling

to a medieval world where they become caught in

the middle ofa feud between a Draconian

nobleman named Kaon and an evil warlord.

Frobisher amusingly transforms into a cross

between Conan the Barbarian and Prince Valiant,

the hero ofHal Foster's newspaper strip (Foster

being one ofRidgway's influences). Kaon dies

saving his daughter, ending the story on a sad note.

The next story, Funhouse, is written by "Max

Stockbridge" - in reality McKenzie again, working

behind a wafer-thin pseudonym. The Doctor and

Frobisher land in a strange, deserted house which

quickly becomes an ever-changing, surreal place.

Unlike the bizarre environments in The Voyager,

however, this time the mystery is quickly dispelled

with a handy explanation - the house is sentient,

and is trapped inside the space-time vortex. It

attaches itself to the TARDIS in an attempt to

escape. There's a humorous moment when the

Doctor, clearly in act-first-think-later mode, tries to

separate the house from the TARDIS with an axe.

Another nod to the TV series is made when the

Doctor is forced to travel down his own personal

timeline, briefly changing into each of his previous

incarnations.

The TV connection grows even stronger in Kane's

Storij. Peri appears, looking surprisingly happy to

see the Doctor. Davros, Daleks and Cybermen are

also name-checked as the galaxy faces the threat of

the Skeletoids; intelligent spacesuits with a will of

their own. A younger version ofKaon pops up,

much to our heroes' surprise. The adventure

features more impressive visuals from Rjdgway,

including a stunning full-page image of the Valley

of the Gods; a colossal series of Egyptian-style

statues. However, the story is hampered by the

lack ofan intelligent enemy and ends abruptly with

a disappointingly simple dust-up.

Exodus opens with some

refugees from a drought-

stricken world accidentally

coming aboard the TARDIS. The

Doctor is at his cantankerous

best, more than ready to give

them the boot, before Peri points

out how callously he's acting.

A shamed Doctor supplies the

travellers with food and clothing

before heading for their world.

At this point Exodus slips into

a very familiar story structure.

The Doctor is accused ofmurder

but gains the trust of the local

law officer (and in record time

too). There's then a bit ofa

whodunnit as the Doctor investi-

gates a series ofmysterious

deaths in a castie. He learns that

a mad scientist has found some

advanced technology in a

crashed spaceship and is turning

people into Cybermen - just

because he can, basically. The stupid old duffer

electrocutes himselfby mistake and the story ends

with the Doctor making a big speech about respon-

sibihty. It's all done on such a frustratingly small

scale - almost as if the story had to be made on a

BBC budget.

Nature ofthe Beost has the Doctor, Peri and

Frobisher going on a picnic trip to a beautiful

forest world. The Doctor proceeds to bore his

friends silly with old UNIT stories but luckily

they're interrupted by a group of futuristic knights

pursuing a werewolf The villain of the piece,

Commander Hon, decides to pin the blame for his

failure to catch the creature on the Doctor.

However, the werewolf is really the Lady Irna, a

royal leader transformed by the planet's atmos-

phere. Hon tries to explode the planet to hide his

mistake from his evil warlord boss, but he's the

only one who gets blown up. The Doctor

rearranges the genetic makeup of Irna's boyfriend

THE nCE
The longest-ever Doctor Who

strip story is also the only

one to be written by one of

the series' stars. In 1994 Colin Baker

was given the chance to create an

adventure for his own TV persona in a

92-page special, with the help of

artists Barrie Mitchell and John M
Burns. Jhe/\ge of Chaos finds the Doctor

and Frobisher making their way to

the planet Krontep (the homeworld

of King Yrcanos from The Trial of a

Time Lord). Many years have

passed since Peri and Yrcanos

settled down there, and their

beautiful granddaughter Actis is

now i5. Actis' belligerent

brothers, Artios and Euthys, have

brought civil war to the kingdom.

The Doctor, Frobisher and the mighty

warrior Carf set off on a quest to

discover the true source of all the

hostility. Carf is an enjoyably loud

character, albeit an obvious stand-in

for Brian Blessed, bellowing

"Vroomnik!" whenever the need arises

(and even when it doesn't).

The Doctor and friends naturally

face a series of deadly trials as they

journey across Krontep's prehistoric

landscape. The most entertaining one

is a mirage which shows them their

greatest fears: Carf sees himself facing

a dishonourable death while Frobisher

meets a penguin-eating polar bear

The Doctor is confronted by a giant

green Michael Aspel carrying his This is

Your Life book, but he doesn't seem

overly worried ...

Baker is remarkably generous with

the dialogue, allowing Frobisher, not

the Doctor, to claim all the best lines.

1/

Stuck in the inevitable dungeon, the

Doctor asks him to change into some-

thing useful. "Like a master key on

legs, you mean?" the penguin replies,

before pointing out that such a stunt

would be "cheating"! When the villain

arrives, Frobisher yells, "I demand to

see the Whifferdill ambassador!" It's

hinted that the Doctor and Frobisher

have been apart for some time before

this tale begins, and their relation-

ship has changed. The often stormy

friendship between the two time-

travellers seems to have evolved

into a more comfortable and equal

partnership here.

Mitchell and Burns' artwork is

always energetic and colourful

(although constricted by annoy-

ingly large word balloons). Their

rendition of the Doctor looks to

have shed a few pounds since his last

appearance, and he's all the happier

for it. In fact, the smiling demeanour

ofthe Doctor typifies the good-natured

atmosphere of The Age of Choos. The

Doctor is clearly having a great deal of

fun in this adventure, both on the page

and behind the typewriter.
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nil

so that he can join her in fur-filled romantic bliss,

and a happy ending is ensured. While Nature ofthe

Beast features no old monsters for a change, it's

another story which could easily have been

produced for television.

Time Bomb thankfully broadens the scope ofthe

comic strip and recaptures some of the brooding

atmosphere of the initial Sixth Doctor stories. It

opens with a spaceship carrying the "Pilgrim

oftemporal paradoxes, always fearfiil he'll end up

creating more problems tiian he solves.

Sir John Tenniel, the illustrator ofAlice's

Aduentures in Wonderland and Throutjh the Looking

Glass, was another major influence on John

Ridgway, and the one-part Salad Daze gives the

artist a nice opportunity to pay homage to the

master. The Doctor, disgrunded with yet another

salad for dinner, leaves Peri alone with a "personal

THE CDiniC STRIP BECHmE DBSESSED
WITH REFEREncmG TU CDRTIRUITU -

SRDLH RT THE EHPERSE DP ITS DUJn

Tweee
DOESN'T SEEM
TO 96 AN-fONE

Brodierhood ofSeekers" on a 200-year journey to

their "creator". Elsewhere, the TARDIS is suddenly

breached by a projectile that warps space and time.

The Doctor tracks the source of the object to the

planet Hedron. The natives (a stiff, humourless

egg-headed bunch) have isolated all the genetic

flaws from their biological systems and are

disposing ofthem by firing tiieir waste back into

history with a time cannon. The Doctor and

Frobisher are hurled back to

primeval Earth with the waste, and

soon discover that history has

been altered - humanity has

never evolved and a reptilian race

(surprisingly, not the Silurians) is in

control of the planet. Moving back in

time, the Doctor struggles to find a

way out of the temporal dilemma.

Frobisher is almost swallowed by

a Plesiosaur, and the Doctor is

forced to throw the waste at

the creature, releasing it into

the environment. The Doctor

is furious, actually hitting

Frobisher. They return to

Hedron to find the inhabi-

tants have all been wiped out by

genetic contamination after the

Pilgrims' spacecraft crashed on

their world. Ironically, the

Pilgrims were humans -

accidentally created by the

Hedrons' genetic waste.

While based on a very familiar

science fiction premise. Time Bomb

is a highly effective story, thanks

to some suitably sombre visuals

and the strong interaction

between the leads. We gain

some understanding of

how complicated the

Doctor's life really is,

trying to navigate a web

reality warp"; a device which can turn anyone's

thoughts into a mini-reality. Peri finds herself in a

vegetable-based Wonderland where she meets the

Red Cabbage, the Mad Celery and the Queen of

Artichokes. It's nice to see Peri take the spotiight

for once - too often she contributes very littie to

the strip stories, usually being overshadowed by

the more flamboyant Doctor and Frobisher.

Changes features a Kymbra

Chimera, another shape-

shifting alien, invading

die TARDIS, though tiie

story's really just an

excuse to explore some of

the TARDIS' many exotic

chambers. The

Doctor and friends

enter the "memory

vaults" - an area

which stores

images of all the

CTDH LUHD ITlRGRSinB

environments the ship has visited, giving Ridgway

the chance to produce some more amazing alien

landscapes. The "zoo" chamber reveals an unusu-

ally compassionate side to the Sixth Doctor - it's a

way station where he shelters endangered animals

until he can find new homes for them. Frobisher

engages in an impressive metamorphic duel with

the Chimera at the climax, reminding us that,

while he may be mosdy around for comic relief, he

can still kick ass when necessary.

In Profits oJDoom!, our heroes join forces with

Bernice Summerfield lookalike Kara McAllista

when her spaceship is invaded by the Profiteers of

NOW A m.iciN»

Ephte - financially-minded giant slugs who keep

exclaiming things like "By the spread-sheets of the

ancients!" Their flag looks suspiciously like two

euro symbols stuck together. The witty dialogue is

well above average in this story, being especially

good between the regulars: "Aren't you going to

tell us what's going on?" asks Peri. "You'd only

panic," the Doctor casually replies.

It's a time-honoured tactic to introduce an old

friend of the Doctor's that the audience has never

seen before, but Profits ofDoom! pulls a twist by

presenting us with the immortal Seth - an old

enemy of the Doctor's we've never seen before! It's a

lively story but ends in something ofan anti-climax

when the Doctor simply threatens to blow up the

ship unless the Profiteers leave. So they do.

It's
heartwarming to see the TARDIS trio

getting on so well at the start ofThe Gift -

they're relaxing in a tropical paradise, without

a care in the universe. But Frobisher finds the place

bland and unchallenging: "The fish don't even try

to escape!" The Doctor's solution is to attend a

wild party held by the Lorduke ofZazz, a diminu-

tive gangster (and an old friend of the Doctor's ±e
audience has never seen before). Zazz is an Earth

colony based on Prohibition-era America, and

looks like one jumpin' joint - the Doctor shakes a

leg on the dance floor. Peri dresses up in fine

Twenties fashion and Frobisher is completely in his

element, sporting shades, fedora and even, latterly,

a tommygun.

Things go awry when the Lorduke's mad

brotiier. Professor Strut, accidentally unleashes
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Yourgmde to the Sixth Doctor's aduentures in comk strip land.

From Astrolabus to Zy^lots, the a/hole incredible story is here ...

> THE SHHPE SHIFTER
Story Steve Parkhouse

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 88-89

<> THE UDUHBER
Storii Steve Parkhouse

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 90-94

» PELLU THE BUOnr
Story Steve Parkhouse

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 95-97

• ancB upon
H Time LORD
story Steve Parkhouse

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 98-99

• UURR-GRmE
Story Alan McKenzie

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 100-101

o FURHDUSE
Story Max Stockbridge

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 102-103

e HRRE'B STBRH
Story Max Stockbridge

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 104-107

Note The four episodes are titled

Kane's Storij, Abel's Storj, The Warrior's

Storij and Frobislier's Storij

o EHBDUS
Story Max Stockbridge

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 108-110

Note The three episodes are titled

Exodus, Reuelfltioti and Genesis

o RRTURE nF\ \ '(

j

THE BERST '

Story Simon Furman

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 111-113

<> TIIRE BOmB
Story Jamie Delano

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 114-116

« BRLRO DRZE

BBC PKocucee^

Story Simon Furman

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 117

• CHRRBES
Story Grant Morrison

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 118-119

• PROFITS OF DOOmi
Story Mike Collins

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine uo-izz

" THE SIFT
Story Jamie Delano

Art John Ridgway

Doctor Who Magazine 123-126

<> THE UUORLD^
SHRPERS
Story Grant Morrison

Art John Ridgway & Tim Perkins

Doctor Who Magazine 127-129

" UP RBOUE THE BODS
story Richard Alan

Art Lee Sullivan

Doctor Who Magazine 227

• COiXECTED CDmiCB
A Marvel UK Doctor Who graphic novel

reprinting the strips from DWM 88-89

and 95-97 with colour by Gina Hart

o UOSRBER -

A Marvel UK Doctor Who graphic novel

reprinting the strips from DWM 88-99

with colour by Gina Hart

a plague of self-replicalJng robots on die planet.

The Doctor travels to Zazz's moon to discover their

origin and some time is spent detailing exacdy how
the robots achieve a form of sentient evolution in a

fascinating, and completely logical, 12,000-year

procedure.

The Kool Katz ofZazz are helpless as the robots

dismande their city, but iJie Doctor has the answer.

Emulating the Pied Piper ofHamelyn, he devises a

tune that lures the robots into a volcano-powered

space rocket which takes iJiem home to the

moon. The Gift is one of the most successflil

Sixth Doctor strip stories, managing to place

a valid science fiction concept right in the

middle ofan absolutely preposterous setting.

Crazy, man!

It's been observed that the Sixth Doctor's

final television adventure was lumbered with

an overly complicated, continuity-laden

storyline. Sadly, his last comic strip tale

follows suit. The World Shapers sees writer

Grant Morrison proudly exposing his anorak

with a story hopelessly tangled in the TV

series' history. The Doctor and co travel to

Marinus fThe Keys qfMarinus) where they find

a dying Time Lord who's reached his final

regeneration (The Deadly Assassin). A reference

Doctor and Davros. The villain is being held captive

inside the TARDIS, and takes the chance to point

out that the Doctor is a flawed, hypocritical indi-

vidual (with the Doctor, surprisingly, agreeing).

But no new insights on the characters' relationship

are made, and it's all over a bit too quickly for the

encounter to hold any real resonance. A missed

opportunity.

Sadly, missed opportunities abound in this

period of the DWM comic strip. Too many of the

THANK you, POCTOe.
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to "Planet 14" triggers a distant memory,

prompting the Doctor to go and ask Jamie (The Tujo

Dortors) about it. An older Jamie recalls the Cyber-

Controller mentioning it (The Inuasion). Jamie

reveals that he was able to resist the Time Lords'

memory wipe (The War Gomes). They return to

Marinus to discover that it's really Planet 14, but

it's turning into Mondas (The Tenth Planet), and the

Voord are really Cybermen! Jamie sacrifices himself

to stop the Cyber-Voord, but a couple ofsmug
Time Lords later inform us that tliey'll become very

nice in five million years' time. Well, fancy that!

The Sixth Doctor returned to DWM for one

further story eight years later. Up Aboue the Gods is a

one-parter featuring a conversation between the

post-Parkhouse stories focused on recreating the

look and feel of the TV series without exploiting

tiie many advantages the comics medium has to

offer. The Fourth and Fifth Doctors had enjoyed

epic adventures in the Marvel strip with casts of

thousands, fleets of spacecraft and worlds

swarming with exotic creatures. More often than

not, the Sixth Doctor found himselftrudging

through familiar corridors and low-rent dungeons,

encountering characters who could have been cast

straight out of Spotlight.

Even so, the Sixth Doctor's comic strip adven-

tures are regarded by many fans as superior to his

televised ones, with his characterisation being

singled out as one of the main strengths. And yet

the DWM Doctor isn't really a different character

-

he's still an overbearing so-and-so in most ofthese

stories. So just how does he manage to be ten

times more agreeable on paper than he ever was

on screen?

Think ofKelsey Crammer's sitcom psychia-

trist Frasier Crane, and the characteristics

he shares with the Sixth Doctor: he's

highly intelligent, snobbish, pompous, loud and

arrogant - so why do we like him so much?

Because when Frasier can overcome his own ego,

we see that he genuinely wants to help people - but

more importandy, he has a very endearing habit of

always falling flat on his face at the worst possible

moment, enabling us to sympathise with him.

This is die key to the Sixth Doctor diat the TV

series missed but the comic strip pinpointed.

When the strip Doctor gets attacked by an insane

robot, he's bopped by a mop, not a truncheon; his

toy battieship shoots at him when he's in the bath;

he's forced to chase his enemy on a merry-go-

round. He looks sillij. Undermining the character's

dignity - in effect, reducing him to our own
mundane level - is crucial to his appeal.

Yes, if the TV folk had just given the Doctor a

crazy penguin for a friend and made him fall into a

snowman once in a while, we would have loved

him to death! ©
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SWAPOFF

/ have never once

regretted my involvement

with Doctor Who../'

extyear, 2003, will be Doctor IVho's

fortieth anniversary; it will also

mark the twentieth anniversary of

my benefiting from a local outbreak of

spectrox toxaemia and, as a result,

appalling fans of sweet effeteness nation-

wide, by replacing those characteristics

with something that, on first acquaintance,

promised to be a little less user-friendly.

I applauded the courage of my dear and

greatly missed friend, John Nathan-Turner,

in deciding to tease the audience with a

sixth incarnation whose personality and

behaviour initially appeared very

un-Doctor-like.

Readers ofthis magazine will know how

events unfolded subsequently to thwart

best-laid plans ...

Despite the disappointment of my

early bath, I have never regretted my

involvement with a programme that,

despite having been offthe air for 13 years,

still commands more worldwide devotion

and love than the majority of series made

more recently. And I have derived

enormous satisfaction over the last three

years, bringing old Sixie back into the fray

through the excellent Big Finish audios.

Ifthe scripts continue to be as innovative

and exciting as they have thus far, I may

yet achieve that fate-tempting ambition of

Doctor longevity - in stories, if not years!

Thank you all for watching - and

listening!

Colin Baker

November 2002


